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Abstract

Background: Recent clinical practice guidelines from major national organizations, including a joint United States Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) and Department of Defense (DoD) committee, have substantially changed recommendations for the use of the cholesterol-lowering statin medications after years of relative stability. Because statin medications are among the most commonly prescribed treatments in the United States, any change in their use may have significant implications for patients and providers alike. Prior research has shown that effective implementation interventions should be both user centered and specifically chosen to address identified barriers.

Objective: The objectives of this study were to identify potential determinants of provider uptake of the new statin guidelines and to use that information to tailor a coordinated and streamlined local quality improvement intervention focused on prescribing appropriate statins.

Methods: We employed user-centered design principles to guide the development and testing of a multicomponent guideline implementation intervention to improve statin prescribing. This paper describes the intervention development process whereby semistructured qualitative interviews with providers were conducted to (1) illuminate the knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors of providers and (2) elicit feedback on intervention prototypes developed to align with and support the use of the VA/DoD guidelines. Our aim was to use this information to design a local quality improvement intervention focused on statin prescribing that was tailored to the needs of primary care providers at our facility. Cabana’s Clinical Practice Guidelines Framework for Improvement and Nielsen’s Usability Heuristics were used to guide the analysis of data obtained in the intervention development process.

Results: Semistructured qualitative interviews were conducted with 15 primary care Patient Aligned Care Team professionals (13 physicians and 2 clinical pharmacists) at a single VA medical center. Findings highlight that providers were generally comfortable with the paradigm shift to risk-based guidelines but less clear on the need for the VA/DoD guidelines in specific. Providers preferred a clinical decision support tool that helped them calculate patient risk and guide their care without limiting autonomy. They were less comfortable with risk communication and performance measurement systems that do not account for shared decision making. When possible, we incorporated their recommendations into the intervention.

Conclusions: By combining qualitative methods and user-centered design principles, we could inform the design of a multicomponent guideline implementation intervention to better address the needs and preferences of providers, including clear and direct language, logical decision prompts with an option to dismiss a clinical decision support tool, and logical ordering of feedback information. Additionally, this process allowed us to identify future design considerations for quality improvement interventions.
cardiovascular disease; preventative medicine; clinical decision support; user-centered design; qualitative research; implementation

Introduction

Background

There has been a dramatic shift with respect to how guidelines recommend that American medical providers should prescribe commonly used cholesterol-lowering statin drugs [1]. In 2013 and 2014, the American College of Cardiology (ACC) and American Heart Association (AHA) and the United States Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) and Department of Defense (DoD) released new clinical practice guidelines on the treatment of blood cholesterol to reduce cardiovascular risk in adults [2-4]. Where previous guidelines had focused on giving increasing doses of statins until a patient’s cholesterol level dropped below a specific target, both new guidelines recommend fixed doses of medicine based on the patient’s atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) risk, the chance that the patient will develop cardiovascular disease (CVD) [2,5-9].

The new guidelines present challenges to adoption. First, moving away from cholesterol target-based treatment models represents a conceptual change in clinical practice. Second, in many cases, risk-based guidelines would require providers to calculate a patient’s ASCVD risk, which could substantially alter a provider’s workflow. Third, the discrepancies between the VA/DoD and ACC/AHA guidelines could cause confusion [10].

Effective implementation of new guidelines should recognize the existing barriers to adoption [11], including providers’ knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors about those guidelines [12]. They must also address those barriers in ways that are effective, accurate, and user centered. Existing strategies, including provider education, clinical decision support, and audit and feedback must address the barriers and the providers’ needs [12]. This requires a strong framework for designing an intervention and for making sure the intervention is effective.

Effective interventions fit the needs of the end users. To this end, user-centered design focuses on understanding the physiological, cognitive, and social aspects of the intended user that could alter how someone will use a tool or system [13]. In a health care setting, user-centered design can be employed to create or adapt tools that are consistent with the physiological, cognitive, and social needs of providers to address challenges to adoption and increase the likelihood of their use.

Objectives

In this study, we developed and tested a multicomponent guideline implementation intervention (hereafter referred to as the intervention) to improve statin prescribing. Our intervention was developed with semi-structured qualitative interviews, an established theoretical framework, and principles of user-centered design. This paper describes the intervention development process with providers, which was conducted to (1) illuminate knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors and (2) elicit feedback on intervention prototypes developed to align with and support the use of the VA/DoD guidelines. Our aim was to use this information to design a local quality improvement intervention focused on statin prescribing that was tailored to the needs of primary care providers.

Methods

Intervention Background and Development

We sought to develop and test a multicomponent guideline implementation intervention to improve statin prescribing. The processes were designed to find new, but practical, components for the intervention and help us improve the processes that we already had planned based on the literature and existing practices. For example, research demonstrates that a multicomponent intervention is often more effective than a single approach alone [14].

In the following section, we describe the components of the intervention: educational program, clinical decision support tool, and performance measurement with audit and feedback. Paper-based prototypes were created as working models to be tested for acceptability before investing in computerized systems. The prototypes were modeled after currently existing tools utilized in the VA health system to facilitate providers’ ability to imagine how the prototypes would function in their current workflow. In our user-centered design process, we asked providers to identify their needs and preferences specific to the 4 prototypes described below.

Educational Program

In collaboration with providers, we developed an educational program about the new clinical practice guidelines to be delivered to all providers before the intervention began. The educational program lasted 15 min. It included a summary of the guidelines and 3 cases that demonstrated the differences between the new guidelines and the old. We also developed a single-page tool describing and comparing the VA/DoD and the ACC/AHA Clinical Practice Guidelines (see Multimedia Appendix 1). The single-page tool was designed to be a concise and convenient reminder of changes to the statin guidelines.

Clinical Decision Support Tool

The clinical decision support tool was designed to address 2 predicted quality gaps—the traditional reminder role of pop-ups and a need to make it easier to follow the guidelines. The new guidelines require providers to calculate the risk of ASCVD for some patients using an algorithm that incorporates risk factors (eg, age, sex, smoking, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, total cholesterol, systolic blood pressure), which significantly complicates use of the guidelines. In our facility, an ASCVD risk algorithm has not yet been incorporated into the electronic medical record, and providers access ASCVD risk calculators through external websites. The paper-based prototype resembled the existing clinical decision support alerts, thus meeting the reminder role and automatic calculations of ASCVD risk of
computerized clinical decision support (see Multimedia Appendix 2). The impact of not having the tool in the electronic health record was evaluated in our interviews.

**Performance Measurement With Audit and Feedback**

Traditionally, performance measurement is used in pay-for-performance programs within the VA. We worked with the VA’s Center for Analytics and Reporting to create a novel performance measure that is aligned with the VA/DoD guidelines (hereafter referred to as the VA proposed performance measure; see Multimedia Appendix 3). In the VA proposed performance measure, providers would have stronger incentives for patients for whom treatment is more likely to be clinically important using a weighted point measurement system to create risk categorization of patient groups. For example, the VA proposed performance measure would award providers different points for prescribing a moderate dose statin to a patient with clinical ASCVD (5 points), a patient with diabetes (3 points), and a patient with a 10-year ASCVD risk greater than 12% (1 point). In distinction, other performance measures, such as those of the Healthcare Effectiveness Data Information Set, do not incorporate risk prediction in patient treatment recommendations. The weighted VA proposed performance measure was designed to emphasize prevention through risk calculation.

We designed an audit and feedback report template (see Multimedia Appendix 4), wherein providers would be informed of their individual performance on the VA proposed performance measure. The template includes 2 provider performance reports. The first includes breakdown of provider performance by patient risk categorization (eg, history of ASCVD; diabetes; low-density lipoprotein, LDL >190; high risk; low risk). The second displays performance by overall statin use across patients. Similar to the VA proposed performance measure, the audit and feedback report features risk prioritization.

**Setting and Participants**

This local quality improvement project was conducted in primary care at a single Veterans Affairs Medical Center (VAMC) between late October 2015 and June 2016. In total, 37 professionals across 5 Patient Aligned Care Teams (PACTs)—including 32 physicians with their own patient panel at the start of the project and 5 pharmacists—were invited to participate in qualitative interviews via email. Though 37 professionals were invited, data collection was designed to continue until thematic saturation was reached [15-17]. Invites were presented with a project information sheet at the time of initial email contact, which was reviewed at the time of the interview.

**Ethical Considerations**

Veterans Health Administration (VHA) Handbook 1058.05 [18] provides guidance about authorization of manuscripts that have been developed through nonresearch activities (ie, without institutional review board approval under the authority of VHA operations). All VHA authors of this manuscript attest that the activities that resulted in producing this manuscript were not conducted as part of a research project but as part of the nonresearch evaluation conducted under the authority of the VA’s Quality Enhancement Research Initiative.
Table 1. Initial codebook incorporating individual-level factors and elements of design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guideline factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity</td>
<td>Awareness/knowledge/use of the guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td>Ability to follow the guideline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected efficacy</td>
<td>Will improve clinical outcomes for patients (prevent heart attacks and strokes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous practice</td>
<td>Change from previous care? How much does changing care affect the provider?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of guidelines in general</td>
<td>Motivated by/trust/use of external guidelines in general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accept/reject guidelines</td>
<td>Agreement/disagreement with new guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk-benefit comparison</td>
<td>How do the benefits to patient/outcomes compare to the risks of implementing guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence-based</td>
<td>Perception that guidelines are consistent with evidence-based practice (credibility)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oversimplified cookbook</td>
<td>Concerned that the guideline is too regimented, missing real-world nuance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>Effect on autonomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardization of practice</td>
<td>Makes it so all providers provide similar care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamlet role/responsibility</td>
<td>Role of nursing, pharmacy, other staff in patient adherence to statins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarity</td>
<td>Ability to understand the guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming</td>
<td>Activity that produces apparent change in the measure, but no genuine change in the underlying perform-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient resistance</td>
<td>Willingness of patients to take medications, engage in conversation, accept recommendations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient tolerance</td>
<td>Side effects of medication prohibit adherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared decision making</td>
<td>Effect of guidelines on shared decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provider factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical influences</td>
<td>Who influences uptake? Professional role, individual respect, professional, and/or personal interactions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance pay</td>
<td>Does reimbursement or performance pay alter uptake?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance measurement system</td>
<td>Agreement with use of performance measurement system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit and feedback-Pt-level feedback</td>
<td>Use of fallout reports with specific patients to target/follow up with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication with patients</td>
<td>Strategies or tools for effective communication with patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Practice setting factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminder system (decision support tool)</td>
<td>Need for a reminder system for ease of use, understanding, calculation, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catch missed patients</td>
<td>Tool helps recognize who would benefit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of clinical reminders</td>
<td>Amount of clinical reminders seen by providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider education</td>
<td>Educational resources, strategies, tools for providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable to practice population</td>
<td>Relevance of guidelines to practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not practical in our setting</td>
<td>Would require unavailable technology, nonformulary medicines, or unavailable specialists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient staff or support</td>
<td>Ability of practice to use guidelines with existing staff resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practicality/prioritization</td>
<td>Time to address guideline, fit with workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Usability heuristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency of calculation</td>
<td>Provider understands how the recommendation was determined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy/allows complexity</td>
<td>Allows for and explains provider choices (eg, emergency exit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Are the recommendations correct (by what they intend to have)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive ease of use</td>
<td>Saves or creates providers the need to think, calculate, remember</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed/ease of use</td>
<td>Time-consuming/saving, fits workflow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results

Participant Description
In total, 15 individuals—13 physicians and 2 clinical pharmacists—participated in interviews and represented all 5 PACT teams. In total, 9 providers did not respond to 3 email invitations and 13 declined to participate. There were no observable differences in gender, age, or participation in the educational seminar, between those we interviewed and those who did not participate.

Summary of Findings
Overall, providers were generally comfortable with the paradigm shift to risk-based guidelines but less clear on the need for the VA/DoD guidelines in specific. They preferred tools that helped them provide the care they wanted to provide without limiting their autonomy (see Table 2 for abbreviated list of changes made in response to interviews; see Multimedia Appendix 5 for detailed list of user-centered design changes).

Guidelines

Providers Accept the Paradigm Shift in Cholesterol Treatment but Some Question the Need for Separate Department of Veterans Affairs/Department of Defense (VA/DoD) Statin Guidelines
Most providers felt the risk paradigm was more closely aligned to their clinical perspective:

We’ve moved away from focusing on LDL, this one just seems more compelling...here’s the person’s risk, it just seems more informative and like a compelling reason to treat. [Participant #13]

Others highlighted the benefit of providing patients with more precise, tailored risk estimates using risk-based guidelines.

One core distinction between the guidelines is that the VA/DoD guidelines are generally less aggressive than the ACC/AHA guidelines: they recommend treatment for fewer people, permit use of less-intense statin regimens, and create a gray zone where treatment is neither recommended for nor against. A few providers stated their preference for the VA/DoD guidelines and felt the ACC/AHA guidelines encouraged overtreatment. One provider explained:

There may be some people that are jumping right to high potency when that’s not necessary, especially in the elderly population which we have a ton of. [Participant #9]

Another participant said:

[I’m] not sure of the distinction between the AHA guidelines and these [VA/DoD] guidelines. [Participant #8]

Several providers did not recognize the need for separate VA guidelines at all. One of the participants admitted:

...most of my colleagues here have kind of adapted it [the VA/DoD guidelines]. [Participant #15]

A few developed approaches that incorporated aspects of both sets of guidelines, such as one who appreciated the deemphasis of routine cholesterol monitoring in the VA/DoD guidelines but preferred the risk cut points established in the ACC/AHA guidelines.

Due to their patient population, a few providers noted that the differences between the 2 guidelines would likely have a very small impact:

They all have diabetes, many of them smoke, and they all have hypertension. A lot of them already have cardiovascular disease, so you’re not really even doing a risk assessment. Many of them don’t specifically fall into the scope of this, so to be honest I haven’t used the VA one much just because there’s not been much need for it in the patients that I see. [Participant #7]

Within the Risk Paradigm, Providers Are Not Confident in How to Deal With Shifting Risk
Providers were generally comfortable with the role of risk prediction in the guidelines. They did express some confusion about how to address changing risk factors and the lack of consistency of risk prediction. For these problems, they felt that the guidelines were not responsive. One provider explained:

I think the calculators can vary a lot, depending on what someone’s blood pressure is that day or their smoking status. Those kinds of things can change. Then someone if they quit smoking might not be, you know, the same risk as they were 10 minutes ago...So, I think it’s not exactly clear cut... [Participant #14]

The Paradigm Shift Creates New Responsibilities in Doctor-Patient Communication
Several providers felt that their patients might find it difficult to shift away from cholesterol treatment targets. Patients are familiar with recommendations to improve their cholesterol numbers. As one provider explained:

I think there is still a little bit of resistance. Patients are really caught up on the LDL number because, I guess we used to really drive that hard, like “Oh, your LDL should be this and it’s too high and so we’re going to add these other drugs, or increase the dose,” or whatever it might be. I think some people were still really hung up on those numbers. [Participant #7]

Comparatively, risk reduction is more “abstract” than LDL reduction. Several providers described that patients “like to see that [the treatment is] doing something,” which is difficult to demonstrate under guidelines that do not specifically call for routine cholesterol monitoring. Thus, providers were concerned about nonadherence:

I worry that we are going to have even more trouble initiating and getting people to adhere to statins when we are talking about them in this new kind of abstract confusing way for patients. I have probably not been as aggressive in moving towards these newer guidelines in part for that reason. [Participant #2]
Table 2. Abbreviated list of user-centered design considerations for intervention components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool and user suggestion</th>
<th>Impact on adoption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical decision support design</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include high/medium/low-risk language in reminder—facilitates conversation with patient</td>
<td>Implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disable reminder for patients receiving palliative care</td>
<td>Implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepopulate risk score automatically within reminder</td>
<td>Future consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alert only when appropriate (disable reminder for patients with complicated clinical situations)</td>
<td>Future consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add specific risk percentage in reminder rather than high/medium/low language</td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add additional line for comments</td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Audit and feedback design</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organize patient fallout by risk category</td>
<td>Implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarify provider comparison group (local vs Department of Veterans Affairs)</td>
<td>Future consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devise mechanism/algorithm that accounts for complicated patients in performance measure and subsequently in the audit and feedback report</td>
<td>Future consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide credit for shared decision making</td>
<td>Future consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include specific and actionable performance improvement suggestions</td>
<td>Future consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove provider percentile altogether because it creates undue angst</td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clinical Decision Support Tool

Providers Desire Clinical Decision Support Tools That Allow for Cognitive Ease of Use and Speed

Providers’ interest in having a clinical decision support tool during the patient encounter was based around efficiency:

> If the reminder already calculated the risk, I’d love that. I hate having to go to the internet, or look on my smartphone, so I think the ideal reminder would calculate the risk for you. [Participant #6]

A few providers indicated that the clinical decision support tool may be especially useful in patients whom the calculator estimates to be at high risk for ASCVD but have no history of heart attack or stroke:

> In this particular case, I like it because this is one that may not jump out immediately at you. This person doesn’t have coronary disease so it’s kind of helping you work through and reminding you where the guidelines stay. [Participant #9]

Providers Want Clinical Decision Support Tools That Allow for Autonomy

When asked about the computerization of clinical decision support tools, most providers indicated a need for autonomy within the system, whereby providers can exit or cancel a clinical reminder when it is inappropriate or inaccurate for the particular visit or patient:

> Sometimes it seems like things come up that aren’t supposed to, or they don’t come up and they should…I think there’s often circumstances where it’s like, “How do you get out of this loop?” where this isn’t right and it should go away, but you can’t make it go away and so I like that there’s an option for like, “This is wrong,” and so you can get out of that. [Participant #7]

Providers said they generally appreciate being reminded when a patient is not meeting a guideline but want to be able to accurately state why the patient is not on a statin rather than bend the truth simply to disable the reminder.

Providers Want Clinical Decision Support Tools That Can Be Disabled

Providers wanted a clinical decision support tool that would not continue to alert after an issue has been addressed. However, there was some debate as to which clinical situations should lead to a reminder being disabled indefinitely and which would warrant a revisited conversation:

> If you had a discussion with the patient and they decided against it, okay, if you had a discussion with the patient and they decided for it, okay. I’d never not do it because they were poor in the past, you know, we’d have a discussion and in that moment, I’d give them every opportunity to say they’re going to try it. So, I would never let the history of non-adherence stop me from providing it unless they actively told me. [Participant #9]

Performance Measurement With Audit and Feedback

Some Providers Prefer Dichotomous Performance Measures, Whereas Others Prefer Performance Measures That Incorporate Risk Categorization of Patient Groups

The team proposed a new performance measure consistent with the new guidelines that would provide weighted performance assessment. In this system, patients for whom statin treatment was particularly likely to prevent a heart attack or stroke would be given more credit in evaluation. Providers had mixed feelings...
about the proposed VA performance measure, particularly the idea of weighting the performance measure to reflect risk categorization of patient groups (based on patients’ ASCVD risk):

So, I could tell you with the measures, I will be honest with you; I don’t like the idea of weighted. I like either you made it or you didn’t…and I think either you’re treating them appropriately or you’re not... [Participant #4]

Other providers preferred the proposed VA performance measure and that having a measure that “reflects” that difference may improve care:

...overall risk for some of these patients is higher or lower depending on which of these risk categories they fall into. [Participant #7]

**Providers Want More Credit for Shared Decision Making**

Several providers were concerned with the lack of credit given for shared decision making in the proposed and existing VA performance measures. Most providers agreed that the high-risk patients, or the “no-brainers” as one provider put it, take less effort and time to convince to initiate and adhere to treatment because their risk is more palpable. Rather, it is the patients who:

...feel fine and they haven’t had any negative outcomes yet [sometimes] are the hardest ones to get to comply and understand, educate about what’s in their best interest... [Participant #9]

One provider specifically made the connection between the way pay-for-performance structures are designed and the lack of consideration given to shared decision making:

[Patients that fall in the intermediate risk category] You use a lot of energy with and you’re really not capturing that much value from the standpoint of, whatever it’s going to be, an A or money or whatever it is at the end that you get as your carrot. I don’t know how you would do it any other way that I think makes sense. I don’t think most of us are in it for the A or the money. [Participant #12]

**Providers Feel That Hierarchical Patient-Level Feedback Is Most Useful Within Audit and Feedback Reports**

Providers regularly receive audit and feedback of their care within this clinic, usually in the form of printouts of tables of care provided. We attempted to understand how the new guidelines might alter the best way to provide audit and feedback. Providers generally preferred the audit and feedback report when broken down into component parts, indicating first, how the provider fares on each individual goal (ie, the percentage of the provider’s patients with ASCVD that are on a moderate or high-dose statin) and second, broken down by a moderate or high-dose statin) and second, broken down by percentage of the provider’s patients with ASCVD that are on this to find out who’s doing better... [Participant #4]

Providers wished there would be a greater commitment toward teaching them about new guidelines and changes in practice, particularly those moving toward incorporating patient risk and shared decision making. On the basis of interviews, we found that providers are willing to adopt risk-based clinical guidelines and accompanying components if they are designed with care and are presented to providers in a clear and useful manner:

It’s more than just flipping on a switch and having some PowerPoint slides. I think that you really need to help clinicians move towards that, help them understand it, give them some strategies, give them some confidence for how to move in that direction because...it’s another paradigm shift that we need to be making, but I think we need help in order to get there. [Participant #2]

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

We developed a system to create a multicomponent implementation intervention that was to be user-centered and evidence based. Our system helped us identify ways to improve aspects of the intervention and develop new ones (see Table 2).
**Textbox 1.** Design considerations for future interventions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance improvement suggestions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Representative quote:</strong> “So, don’t just tell me these are wrong, tell me what I need to do, give me useful information so I now know, ‘Oh, I need to call that patient and double it,’ versus whatever, I mean, just to say they’re on 40, that doesn’t mean anything to me. So, that’s the key thing, to make this helpful tell me what I need to do, because honestly, the more I know what I need to do, the more I can hand this to my nurse and say, ‘Hey! Call that patient, order a blood draw, tell him what it is, I’m going to change their med,’ make it so I don’t have to do anything, yeah, there we go.” [Participant #4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proposed response:</strong> Include specific and actionable performance improvement suggestions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provider comparison group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Representative quote:</strong> “It tells me my provider percentile; I can never tell if it’s VA or local, okay so that’s part of it, so that’s one thing I would want to know VA or local.” [Participant #12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proposed response:</strong> Clarify provider comparison group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient fallout organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Representative quote:</strong> “So, if you are going to work through a list, you want to start from the top and work your way down kind of deal. So, I think that that would be helpful because you’re, at least at the outset, you’re going to identify the most important areas for intervention...So, I do think that’s helpful from just like a time management perspective, like start here and then over the next six months we’ll get through everybody, but at least we’ll start at the top and work down to the people who are maybe less of a priority as far as you know statin and cardiovascular risk reduction.” [Participant #7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proposed response:</strong> Organize patient fallout by risk category</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accounting for complicated patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Representative quote:</strong> “It depends if we give credit for having...if we could include documented adverse drug reaction to giving you credit, then that would be good or just taking those people out altogether, you know, so they’re not even in the, they’re not even in the denominator, um because you know, there are a lot of people who have statin, and this is where it’s provider, you know, it is provider. If you don’t ask and you don’t know, and you just keep pounding someone with statin and they’re feeling miserable, it’s not the right thing to do. So, if you’re not aware of the potential side effects or you’re not asking and you’re not dealing with it, then your numbers may look better but you may not be doing the patient a service. So, I would say if the goal includes, if you get credit for at least a documented adverse drug reaction, then I’d be fine with those numbers. If not, they need to come out of the denominator, if not, the goal needs to be a little bit lower or I would recommend it be lower.” [Participant #9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proposed response:</strong> Think of mechanism to account for complicated patients in performance measure and subsequently in the audit and feedback report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In short, we found that providers were interested in changing their care but needed support in doing so.

Our team incorporated feasible design suggestions into the prototype intervention, particularly when there was general agreement among providers on a given design element and it aligned with design and user experience best practices. Consistent with previous research [22,23], providers overwhelmingly preferred simple information, clear and accurate decision prompts, and logical ordering of information that aligned with their values and needs, such as including highest risk patients first on audit and feedback report fallout lists. More specifically, providers wanted to be able to accurately and rapidly use clinical decision support tools during the patient encounter without any loss to their autonomy [24]. Many of these wording or formatting suggestions were addressed in the second iteration of the clinical decision support tool and audit and feedback report template.

Some providers found the shift to new guidelines difficult, even when the guidelines were more closely aligned to their clinical perspective. For example, providers also felt guidelines don’t recognize the most difficult aspects of their work, particularly the time and resource demands of shared decision making and introducing the concept of risk, which is strongly emphasized in the new guidelines [25,26]. In addition, providers requested more evidence, education, and resources to make any clinical change. Educational and training resources for both providers and patients were thought to be essential in effective shared decision making and, as a result, adherence to statin guidelines. In response, we implemented an educational seminar during a primary care meeting whereby differences between the guidelines were highlighted by way of a pocket guide [27] and explained in detail before the commencement of the intervention phase of the project.

Our work adds to, but is supported by, existing research in implementation science on guideline implementation and how to change clinician habits. Our findings align well with our underlying framework, the Clinical Practice Guidelines Framework for Improvement [12]. As that framework and other research suggests, we found barriers and wide variation in providers’ knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors about the new guidelines [12,28]. Previous work has also found that providers find guidelines and performance measures demotivating, especially when they are not user-centered or well-aligned with the providers’ goals of care [29,30]. Similarly, decision support tools regularly impact patient care but details of usability also have large effects on provider satisfaction and uptake [31,32]. Our work is one of a few studies that have attempted to...
synthesize these diverse fields of research into a single intervention. Our findings were also unusual in noting the central divide between providers’ desire for new guidelines for support and efficiency versus a sense that they are intended to remove providers’ autonomy.

Limitations and Future Research
We sampled a small number of providers from one VAMC. Nonetheless, the providers who participated in the interviews for this project provided important insights that influenced both the type and content of the intervention later executed at this site. We expect our research design to be transferable to other sites, as user-centered design and qualitative methods both emphasize local context.

We were also limited in our ability to incorporate many of our findings into the intervention. At times, providers’ opinions and preferences were at odds. Thus, our team needed to prioritize and rank feedback, accommodating feasible design suggestions with strong provider consensus, and vetoing design elements that were too provider-specific, acknowledging that a provider-specific interface is not feasible within the health system. Relatedly, there were requests for user-friendly features that were technologically infeasible. Consequently, we have identified future design considerations for each of the above domains (see Textbox 1) that were outside the scope of this project but could be considered in other projects.

Finally, the purpose of this study was to follow a user-centered design approach to capture the needs and preferences of providers in the final intervention design. Though beyond the scope of this study, future research should examine the effectiveness of similar multicomponent implementation interventions.

Conclusions
The guideline implementation planning process provided important insights about the refinement of the intervention plan. By combining qualitative methods and user-centered design principles, we could understand the needs and preferences of providers and modify prototypes to increase their acceptability and usability in practice. Our findings allowed us to target several factors providers reported as being important determinants to the uptake of and adherence to clinical practice guidelines. The qualitative process of working with providers also allowed us to identify future design considerations for multicomponent guideline implementation interventions.
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Abstract

The power and outreach of the media is enormous and has restructured our society today; the author acknowledges the impact and appreciates the outreach. However, I question the relative lack of focus on physical human interactions and express concern over future training efforts. I have compared and attempted to highlight the components of two interaction scenarios: those of teacher-student, and those of physician-patient. The physician-educators need to generate a discussion regarding the value of each interaction. As a teacher, there is value in online classrooms, and a different value in face-to-face interactions. Similarly, a physician can have major outreach impact by online tele-medicine and tele-education efforts, but in some instances, may need to have the human, physical interaction with the patient. The value of these interactions depends on the roles in which these interactions are experienced. Medical education training must incorporate an understanding of the unique value of different interactions.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2018;5(2):e15) doi:10.2196/humanfactors.9859
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Observations

The “human factor” is the essence of teaching and learning as well as that of clinical care. With the advent of media, we need to examine its role as it is taught and learnt, expressed as “face-to-face” versus “using technology” as a medium of interaction. The value of the medium used for an interaction has to be assessed based on the outcome expected from that interaction. In some circumstances, the use of media is very helpful. Conversely, sometimes media takes away value from the purpose of the interaction.

Questions

Experience of classroom teaching

I arrive early, formally dressed, ready with a PowerPoint presentation. The PowerPoint consists of information most relevant for exams, with example questions and case-based presentations. I walk into a class of 10 students and teach from the podium. There is a live feed on. The other 155 students are at different places, logging in from their places of choice. Many review the lecture videos later. After class, they critique my lecture for relevance to the board preparation. My future presentations will be based on the critiques from these students. The same topics have been covered well by leading experts in the area with freely available videos. Between the textbooks and internet resources, where is the need of an educator standing in class on a particularly rainy morning?

Is the experience of the students in class different from those online?

My experience in the clinic is also similarly thought provoking with the advent of media.

Patients in a subspecialty clinic

The patient can be treated without meeting the doctor in some cases. For instance, for a patient with chronic kidney disease we can order laboratory tests and the primary care physicians’ note can tell us about the exam findings needed to prescribe appropriate medications. For routine subspecialty assessments

http://humanfactors.jmir.org/2018/2/e15/
we may not need a physical exam. The vitals can be texted in. An effective, guideline-based management plan can be put in place without any person-to-person interactions. The patient can be emailed the medication side effect list and get an online consent, which may be a safe process as it related to liability.

The subspecialty can do away with most barriers that lead to conflicts. The biases of nationality, gender, and language can all be transcribed over. The human factor can thus be eliminated entirely in both of these scenarios. However, there is some value in each interaction: using media or not using media; with or without the human factor.

### The Human Factor

We, as people, have an identity of self and also an identity in the roles we play. Each role comes with its society-approved behavior patterns: roles of spouses, children, or being parents; roles of identifying with a particular gender, race, or nationality. Each role comes with its own set of expected behaviors, attire, and stage setting. The role of a physician comes with props like the white coat and the stethoscope, the stage setting of a clinic or hospital, and in recent advances, tele-health support. The role of a student may come with a recognition of some degree of need for training and accepting a person as a teacher (in the setting of a classroom or through online presence).

My pedagogy mentors emphasized a balance of head, hands, and heart when I started my career in clinical education. While the head and hands are approachable through media, we may need to look closer at the heart for training and treatment purposes. Regardless of the modality of interaction (face-to-face or via media), the perceived roles of human interactions can vary between those of student-teacher, physician-patient, and vendor-consumer.

Each role has a set of rights and duties assigned, and also some combination of the following individual components: required knowledge (head), the required skills (hands), and the required attitudes that go with this (heart). An effective combination of these factors is what constitutes the human factor: the person you meet.

### Student-Teacher Scenario

The teacher is more than a container/dispenser of information. The personality of an educator is unique. The scales we use to assess the caliber of a teacher uses only objective data: how well the students do on exams and their assessment of the course content with respect to national exams. The subjective experience of being a student in classroom, facing a teacher, and the outcome of this interaction is a human relationship; its value is very hard to express/assess. The student learns more than the subject. The teacher, in turn, gets value in that experience. When a teacher teaches in class, he/she brings with that PowerPoint presentation, a human factor which responds and relates to the student.

Regarding the content of education material, recent advances with tele-education have expanded educational outreach beyond imagination [1]. Initially we could have critiqued that the content available is not peer reviewed and lacks the authenticity of experts opining on the content [2]. This line of thinking has changed completely with online discussions with experts on various platforms, as seen with online journal clubs, media groups, and scientific communities. There is an admirable turnaround time of a scientist’s question being answered in the digital world.

### Physician-Patient Scenario

The physician that is present in the clinic has a relationship with a patient he/she faces in a patient-doctor relationship, which is different from communicating with the same patient through media. Although tele-education and tele-medicine are enormously helpful in many cases, there is something to be said for the personal interaction.

### What is the Value of Holding a Hand, Making Eye Contact, and Talking to Another Person?

The physician, much like the teacher, aspires to “make the patient feel better.” There is a sense of aspiring for a higher purpose in life. Most physicians in the role of “the doctor” care deeply about the best state of health possible for the patient in accordance with the patient's own challenges. To achieve this, they train to the extent of their abilities and challenge limitations. Their interactions are based on the roles perceived by each. A physician can see himself in the role of a caregiver, or that of a vendor, regardless which form of communication he/she chooses to use. A patient can see him/herself as a person needing comfort or a consumer, again, regardless of how he/she is communicating with the physician. These perceived roles can be seen similarly in any situation, be it personal interaction or through a digital presence. The human factor introduces a relationship between roles. We need to understand the roles of the patient-doctor versus roles of the vendor-consumer. In any scenario, either relationship may be perceived.

If the physician is seen in the role of a vendor, the patient assumes the role of a consumer, and must look for a certain specific objective value in the encounter [3]. A vendor's motivation is different than that of a physician. In this scenario, there is not much value in the time spent sitting silently holding a patient's hand after delivering bad news. A 15-minute encounter, encompassing a full review of systems, an exam, review of lab results, and assessment and management plan, has no financial incentive to add to the question, “How do you feel today?” The best gain scenario is to identify a problem list quickly and focus on the exam and a treatment plan, minus the human-factor.

The patient, in the role of a patient, is vulnerable and expects to be comforted. Armed with internet knowledge, the patient may require more detailed discussions than previously anticipated [4]. In the role of the consumer, the patient is able to critique the physician for “professionalism” which is a very subjective interpretation. For the “consumer” the option of using media may present the best-case scenario, while the role of a “patient” may need a human interaction with a person in the physical role of a doctor.
Unifying Concepts

The role of basic courtesy is crucial in either case, but is there any added value to physically meet a teacher/physician? Is an email the same thing as meeting someone in person? How does Skype compare to face-to-face meetings? Are we gaining in economics and losing in humanities?

Will Either Situation Add Value to The Objective of That Interaction?

Where there is no health care, or in areas where it is difficult to obtain subspecialty quality care, tele-medicine certainly is the most valuable tool. Similarly, for lectures, online tools are very valuable for distant outreach. However, there is still a place for training in human interactions for many scenarios in which the value is in the absolute human interaction.

There are places in which this is helpful, and there may be places that this is time consuming, redundant, and expensive. In changing times, with the power and outreach of media, a discussion that fully incorporates the advantages of media and the possibilities of including the human factor for an effective classroom and clinical experience is warranted.
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Abstract

Background: A mobile app is a programmed system designed to be used by a target user on a mobile device. The usability of such a system refers not only to the extent to which product can be used to achieve the task that it was designed for, but also its effectiveness and efficiency, as well as user satisfaction. The System Usability Scale is one of the most commonly used questionnaires used to assess the usability of a system. The original 10-item version of System Usability Scale was developed in English and thus needs to be adapted into local languages to assess the usability of a mobile apps developed in other languages.

Objective: The aim of this study is to translate and validate (with cross-cultural adaptation) the English System Usability Scale questionnaire into Malay, the main language spoken in Malaysia. The development of a translated version will allow the usability of mobile apps to be assessed in Malay.

Methods: Forward and backward translation of the questionnaire was conducted by groups of Malay native speakers who spoke English as their second language. The final version was obtained after reconciliation and cross-cultural adaptation. The content of the Malay System Usability Scale questionnaire for mobile apps was validated by 10 experts in mobile app development. The efficacy of the questionnaire was further probed by testing the face validity on 10 mobile phone users, followed by reliability testing involving 54 mobile phone users.

Results: The content validity index was determined to be 0.91, indicating good relevancy of the 10 items used to assess the usability of a mobile app. Calculation of the face validity index resulted in a value of 0.94, therefore indicating that the questionnaire was easily understood by the users. Reliability testing showed a Cronbach alpha value of .85 (95% CI 0.79-0.91) indicating that the translated System Usability Scale questionnaire is a reliable tool for the assessment of usability of a mobile app.

Conclusions: The Malay System Usability Scale questionnaire is a valid and reliable tool to assess the usability of mobile app in Malaysia.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2018;5(2):e10308) doi:10.2196/10308
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Introduction

The advancement of communication technologies has changed the way people search for and find information. This is especially prevalent in the case of health-related information. Consequently, health providers should update their health education and promotion strategies to disseminate information from conventional printed material such as pamphlets and flip charts, to more interactive and updated material such as mobile apps [1]. Mobile apps have the advantage of being widely available soon after development through multiple platforms. The usability of the mobile app in question plays an important role in determining its effectiveness to improve health knowledge and awareness. An app must not only be user-friendly, but it should also attract users.

Usability is defined as the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specific goals effectively and efficiently as well as providing user satisfaction in a specified context of use [2]. Questionnaire surveys are among the established and acceptable methods for system usability evaluation [3]. Usability consists of 5 quality attributes of the system which assess how easy user interfaces are to use [4], namely learnability, efficiency, memorability, system errors, and user satisfaction.

Generally, there are two methods of assessing the usability of a product, expert reviews and usability testing [5]. Many questionnaires have been developed for usability assessment of computer-based interfaces, websites, apps, or any software or hardware with which users interact. These include the After Scenario Questionnaire (ASQ), Computer System Usability Questionnaire (CSUQ), and the Usefulness, Satisfaction and Ease of Use (USE) questionnaire [6]. The usability questionnaires recommended for the assessment of mobile apps can range from two simple post-test questions, to standard questionnaires such as the Post-Study Usability Questionnaire (PSSUQ) or the System Usability Scale (SUS) [7,8].

The System Usability Scale (SUS) is one of the most widely used questionnaires to assess the usability of a system or product [9]. It was developed by John Brooke in 1986 in response to the demand of many industries for a simple, quick, and cost-effective method to assess the usability of a system [10]. It has been utilized in various surveys to determine the usability of wide range of user interfaces such as standard operating system-based software interfaces, Web-pages, mobile apps, and networking equipment [6]. Originally, the SUS was developed for Digital Equipment Co Ltd customers who are the native English speakers [9]. The SUS questionnaire has since been translated into many languages including Spanish, French, Dutch, Portuguese, Slovenian, Persian, German, and more recently Indonesian. All translated versions have shown similar internal reliability to the original English version [11].

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are no studies reporting the translation of the SUS questionnaire into Malay, despite the widespread usage of this questionnaire across the world. It is crucial to have a SUS questionnaire in the local language to accurately capture the thoughts, feelings, perceptions, behaviors, and attitudes of local users towards the usability of the tested product. Different cultures can interpret similar words or phrases in a different manner, therefore the translation used in this study takes into consideration the linguistics of the questionnaire, as well as the cross-cultural adaptation needed to maintain the validity of the questionnaire [11]. Thus, the objective of this study is to translate and validate the original English version of the SUS into Malay.

Methods

Overview

The SUS was developed by John Brooke in 1986 [10] and consists of a 10-item questionnaire scored on a 5-point Likert scale from 0 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The questionnaire is arranged to alternate between positive and negative statements to avoid habitual bias from the respondent. The score contribution for the odd items (the positive statements) is the scale position minus 1 and the contribution for the even items (the negative statements) is 5 minus the scale position. The overall score is calculated from a sum of all item scores multiplied by 2.5 and can range from 0 to 100. A system or product that received score of 68 and above is considered to have good usability [10].

Adaptation Process

The original SUS questionnaire was translated into Malay using international guidelines for cross-cultural adaptation to ensure the quality of the translated version and its consistency of meaning to the original version [12]. First, the forward translation process (from English to Malay) was conducted by two translators and a report of the translation was produced by both translators. The two translations were synthesized into one document after a thorough discussion which addressed any gaps or differences between the two reports.

The original and translated versions of the SUS questionnaire were given to two groups of native Malay speakers who spoke English as their second language. Each group consisted of 8 translators who received either the original or translated questionnaire version and then performed either the forward or backward translation respectively. The forward and backward translation discrepancies were reconciled, and cross-cultural adaptation was done to derive the final version. Since the purpose of translating the SUS questionnaire is to assess the usability of mobile apps, the word “system” has been changed to “mobile application” in the survey. The Malay term for this is “aplikasi mudah alih,” hence the adapted questionnaire is called Skala Kebolehgunaan Aplikasi Mudah Alih (SKAMA) in Malay.

Validation Process

The SKAMA questionnaire was subsequently validated in terms of its content validity, face validity, and reliability (internal consistency). Content validation aims to assess the relevancy and representativeness of each item to a specific domain by a panel of experts. In this context, it will assess the relevance of all 10 items in the SKAMA to represent the usability domain.
Content validation of the SKAMA questionnaire was conducted by 10 experts (including 2 mobile app developers) who were asked to give a score of 1 (item not relevant) to 4 (item very relevant), based on the relevancy of the translated items in the SKAMA, to assess the usability of a mobile app. Scores of 3 and 4 were recategorized as 1 (relevant) and scores of 1 and 2 as 0 (not relevant). The content validity index (CVI) was computed by calculating the scale average [13]. Figure 1 gives an overview of the validation process.

Face validation testing, which aims to assess the clarity and comprehensibility of the translated items, was conducted by 10 target users. The users were asked to give score from 1 (item not clear and not understandable) to 4 (item very clear and understandable) based on the clarity and comprehensibility of the translated items in the SKAMA questionnaire. Scores of 3 and 4 were recategorized as 1 (clear and understandable) and scores of 1 and 2 as 0 (not clear and understandable). The face validity index (FVI) was computed by calculating the scale average [13]. Reliability testing was conducted by using 53 target users (the minimum estimated sample size was 49 respondents) who responded to the online questionnaire via a URL link sent to them. The age of the respondents ranged from 23 to 60 years. The majority of the target users worked for the government and have a tertiary education. Table 3 shows the characteristics of the target users who responded to the online questionnaire.

Results

In the translation of the SUS questionnaire, the word “system” was changed to the Malay word for “mobile application,” namely “aplikasi mudah alih,” as the Malay adaptation of the SUS questionnaire is intended to determine the usability of mobile apps. The CVI (Table 1) and FVI (Table 2) of SKAMA were calculated to be 0.91 and 0.94 respectively. The CVI and FVI score of above 0.83 for both tests indicates that all items in the questionnaire are relevant to the domain, clear, and comprehensible for the target users [13,15].

The reliability testing was conducted using 53 target users (the minimum estimated sample size was 49 respondents) who responded to the online questionnaire via a URL link sent to them. The age of the respondents ranged from 23 to 60 years. The majority of the target users worked for the government and have a tertiary education. Table 3 shows the characteristics of the target users who responded to the online questionnaire.
Table 1. Content validity index based on the rating of the relevancy of items by 10 experts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>E1</th>
<th>E2</th>
<th>E3</th>
<th>E4</th>
<th>E5</th>
<th>E6</th>
<th>E7</th>
<th>E8</th>
<th>E9</th>
<th>E10</th>
<th>I-CVI^b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Content validity index average 0.91

^aE: Expert.
^bI-CVI: Item Content Validity Index.

Table 2. Face validity index based on the rating of the clarity and comprehensibility of items by 10 target users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>R^a1</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>R3</th>
<th>R4</th>
<th>R5</th>
<th>R6</th>
<th>R7</th>
<th>R8</th>
<th>R9</th>
<th>R10</th>
<th>I-FVI^b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Face validity index average 0.94

^aR: Rater.
^bI-FVI: Item Face Validity Index.

Table 3. Characteristics of target users (N=53).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>39.4 (10.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest education, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary School</td>
<td>1 (1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary School</td>
<td>7 (13.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary education</td>
<td>45 (84.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>38 (71.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>6 (11.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pensioner</td>
<td>3 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>6 (11.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The usability of a developed system can be evaluated either by in every step of prototype development, a process which consists of iterative cycles of prototyping, design, and validation [19]. The usability of a developed system can be evaluated either by expert reviews or by usability testing [5]. Expert reviews can be conducted using heuristic checklists, cognitive walkthrough, and guidelines. This is dependent on the experts’ knowledge and experience and therefore this may not reflect the users’ perception of product usability. On the other hand, questionnaires are specifically developed to explore a construct that cannot be measured directly, such as attitude and practice, as well as the usability of a system. Creating a new questionnaire requires a concerted effort from team members, additional costs, and is time consuming. Therefore, researchers are recommended to adapt established, appropriate, and available questionnaires with documented validity in other languages. Literal translation, however, is not sufficient to produce an equivalent questionnaire. The questionnaire must have a good linguistic translation and must be adapted for cultural differences to maintain the content validity [11]. This is referred to as the cross-cultural adaptation of a questionnaire [20]. Validation, on the other hand, aims to ensure that the translated version questionnaire has the same equivalent properties for measuring the construct as the original version. Cross-cultural adaptation to ensure the integrity of the questionnaire is retained, as translation can be problematic, especially when the two languages have nonequivalent words. It is especially important to take into account the fact that different cultures may interpret similar words or phrases in the questionnaire differently and therefore the intended meaning of the items in the questionnaire could be altered from the original version.

Malay is the native language in Malaysia, although multi-ethnic groups do exist. It is for this reason that this study aimed to translate the SUS questionnaire into Malay for use in Malaysia. The Malay version of the SUS, SKAMA, was reviewed by experts in the field, which included mobile app developers, as the aim is to use this translation for the assessment of mobile apps. Therefore, in the translation, the word “system” in the original SUS was replaced with the Malay term for “mobile application.” The experts reviewed the SKAMA questionnaire content in relation to assessment of the usability of mobile apps, taking into account the considerations of local users. Face validity testing tested the clarity of the items to assess usability of mobile app from the target user point of view. Developers and experts in mobile apps may have a different view of system usability compared to the public users, who are the target users when new apps are developed. These two different groups of reviews help to ensure content coverage, while taking into consideration the comprehensibility of the items in the questionnaire to the target user. The high CVI and FVI of SKAMA thus indicates the content is well adopted into local context and translated using clear and understandable sentences.

The reliability of a questionnaire contributes to the validity of it and measures the stability of the questionnaire in terms of consistency of the response. Internal consistency is one of the reliability components used to measure the extent of which the

### Discussion

The concept of system usability was first coined in the 1980s, in the field of human–computer interaction, when the first personal computer was developed [17]. Usability is the quality attributes of a system which assess how easy a system interface is to use [4]. These attributes include:

1. The learnability of the system (ie, how well users can learn and use a product to achieve the intended goals [18]).
2. The efficiency of the system (ie, how quickly users can perform the task once they learn the design).
3. The memorability of the system (ie, how easily the user can re-establish proficiency when they return to the system after a period of not using it).
4. The errors from using the system.
5. User satisfaction when using the system.

Ideally the usability evaluation of a system should be considered in every step of prototype development, a process which consists of iterative cycles of prototyping, design, and validation [19].

### Table 4. The internal consistency of the total-item statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Scale mean if item deleted</th>
<th>Scale variance if item deleted</th>
<th>Corrected item total correlation</th>
<th>Cronbach alpha if item deleted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>35.94</td>
<td>25.478</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>35.70</td>
<td>26.830</td>
<td>0.460</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>35.38</td>
<td>26.816</td>
<td>0.674</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>35.51</td>
<td>27.370</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>36.02</td>
<td>24.134</td>
<td>0.651</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>36.40</td>
<td>24.205</td>
<td>0.653</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7</td>
<td>35.79</td>
<td>26.475</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>35.79</td>
<td>25.245</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9</td>
<td>35.75</td>
<td>22.881</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10</td>
<td>36.19</td>
<td>24.887</td>
<td>0.429</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Cronbach alpha for the SKAMA questionnaire was determined to be .85 (95% CI 0.79-0.91) which is similar to the original English SUS questionnaire [10]. A higher alpha value indicates a higher internal reliability of the questionnaire and value more than .70 is acceptable as satisfactory internal reliability [16]. The Cronbach alpha for the questionnaire if an item is deleted (from the questionnaire) also remains consistent without significant difference (Table 4) indicating good internal reliability of the developed questionnaire.
items are measuring the same thing. The most common estimation of internal consistency is the Cronbach alpha coefficient [21]. The high Cronbach alpha value in this study indicates that SKAMA is a reliable tool to assess the usability of a mobile app. The consistent item statistics indicates that all 10 items are measuring a same domain, which is the usability of mobile app. Thus, the SKAMA questionnaire has equal reliability with similar Cronbach alpha values to the original SUS questionnaire and slightly higher values compared to the Indonesian version of SUS [9,11].

In conclusion, the SKAMA questionnaire is a valid tool to measure the usability of a mobile app for a Malay speaking population. SKAMA may also be used to assess other systems’ usability by rephrasing the word “mobile application” back into “system” as in the original SUS.
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Abstract

Background: Saudi Arabia has faced a steady growth in the prevalence of obesity. The concurrent and ubiquitous use of mobile technology, such as smartphones and apps, provides an opportunity for the implementation of mHealth technology, a method for delivering behavioral interventions. Despite their effectiveness in promoting lifestyle and diet modification, culturally adapted weight loss apps and related interventions are lacking in Gulf Cooperation Council countries.

Objective: The objective of our study was to identify the relationship between adherence to evidence-informed practices, potential user expectations, and actual user experiences in order to enhance the understanding of the overall usability of the Twazon Arabic weight loss app.

Methods: In 2 previous studies, 39 Saudi women were recruited for focus group discussions and 240 Saudi women were recruited for an app-based weight loss intervention. Usability of the Twazon Arabic weight loss app was evaluated by analyzing the opinions and experiences of 26 participants who engaged with the Twazon app for 4 months; the System Usability Scale (SUS) and word clouds were used. The results were triangulated with potential user expectations obtained in the focus group discussion and with the findings from an Arabic app screening for evidence-informed practices.

Results: The average reported SUS score was 69.3. The most favored features were the calorie counter, step counter, and physical activity calorie counter. The features in need of improvement were the social network, notifications, and the Twazon Saudi Food Database. Twazon users preferred and found useful 7 of the 13 evidence-informed weight loss practices that were integrated into the features of the app.

Conclusions: Triangulation identified the most notable relationship to be the disparity between user experience and 2 of the evidence-informed practices, namely a minimum weight loss goal of 0.5 to 1 kg/week and social support; no relationship was found between user expectations and evidence-informed weight loss practices. The overall usability of the Twazon Arabic weight loss app ranged between high marginal and acceptable, indicating that some improvements to the app should be considered for implementation in future app-based weight loss interventions of this kind.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2018;5(2):e16) doi:10.2196/humanfactors.9765
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Introduction

It is no longer news that obesity is a problem in Gulf Cooperation Council countries such as Saudi Arabia, affecting more women than men on average. A major driver of this is unhealthy behaviors such as physical inactivity, overeating, and unhealthful food choices [1]. Due to the severity of the epidemic, it is necessary to implement various treatment strategies and conduct interventions that are accessible to a larger population and effective over the long term. As a novel manner in which to deliver behavioral interventions that might be effective in lifestyle and diet modification, implementation of health-related technology, or rather mHealth, has been of emerging interest.

mHealth is a type of electronic health support that is defined as medical and public health practices that are promoted by mobile devices, such as smartphones, patient monitoring devices, personal digital assistants, and other wireless devices [2]. Commercial weight loss apps have been reported to be more engaging than those that are evidence-informed [3]; however, the quality of the information given by the commercial apps is often rated as low [4,5]. It follows that a more comprehensive user-centered design approach [6] that is based on evidence-informed practices, as well as user expectations and experiences, is vital to ensuring the efficacy of mHealth interventions.

Due to the widespread use and accessibility of mobile technology in Saudi Arabia [7], smartphone apps offer a substantial opportunity to support health behavior change and weight management. However, none that are evidence-informed and culturally adapted are available in the region. With the goal of implementing a 4-month weight loss intervention in Saudi Arabia (AA et al, unpublished data, 2017), the Twazon Arabic weight loss app [8] was developed based on the aforementioned factors in addition to behavior strategies [9], such as self-monitoring. To ensure the proper implementation of a complex intervention [10] involving a website or mobile app, usability—or how effectively, efficiently, and satisfactorily a user can interact with a user interface [11]—must be investigated.

The Twazon app was designed to be used autonomously by individuals (male or female) who have weight issues, but are otherwise healthy; it is not intended to be used as treatment in a health care system. The prevalence of overweight and obesity among Saudi women, and a scarcity of research done for this demographic, justify the need for a public health intervention to be carried out for women in this region. In this study, we aimed to identify the relationship between adherence to evidence-informed practices, potential user expectations, and actual user experiences in order to enhance the understanding of the overall usability of the Twazon weight loss app. A triangulation analysis revealed the relationship and tensions found between these aspects of the app’s components, and the results we report here reflect their compliance with the Twazon app.

Methods

Design Phase: Evidence Requirements and User Expectations

Weight loss apps in general have been found to be lacking in evidence-informed practices, and the majority that are available are commercial and in English. Due to a complete lack of a systematic review of weight loss apps in the region, the first step in designing Twazon [8] involved screening 65 Arabic weight loss apps for their adherence to evidence-informed practices [12] as recommended by various health authorities [13-15].

To further inform the development of the Twazon app, a qualitative study was conducted comprising 4 focus group discussions with the goal of determining potential users’ preferences and expectations in a weight loss app. A total of 39 Saudi women with overweight and obesity in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia [16] gave oral responses, which were transcribed and translated from Arabic into English by a certified bilingual translator. Discussions were thematically analyzed and categorized for each of the main topics, and specific quotations were identified to correlate with the theme in mind.

Implementation Phase: App Development and Intervention

The result of the app screening and the focus group discussions was the selection of 13 individual evidence-informed practices, which were grouped as follows: weight assessment and goal setting, healthy diet, physical activity, self-monitoring, and social support (see Multimedia Appendix 1). The behavioral strategy of self-monitoring translated to features of the Twazon app that enable users to track their progress.

The Twazon app requires a single log-in, must be connected to the Internet to function properly, and continues to work in the background. It is not a commercial app; it was developed and made freely available to the public through the iTunes (Apple Inc) and Google Play (Google LLC) stores. Daily physical activity, by activity and time spent doing it, is calculated with data from the user-updated physical activity journal and the integrated pedometer; daily water and energy intake are calculated based on user-updated input of consumption (Figure 1 shows the Twazon app interface).

The dashboard provides automatized, individually tailored, user-specific information regarding daily activity, consumption, and goal tracking, which is reset at the beginning of each day by an automatic algorithm. The food palm gives a personalized biweekly graphic display of the user’s healthy lifestyle self-assessment score, including physical activity tips when physical activity goals are not met. This feature is also designed to give instant feedback to users if they exceed their daily energy intake goal. The educational tool is used for menu planning, and the food label tips are used to understand the nutritional content of foods consumed. The Twazon app also offers social support, accessible at the bottom of the interface. This social network, which is restricted to users, encourages individuals to share personal health achievements with one another through...
the posting and liking of images and text; no other human contact or feedback from the developers is provided.

**Postintervention Phase: App Use and Usability**

Engagement was based on app use, which was calculated by an automatic algorithm that grouped the participants according to the frequency of user input (AA et al, unpublished data, 2017). This was a necessary step in assessing usability in that only those participants who regularly updated their information could be considered.

Generally, usability testing conducted with 5 participants will identify at least 85% of usability problems [17]; in this study, a sample of 26 users was deemed to be more than sufficient. Participants were asked to assess the overall usability of the app during an individual interview at a predetermined location for 10 to 15 minutes. The overall usability score of the Twazon app was measured using the 10-question System Usability Scale (SUS), which generates a SUS score ranging from 0 to 100 that is associated with a 7-point adjective rating scale: worst imaginable (12.5), awful (20.3), poor (35.7), ok (50.9), good (71.4), excellent (85.5), or best imaginable (90.9) [18]. To determine what is an “acceptable” SUS score for a product to have, or rather whether a product requires more attention and continued improvement, the score is further classified by acceptability ranges—that is, not acceptable (0-50), low/high marginal (51-69), and acceptable (70 and above; Figure 2); higher product acceptability means fewer usability difficulties experienced by a user [19].

**Figure 1.** Twazon app interface (from top left, clockwise): Twazon dashboard, educational tool; food label tips, and healthy food palm.
The SUS questions were ranked according to a 5-point Likert scale [20]. Each of the 10 questions had a score range set from 0 to 4. For responses 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9, the score was calculated by subtracting 1 from the scale value. For responses 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, the score was calculated by subtracting the scale value from 5. The overall score was the total of the scores multiplied by 2.5 [18]. To identify which features of the app participants believed to be the most efficient and which could be improved upon, the participants were asked 2 open-ended questions that were added to the SUS questionnaire but analyzed separately: “What part of the app do you feel works the best?” and “Are there any parts of the app that you feel could be improved, and how?” The results obtained from the 2 additional questions were used to generate visual representations (word clouds) with free online software (Wordle [21]). Word clouds has predominantly been found in social and commercial settings; however, studies have shown that their use in analysis provides “a rapid and practical way to analyse textual data” and helps in “reducing the textual data without bias” [22].

This process allows the reader to quickly identify the most commonly used terms or responses in a given text as it entails illustrating a set of related tags or words in which frequency of word use is reflected visually through font size [23]; this represents the number of participants who gave a response, rather than the total number of responses, and is vital to eliminating the possibility of the same or similar comments being counted multiple times during individual interviews. The answers were sorted into 2 groups (app preferences and app improvements) and a word cloud was generated showing common themes for each question, for a total of 2 word clouds.

The collective results were prepared for analysis in a cross-comparative table using the 13 evidence-informed practice requirements. The information collected in the screening phase was used as a basis for identifying whether these linked to user expectations or experiences.

Results

The Twazon weight loss app intervention was completed by 40 Saudi women with overweight or obesity over the course of 4 months; the rate of attrition was 83%. For the analysis that follows, only the data for the engaged participants (n=26) were used.

System Usability Score (Twazon Intervention)

The overall mean SUS score was 69.3 (SD 10.1), equating to an adjective rating of ok (average=50.9), which suggests that the participants found the app to be more than satisfactory. When compared with the averages for each adjective rating, however, this study’s scores were closer to a rating of good (average=71.4); this translates to an overall acceptability that ranges between high marginal and acceptable (see Figure 2).

The highest-rated positive statements responses were numbers 7 (“I imagine most people would learn to use this app very quickly.”) and 9 (“I felt very confident using the app.”). The lowest-rated negative statements were numbers 10 (“I needed to learn a lot of things before I got going with this app.”) and 6 (“I thought there was too much inconsistency in this app.”); see Figure 4.

Word Clouds (Twazon Intervention)

We generated 2 word clouds for the responses given for the 2 open-ended questions regarding the features that were most preferred (question 1) and those that were in need of improvement (question 2). The results for question 1 (Figure 4) showed that the most favored features of the app were the calorie counter, followed by the physical activity calorie calculator and the step counter. The water counter was the fourth most favored feature. The results for question 2 (Figure 5) showed that the primary suggested improvements were to have more food items, followed by change nothing, and then to add more reminders, arrange food items into groups, and social network development.
Figure 3. Mean System Usability Scale (SUS) scores corresponding to the 10 questions. Odd-numbered questions indicate a positive response, while even-numbered questions indicate a negative response. Higher numbers indicate increasing degrees of participant agreement.

Figure 4. Word cloud representation of responses indicating the most preferred features.

Figure 5. Word cloud representation of responses indicating features in need of improvement.

Triangulation
The results of the screening indicated that Arabic weight loss apps had a very low adherence to evidence-informed practices (median=1); no apps had more than 6 evidence-informed practices, and only 9 apps had 4 to 6 integrated, which justified the need to develop an evidence-informed Arabic app. The focus group discussions then led to exploring potential users’ expectations of an ideal app. The results from those discussions indicated that the participants expected all 13 evidence-informed practices to be present in some feature of an ideal app, in addition to its being culturally adapted in terms of language, food, and exercise options (Table 1).

The results obtained from the SUS questionnaires and word clouds indicated that the Twazon users preferred and found useful more than half (7/13) of the evidence-informed practices that were integrated into the apps’ features. The participants reported that 2 of the 13 practices were insufficient (weight loss goal of 0.5-1 kg/week and social network), while they did not mention the remaining practices. A cross-comparative analysis (Table 1) highlighted the relationship between adherence to evidence-informed practices and overall usability of the Twazon weight loss app.
### Table 1. Cross-comparative analysis of triangulation exploring potential users’ expectations of an ideal app. N/A: not applicable. NC: no comment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence-informed practices</th>
<th>Arabic weight loss apps (adherence; n=65), n (%)</th>
<th>Focus group discussion (expectations)</th>
<th>Twazon intervention (experiences)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Meal planning</td>
<td>25 (38)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Assessing your weight</td>
<td>17 (26)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Regular physical activity</td>
<td>13 (20)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Maintaining calorie balance</td>
<td>10 (15)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Keeping a food diary</td>
<td>9 (14)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Portion control</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Eating a diet rich in fruits and vegetables</td>
<td>7 (11)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Tracking your weight</td>
<td>6 (9)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Keeping a physical activity journal</td>
<td>6 (9)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Weight loss goal of 0.5-1 kg/week</td>
<td>5 (8)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Social support</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Reading nutrition facts labels</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Water instead of soda/juice</td>
<td>7 (11)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional: culturally sensitive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional: notifications</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Discussion

#### Principal Findings

The Twazon app aimed to fill a gap in the research and development of evidence-informed Arabic weight loss apps [12] and interventions in order to find the optimum balance between evidence requirements and user needs. The participants’ experiences with the Twazon intervention provided insight into the features of the app that were the least interesting, the most effective, or in need of improvement. When considering the results from the triangulation analysis, a relationship emerged between what is perceived as the best or required practice from the evidence and what participants actually experienced and reported as being useful. Although the Arabic apps failed in general to meet requirements for all 13 evidence-informed practices, the women who took part in the focus group discussions [16] clearly communicated their expectation that all of them should be integrated into an ideal weight loss app.

Some of the evidence-informed practices, such as assessing one’s weight and tracking one’s weight, were not featured in the word clouds as being favored or in need improvement; this could be attributed to their essential nature in general weight loss programs and apps. The practice of eating a diet rich in fruits and vegetables and the practice of reading nutrition facts labels were also recommended by the app; neither was reported as favored or in need of improvement. Analysis of the SUS score for the question regarding the consumption of fruits and vegetables (AA et al, unpublished data, 2017), however, showed that the participants were successful in increasing their intake. This suggests that the app was effective in promoting this diet modification and practice.

Portion control was also recommended by the app, but the results from the word clouds gave no indication that this was either favored or in need of improvement. This could be attributed to a lack of typical serving sizes, which are found in other countries or in other databases. The development of the Twazon app included the creation of the Twazon Saudi Food Database (AA et al, unpublished data, 2017) with the goal of providing users with a detailed list of household measurements for local and international foods to help promote portion size awareness. However, the portion control feature was not mentioned by participants, implying a need for further investigation into the most effective manner in which it should be implemented.

The most commonly user-reported preferences and proposed improvements suggested that the users were more satisfied with the functions of the app (eg, counters) than with the content (eg, missing food item information).

#### Primary Preferences

The results showed that the most favored features of the app were related to counters (Figure 4). The 4 evidence-informed practices that fulfill the reported preferences for most favored features are maintaining calorie balance (calorie counter), engaging in regular physical activity (step counter), keeping a physical activity and food journal (physical activity calorie calculator and calorie calculator), and drinking water instead of soda or juice (water counter). Our findings contrast with a recent qualitative study of 24 volunteers that suggested that counters are generally not preferred [24].

These results could be due to the fact that weight loss apps, and more specifically Arabic language apps that are culturally adapted, are relatively new to the region [25] and may be considered a novelty. A quote from one of the participants using the Twazon app illustrates this: “I was using an English weight loss app and against my better judgement I opted to eat pizza and burgers instead of kapsa or jarish so that I could count my calories with this app.” The act of counting calories may have
been preferred in this study as a result of the participants’ interest in being able to log foods that they were familiar with due to their accessibility in the Twazon Saudi Food Database (AA et al, unpublished data, 2017). In future app development for the Gulf region, counters such as those found in the Twazon app could potentially be useful, as long as the practice remains novel.

**Primary Improvements**

The primary suggested improvements were to have more food items, followed by have more reminders, arrange food items into groups, and social network development (Figure 5). The second most reported improvement was to change nothing; possible reasons for this were that the users were satisfied with the app, they found the app to be better than their SUS score suggested, or that they simply didn’t report accurately. The suggestions for improvements offer an opportunity to reevaluate the features and structure of the app, with the aim being to inform future app development.

Improvements were mentioned in regard to having access to more food items that are ideally arranged into specific groups to allow users to better log their daily consumption. The users’ adoption of evidence-informed practices, such as meal planning and portion control, may have been hindered by not being able to enter or find certain foods with ease. However, the participants’ inability to report their energy intake could be attributed to a falsely perceived lack of information. In some instances, participants were entering misspelled food items, causing duplicates, or were entering lengthy descriptions of dishes instead of simple keywords; this complicated the task and made logging foods more demanding.

Food data input challenges could be overcome with the addition of a barcode feature, which was one of the three least-reported suggested improvements (see Figure 5). One qualitative study [26] showed that a barcode feature should be considered, as it might improve users’ overall opinion of the quantity and types of food items available, enabling users to update their food intake with the ease of scanning food labels. Future apps might then consider expanding the Twazon Saudi Food Database to include more foods, integrate an autocorrect feature for spelling issues, and offer a barcode scanner to simplify food data input. Further investigation into these features and the user’s perception of them is needed to test their efficacy prior to carrying out an intervention.

The Twazon app provided users with three different types of notifications: (1) tailored tips based on unmet goals in food groups and physical activity, (2) general tips for foods to consume and foods to avoid, and (3) a reminder to enter weight and fill in the food palm tree assessment [8]; we gave them the option to choose how often (every 2 days, every 3 days, and every week) they received the first and second types of notifications, but the third type was automatically delivered every 2 weeks on completion of the required input. Although this was done to avoid overwhelming the participants, one study by Freyne et al [27] found that 3 notifications daily did not frustrate the users, exemplifying that an increase in notifications is not necessarily a hindrance. We suggest that more communicative contact should be considered in the development of future weight loss apps so as to encourage users to record as much as possible.

The evidence-informed practice of having a minimum weight loss goal of 0.5 to 1 kg/week perhaps identified the greatest relationship; many women reported losing interest in participating in the intervention due to not being satisfied with the aforementioned goal. This outcome could be explained by an aversion to goals perceived as being impossible or unsatisfying [28]. Several studies showed that participants with obesity are not motivated by an overall weight loss goal of 5% to 10%, as is recommended by health professionals, but rather a weight loss goal of 22% to 34% [29-31]. This failure to meet the expectations of patients with obesity suggests that there needs to be a smaller disparity between actual and expected outcomes. If this is achieved, then the probability of negative effects that are seemingly caused by unmet expectations can be lessened, and in turn more positive weight loss outcomes [32] can be achieved.

Evidence-informed weight loss programs have suggested that social networking could have a positive effect on weight loss outcomes; social media-based reports and sharing via social media sites such as Twitter are effective in weight loss interventions [33], as they can help motivate and empower participants to work harder toward their goals. In the Twazon app, we created an original and private social network that was accessible solely to the users of the app. However, the intervention participants reported the need for more social network development. Despite the remarkably high rate of social media use in the region, it seems that Saudi female participants were not as inclined as expected to share and interact in regard to their weight loss experience within the closed group.

Lack of engagement with the social media aspect of the app could be attributed to the participants not having direct support from family and friends, as is typical on most popular social media sites; the Twazon app was accessible exclusively to registrants of the app. However, one study [34] found no significant differences in a 6-month weight loss intervention between 3 different groups, which included a podcast plus Twitter group. Regardless, our results from the word clouds show that participants desired more social media development, suggesting that the use of social media sites as a tool to help promote weight loss and connect weight loss intervention participants should be considered and optimized in future app-based interventions.

Despite the integration of evidence-informed features into the Twazon app, challenges with retention still arose. To improve retention in future app interventions of this kind, modifications to the social networking feature and an increase in the amount of contact with the user is highly recommended. The reported user experiences also suggest that more consideration needs to be given to establishing weight loss goals that are not demotivating in order to facilitate more successful weight loss outcomes.

**Conclusion**

Participants deemed the Twazon app to be of acceptable usability. The triangulation analysis revealed the greatest
relationship to be the disparity between user experience and 2 of the evidence-informed practices, namely, a minimum weight loss goal of 0.5 to 1 kg/week and social support. In contrast, user expectations coincided with evidence-informed practices and therefore did not provide any relationship. Once the aforementioned improvements are made, it would be feasible for health care providers to recommend the use of Twazon in weight loss programs that involve behavioral modification strategies. Further in-depth exploration through qualitative study is also needed to better understand the relationship observed so as to appeal to the motivating factors that drive participants toward successful outcomes in their weight loss goals when using weight loss apps.
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Abstract

Background: Hospital communication among members of a patient’s care team is a central part of clinical workflow and consumes a large amount of a health care provider’s time. Oftentimes the complexity of hospital care leads to difficulty in finding the appropriate contact, which can lead to inefficiencies and frustration. Squire is a Web-based information retrieval app created to improve the speed and efficiency in reaching the appropriate team member during the care of a hospitalized patient.

Objective: The objective of the study was to design and develop Squire and to evaluate the usage, usability, and perceived effect of the app on finding the correct contact within a hospital.

Methods: We used a mixed-methods design using a before-after survey methodology combined with one-on-one interviews to understand the perceived effect of Squire. The study took place at an academic medical center with internal medicine resident physicians. We surveyed residents on demographics, as well as time and efficiency of hospital communication before and after the use of Squire. After using Squire, participants were also asked to evaluate Squire’s Net Promoter Score (NPS). A subset of voluntary participants participated in one-on-one interviews and completed the System Usability Scale (SUS). We performed descriptive statistics on participant characteristics, app usage data, and responses to surveys. Survey results were compared before and after Squire adoption using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test and a general linear model. Interview data were analyzed using content analysis with a qualitative description approach to review and categorize feedback from participants.

Results: There was a 67.9% (74/109) response rate to the pre-Squire survey and 89.9% (98/109) response rate to the post-Squire survey. At baseline, there was an average of 22.2 (95% CI 18.4-26.0) minutes/day spent searching for the right contact, and this decreased to 16.3 (95% CI 13.9-18.7) minutes/day after Squire was launched ($P=0.01$). There were favorable usability scores, with an average SUS of 84.7, and a marginal NPS of +6.1. Overall, the use of Squire included 22,283 page views, most commonly to contact the admissions office or portable chest x-ray technician. Interviews highlighted common benefits of Squire, including decreased perceived time spent on hold with operators and improvement in connecting with the appropriate contact in specialized, complex departments. Future opportunities were also identified to improve Squire including adding a two-way communication between physician and nursing staff and providing offline access.

Conclusions: Squire decreased the perceived time required to find an appropriate contact and had a favorable usability score; however, the NPS was marginal and several opportunities were identified to improve Squire for future use.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2018;5(2):e14) doi:10.2196/humanfactors.6781
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Introduction

Background
The complexity of current medical care requires frequent communication within the care team, but many systems do not allow this to be done efficiently. Most academic medical centers have grown piece-by-piece, rather than being designed to function as a coherent whole. In fact, communication has become so centralized that some hospitals are devoting entire departments to this endeavor [1]. Previous studies have shown that the amount of time spent talking to providers is almost double than that of direct patient care [2]. Patient safety has also been shown to be dependent on good team communication [3], and the economic burden of communication inefficiency has been estimated at US $12 billion per year in the United States [4].

At our hospital, there are 2 main workflows for contacting the most appropriate care team member: (1) one can call the hospital operator and wait to be connected or (2) utilize the hospital’s Web-based paging directory and search for the correct contact. Many people find wait times with the operator long and the paging directory difficult to search. Both can be ineffective because of poor matching and unclear role description. While the immediate care team members (attending physician, resident physician, nurse) are listed in the electronic health record (EHR), other care team members such as the respiratory therapist, echocardiogram technician, or radiologist can be more difficult to locate.

Importance
Up to one-fifth of a medical intern’s time is used for talking with other providers, representing the single largest activity performed during a workday [2]. In a 2013 study from Johns Hopkins, talking with other providers was more time-consuming than direct patient care, which represented 12.3% of a medical intern’s time. As this is a large portion of one’s time and care becomes more complex, it will be necessary to optimize how we identify and contact members of a patient’s health care team.

Technology has been lauded as a solution to help improve health care delivery efficiency. If the benefits of technology are to be realized, such that the health care system is able to achieve improved value in the setting of expanding complexity of patients and care, there must be a focus on the human factor in care redesign and process flow [3,5]. There can often be unintended consequences of introducing new technologies, therefore evaluating users’ response to a new tool is important to ensure that desired positive impacts are achieved [6].

Goals of This Intervention
We designed and implemented a novel Web-based information retrieval app, Squire, to improve the speed and efficiency to reach the appropriate team member during the care of a hospitalized patient at a large academic medical center. With increasing complexity of care, work hour restrictions, and demands for productivity in current hospital medicine, Squire aims to facilitate contacting the correct member of a patient’s care team and to reduce the need to call the hospital operator. All interface construction, back-end programming, and user experience was focused on speed of activity completion. In this paper, we describe the design and development of Squire and then evaluate the usage and usability of the platform, as well as its perceived effect on efficiency in finding the correct contact in a real-world setting.

Methods

Study Design and Setting
In this mixed-methods study, we evaluated the Squire app using a before-after survey methodology combined with purposefully selected, semistructured individual interviews. We performed the study in an academic medical center, with internal medicine resident physicians using the app during their usual clinical practice.

The Partners Health Care Institutional review board (Partners Health Care, Boston, MA) deemed this study exempt from review.

Intervention: Squire
Squire is a Web- and mobile-based software app designed to offer clinicians with quick access to commonly used resources, including hospital back office phone numbers, the hospital paging system, and clinical references (Figure 1). Squire was conceived and developed by one of the authors (CM), a dually trained internal medicine physician and clinical informaticist, using an iterative, user-centered design approach [7]. Given CM’s expertise with the app context, requirements, and capabilities, he created the initial concept and design. A small cohort of pilot users provided critical feedback including the most useful contact numbers, broken links, and appropriate groupings of contact information. In these early feedback sessions, as well as in previous research [8,9], it was clear that speed and simplicity were of paramount importance. These users also provided iterative feedback on mock-ups and prototypes, leading to interface improvements to optimize usability and satisfy real-world settings [7].

Users log in via computer workstations or mobile phones through the internet, using their hospital clinical system credentials. Phone and pager numbers are listed in a searchable directory. As distinct from existing tools, the directory includes indexed, searchable comments that may be modified based on user feedback in addition to titles, phone numbers, and pager numbers to aid in identifying the most appropriate contact. These contacts include consult services, radiology reading rooms, laboratory departments, nurses stations, pharmacists, care coordinators, and nearby hospitals among others. Users may initiate a call directly from their phone by selecting the contact or sending a text page by selecting a pager contact and entering a message into a structured paging Web form.
The app is delivered as a website hosted on an internal Partners Health Care CentOS Linux server. The site is accessible on all platforms including mobile using responsive design JavaScript, CSS (cascading style sheets), and HTML5. Responsive design means that the appearance of the website adjusts dynamically to where and how the user is viewing it, responding to features such as the device, browser, and window size. This technique is now ubiquitous for highly trafficked websites. Bootstrap and JQuery, open source frameworks, were used for the front-end user interface using a moderate amount of custom JavaScript and CSS to optimize the experience.

The back end architecture also consists of open source technologies, including Ruby on Rails served using an Apache HTTP server. Data are stored on a SQLite database. It should be noted that there is no personally identifiable or protected health information stored on the server or in the app. Figure 2 summarizes the system’s technical architecture.

There are two noteworthy integration points for the software: (1) user authentication and (2) paging. First, we integrate with the hospital’s lightweight directory access protocol (LDAP) servers so users can use their hospital clinical systems credentials to log in to Squire. User authentication is performed by the server after a user has entered in their credentials via a secure socket-layer (SSL)-enabled, encrypted LDAP adaptor. This securely checks against the hospital’s LDAP servers so that a user with the provided username and password is authorized before allowing access to the app. Second, text pages can be sent directly from the Squire app as a result of integration with our hospital’s Paging Directory Service. This is a simple-object access protocol (SOAP)-enabled service through which “3rd party” apps can be built to send pages on the hospital’s paging network [10]. It also allows apps to search the directory to match users to pager numbers and to determine which users are currently accepting pages.

**Participant Selection**

Internal medicine resident physicians at a large academic medical center were provided access to Squire between January 2015 and February 2016. We selected internal medicine residents because they frequently need to identify and communicate with other patient care team members, such as specialty physicians, care coordinators, and respiratory therapists. At this institution, there are 109 residents in internal medicine annually, of which 44% are female, with an average age of 30 (range 25-42) years.

**Study Protocol**

Before availability of Squire, we emailed the residency with a baseline survey (Figure 3) of their contact searching challenges, including how often they are frustrated by not finding the right person to contact and how much time they spend searching for right contacts each day.
Squire was made available to all internal medicine resident physicians in February 2015 by an announcement at a resident conference and sending email notifications. We allowed resident physicians to use Squire for 6 months and then sent an evaluative survey using Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN), a secure, Web-based app designed to support data capture for research studies [11]. The post-Squire survey mirrored the baseline survey, with the addition of Net Promoter Score (NPS) and a question regarding use of Squire in everyday practice (Figure 3, question 7). NPS [12,13] is used by many to evaluate how likely someone is to recommend the new product or technology to a friend or family member. Survey respondents were also asked whether they would be willing to participate in a follow-up one-on-one, semistructured interview about their use of Squire. Participants had the option to stop the survey at any time.

There were 98 responses (90% response rate) to the survey, with 81 of the respondents (83%) indicating acceptance to be interviewed. Survey participants willing to be interviewed were arranged in tertiles with respect to number of log-ins to Squire, and 9 interviewees (10% of total respondents), were purposefully selected [14] from this list, blocking on number of log-ins. The interviewer used a one-on-one, semistructured approach [15] with an interview guide, but with allowance for the interviewee to bring up themes at their discretion (see Figure 4). The interview ended with the System Usability Scale (SUS; see Figure 4, question 6), a validated measure of system usability [16,17]. The interviewer took notes and audio-recorded the interviews. Participation in the one-on-one interviews was voluntary; participation and feedback provided did not impact professional standing or performance evaluations. All qualitative interview participants provided verbal informed consent and were compensated with a US $30 gift card for attending the interview process.

In addition to user experience evaluation described above, we tracked Squire usage statistics through audit logs, including number of log-ins, commonly used features, and total number of users over time.
Outcome Measures

Overall, we evaluated Squire’s usage and usability, as well as the perceived effect of Squire on efficiency of finding the correct contact in the hospital setting. We measured Squire usage through logs of unique users for Squire, frequency of page views overall, and frequency of specific page views to identify most commonly used features. We also surveyed the users on how often they used Squire (Figure 3). Usability was measured by the SUS, NPS, and exploratory, qualitative semistructured interviews with the users. Time spent searching for the appropriate contact was measured before and after Squire implementation by a 5-category Likert scale survey question (Figure 3) with the following intervals: 0-4 min, 5-14 min, 15-29 min, 30-59 min, and >60 min.

Analysis Approach

We present participant characteristics, overall use, and most commonly used features of the Squire app with descriptive statistics. To analyze the survey results before and after the use of Squire, we used the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Since ordinal category differences can be difficult to interpret, we also performed an adjunct analysis to estimate the average time saved with the Squire platform, an approach supported by prior research [18]. We compared the mean time spent searching for the right contact each day before and after Squire implementation using a general linear model with a link function and robust variance to show magnitude of findings, using each ordinal unit’s midpoint [19,20]. For those who spent over 60 min, we used 70 min as the mean time spent searching for the right contact, providing a conservative estimate, minimizing the effect of outliers.

A content analysis [18,21] was performed on the one-on-one interview data using a qualitative description approach. Two of the investigators (KM and CM) reviewed notes and audio recordings, coding and sorting content to identify key phrases and meaningful text units. Both investigators performed this task independently, then met to discuss categories and subcategories of feedback, iteratively revising until consensus was reached. These investigators selected representative quotes for each of the categories identified, extracting quotes from the audio recordings to ensure accuracy.

Qualitative data were managed using Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA); quantitative data were analyzed in STATA 14 (StataCorp, LLC, College Station, TX).

Results

Characteristics of Study Subjects

There was a 67.9% response rate (74/109) in the baseline survey, and an 89.9% response rate (98/109) in the follow-up survey. Characteristics were similar between the 2 groups with respect to postgraduate year, sex, and level of comfort with technology (Table 1).

Survey Results

Survey Response

In the baseline survey, 97% (72/74) of respondents felt that they were frustrated by the difficulty in finding the right person to contact either daily or weekly (Table 2). None responded that they were never frustrated by inability to contact the right person. Nearly three-fourth of the respondents felt that they spent 30 min or less a day searching for the right contact, whereas the remainder felt that they spent more than 30 min daily.

After implementation of Squire, we observed a significant decrease ($P=0.02$) in the amount of time spent in finding the right person to contact (Figure 5 and Table 2). In our regression model, we also found that participants spent 5.8 min (95% CI 1.6-10.2) less searching for the right contact each day after Squire implementation. There were still no participants who were never frustrated by trying to find the right person to contact.
### Table 1. Characteristics of survey participants pre- and post-Squire. PGY: postgraduate year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of survey participants</th>
<th>Pre-Squire (n=74), n (%)</th>
<th>Post-Squire (n=98), n (%)</th>
<th>P value&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resident training level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGY-1</td>
<td>35 (47)</td>
<td>36 (37)</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGY-2</td>
<td>20 (27)</td>
<td>37 (38)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGY-3</td>
<td>16 (22)</td>
<td>22 (22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGY-4 or more</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td>3 (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>42 (57)</td>
<td>38 (39)</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technology comfort level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tech-challenged</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>3 (3)</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average comfort</td>
<td>53 (72)</td>
<td>62 (63)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tech-savvy</td>
<td>14 (19)</td>
<td>33 (34)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>P value for group differences calculated with Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

### Table 2. Comparison of care team communication efficiency pre- and post-Squire and reported use of Squire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Care team communication</th>
<th>Pre-Squire, n (%)</th>
<th>Total minutes searching per day&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Post-Squire, n (%)</th>
<th>Total minutes searching per day&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>P value&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>How often were you frustrated by not finding the right person to contact?</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>40 (54)</td>
<td>2 (2)</td>
<td>58 (59)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.66&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>32 (43)</td>
<td>34 (35)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td>6 (6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>How much time do you spend searching for the right contact each day?</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.02&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-4 mins</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>2 (2)</td>
<td>16 (16)</td>
<td>32 (32)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-14 mins</td>
<td>34 (46)</td>
<td>323 (323)</td>
<td>37 (37)</td>
<td>351 (351)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-29 mins</td>
<td>22 (30)</td>
<td>484 (484)</td>
<td>35 (35)</td>
<td>770 (770)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-59 mins</td>
<td>14 (19)</td>
<td>623 (623)</td>
<td>10 (10)</td>
<td>590 (590)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;60 mins</td>
<td>3 (4)</td>
<td>140 (140)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average time searching for contact per person per day (95% CI)</td>
<td>22.2 (18.4-26.0)</td>
<td>16.3 (13.9-18.7)</td>
<td>.01&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>How many days each week do you use SQUIRE?</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>34 (35)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3 days/week</td>
<td>46 (47)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5 days/week</td>
<td>8 (8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5 days/week</td>
<td>10 (10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Midpoint from range of time multiplied by n (ie, midpoint of 5-14 mins is 9.5 mins, multiplied by 34 participants who selected that range, results in a total of 323 minutes searching per day).

<sup>b</sup>P value for group differences, calculated with Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

<sup>c</sup>P value calculated using general linear model with robust variances.
A majority (74%, 72/98) reported spending between 5 and 30 min a day searching for the right contact; however, 16% (16/98) reported spending less than 5 min a day searching, equating to an absolute increase of 15% with respect to pre-Squire survey. Use of Squire was reported as being typically less than 3 times each week by 82% (80/98) of respondents; however, there was a small proportion (10 respondents, 10%) who used it 5 or more times each week.

**Net Promoter Score, System Usability Scale**

Of the 98 respondents to the postimplementation survey, 32% (32/98) scored the likelihood of recommending Squire to a friend or colleague as 6 or below on a 10 point Likert scale, and thus were classified as detractors. Thirty-nine percent (38/98) of the respondents scored this same question as a 9 or higher and were classified as promoters, and 20% (20/98) respondents provided a score of 7 or 8 and were classified as neutral. This provided an overall NPS of 6.1. The SUS resulted in a mean score of 84.7 on a scale of 0 to 100. The scores ranged from 70 to 97.5.

**Most Commonly Used Features**

During the 6-month period between launching Squire and performing the evaluation, there were 312 unique users and 22,283 page views. The most commonly viewed features were to contact the admission office (279 views, 2.3% of total views), portable chest x-ray technician (240 views, 1.1% of total views), or the chest imaging reading room (234 views, 1.1% of total views).

**Qualitative Interview Results**

Participants identified 3 major categories of feedback on Squire during the one-on-one interviews: (1) reducing hold time with hospital operators; (2) value in complex, specialized departments; and (3) opportunities for improvement. Table 3 summarizes these categories and provides additional illustrative participant quotes.

**Use of Squire Reduces Time Spent on Hold With Hospital Operators**

Seven respondents commented that the largest impact on efficiency in the hospital is with not having to wait on hold with the operator while being transferred to the desired contact. It was cited that this could save, “5 minutes with each call,” and, “has allowed…patients to get more timely care” (Participant 9, Post Graduate Year (PGY) 2). Furthermore, 3 respondents indicated that finding the appropriate number to call was only in Squire and not present with the current Web-based paging directory. Participant 1 (PGY 2) explained, “There are so many headaches during residency, and trying to find the right number shouldn’t be one of them” (see Table 3).
Table 3. Key categories and themes identified during one-on-one interviews with illustrative quotes from participants. PGY: postgraduate year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Example quote(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use of Squire reduces time spent on hold with hospital operators</td>
<td>“Could quantify the time it could peel off the day or week.” [Participant 1, PGY-2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“It just makes everything quicker, I used to wait on hold with the operator, now I can just look it up.” [Participant 8, PGY-1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squire is particularly valuable for finding contacts from specialized, complex departments</td>
<td>“There are so many headaches during residency, and trying to find the right number shouldn’t be one of them.” [Participant 1, PGY-2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Could save me 5 minutes depending on how many wrong phone calls I make or get connected to the wrong places.” [Participant 9, PGY-2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Opportunities for improvement of Squire

Two-way communication with the nursing staff

“There is a lot of ‘cat and mouse’ with trying to call back [nursing staff], especially on night float.” [Participant 3, PGY-1]

“If in Squire we knew the nurse’s name and contact information it would speed things up.” [Participant 9, PGY-2]

Offline access

“If you could just take out your smartphone and use the features without waiting for a connection to login that would be great.” [Participant 4, PGY-3]

Value for Finding Contacts From Specialized, Complex Departments

Nearly all of participants who were interviewed indicated Squire helped most with finding the appropriate person to call from specialized and complex departments. Two areas that were referenced multiple times were the radiology department and the care-coordination department. In these circumstances, the extra numbers provided in Squire were felt to increase efficiency by requiring less inappropriate calls and redirection to the correct contact. One PGY 2 participant commented that, “It’s almost as if [specialty service] wants paging to be frustrating.”

Opportunities for Improvement: Two-Way Communication and Offline Mode

There were several areas reported as needing further work. Four interview participants indicated that two-way communication with nursing would be necessary to improve communication efficiency and decrease hold times. They all described instances of being paged by a nurse to the central nursing station and having to wait while the nurse who paged them was found. Many participants also indicated that the need to log in was a barrier to use of Squire. Recommendations for enabling the app function offline (without live network connection) with incremental updates as needed were suggested to improve the usability and efficiency.

Discussion

Principal Findings

We described the design and development of a Web-based information retrieval app, Squire, to improve the speed and efficiency of finding the appropriate contact of a hospital care team. In a pilot with internal medicine resident physicians, 301 users accessed 22,000 page views; however, the majority of users reported only limited use each week. Users reported a strong SUS of 84.6 but a marginal NPS of 6.1. In qualitative interviews, participants provided constructive feedback on features that could be improved. We found that users spent 5.8 min less self-reported time searching for contacts per day after Squire implementation, although there was no change in user frustration levels. While a savings of 5.8 min per day may seem small, when averaged over longer time periods and a population of clinical users, the time savings is substantial.

The most commonly used features were to call the admissions office and the radiology technicians. In general, these are commonly accessed hospital departments but may represent a gap in our institution’s current paging directory that does not easily provide these frequently used numbers. These two department numbers are also visible on the front page of the Squire app without any additional searching or scrolling. The qualitative interviews found that Squire was particularly valuable for specialized, complex departments. Radiology is an example of a complex department, with multiple imaging modalities (technicians) and specialty radiology reading rooms (radiologists) spread across a large campus. This inherent complexity and large number of radiology phone number options may also explain why radiology was a commonly used Squire feature.

We expected that Squire would be a frequently used information retrieval tool; however, we found that approximately half of the survey respondents reported that they used Squire 1 to 3 days/week, a larger than expected percentage of respondents (35%) reported that they never used Squire, and only 18% of respondents reported using Squire for 3 or more days/week. These seemingly low reported usage patterns suggest a limit to the value of Squire in everyday clinical practice. Some users may be reserving Squire use for cases in which the phone numbers are difficult to locate via other methods. We also noted that resident physicians rotate roles and call schedules and therefore may have variable need for Squire in any given week. Since we did not specifically ask users to explain their usage frequency, further research is needed to understand Squire usage patterns and whether this reflects limitations of Squire functionality and usefulness.
Squire received a favorable SUS of 84.6, well above the generally accepted average SUS score of 68 [17,22], indicating that Squire was intuitive and easy to learn. Previous research indicates that a score above 82 corresponds to someone being a “promoter” of a new technology [17]. In contrast, Squire’s NPS of 6.1 was marginal. Overall, an NPS greater than zero is “good,” as positive scores mean that there are more promoters of the product than detractors. Thresholds of 50 have been described as “excellent” and above 70 as “world class.” [23]. The Temkin Group benchmarks NPS by industry sectors and found that software had a mean NPS of 41 with a range of 28 to 55 [24]. If we benchmark against health care software, 4 Acute EHRs had NPS of −65, −64, −38, and 0. On balance, Squire’s NPS of 6.1 is outstanding compared with EHRs but mediocre when compared with other software companies suggesting an opportunity to improve Squire and guide further iterations over time with serial internal NPS measurements [12].

While Squire’s NPS was marginal, we also observed actual promotions of the product to additional users. When Squire was deployed there was no incentive to use it or recommend it to others, yet after 6 months, there were 312 unique users; however, Squire was only rolled out to the 109 internal medicine residents as a part of this study. The observation that app use has naturally diffused outside of the initial study group suggests that there is value to the app outside of the studied individuals and provides some support that positive findings would generalize to clinicians outside of the study population.

A priori, we expected time to search for contacts and user frustration to be correlated. We found that time to search was reduced after the introduction of Squire but frustration levels were not significantly different statistically. Given our small sample size, it is possible that we did not detect a small change in frustration. Furthermore, it is possible that larger time savings are needed to change frustration levels and that we may not have reached these levels with Squire. Qualitative interview feedback confirmed that Squire helped reduce the time that physicians spent waiting on hold for the operator or calling the incorrect contact, but there may also be other factors impacting frustration, such as hold time and redirection to another contact even when the correct phone number is called. Further work is needed here, as efforts to improve the efficiency of nonpatient care activities, have the potential to increase focus for physicians on more critical patient care activities, reduce frustration, and improve the overall efficiency of health care delivery.

**Comparison With Prior Work**

Entrepreneurial endeavors exist to create a mobile phone app to simplify phone directories [25] or improve access to clinical references [26]; however, research on usability or impact on clinical practice is lacking. There exists previous research regarding development and usability of physician directories [27]; however, effectiveness of implementation remains a poorly studied topic.

Squire was developed to improve efficiency in finding the correct contact among the care team of a hospitalized patient. Mobile usage in the hospital has been increasing, with the main reason cited being speed [28]. In order to integrate mobile devices and new technology into incumbent processes, they must be seamless and represent minimal practice change [13]. Squire attempted to address these issues through working with an already present paging and directory system, allowing for clear descriptions of appropriate numbers to call, and integrating into a mobile interface so that paging and calling can occur directly from a mobile device. Further development is still required in this arena, with this study suggesting that two-way communication would be welcomed by users. This sentiment has been described previously [6] and been shown to improve closed-loop communication [29].

**Limitations**

There are several limitations to this study that are inherent to its design. First, the study was performed at a single institution with a single group of internal medicine residents, so the generalizability to other institutions and specialties may be limited; however, we had excellent response rates among those requested to participate, which adds to the validity of responses and representativeness of the results to our institution’s internal medicine residents. While there were not significant differences between the initial and post-Squire survey participants, there was a slight increase in PGY-2 representation (27% initial and 38% post-Squire). This increase in more experienced survey respondents could contribute to improvements in time to find the correct contact.

We did not capture participant identifiers for the baseline or post-Squire surveys, and therefore it is unknown up to what extent baseline survey respondents are also represented in the post-Squire survey. Furthermore, we were not able to account for the repeated measures in the statistical analysis.

We used a small sample size for the qualitative interviews. Our content analysis approach identified key, common themes; however, it is possible that additional concepts or themes would have emerged with additional participants.

The launch of Squire coincided with the implementation of a new EHR system in our hospital, which may have impacted residents’ self-assessment of efficiency. Previous research supports that physicians are more likely to lose optimism, increase time entering orders, and increase overall work time after implementation of an EHR [30]. As this was a study of perception about inefficient time, the concomitant EHR change could have undermined efficiency improvements from Squire. It is also possible that the EHR may have improved efficiency, confounding the results in the opposite direction; however, results from the interviews suggest that users attributed the noted efficiency gains to use of Squire.

Squire was custom developed and is currently available only in our institution. We anticipate that other institutions have similar challenges finding the most appropriate contact and therefore included substantial technical implementation details in the Methods section so other institutions could replicate Squire if desired.

Finally, we used a self-reported outcome of time spent searching for appropriate contacts that could be biased; a more direct measurement of this time may be more accurate. A future time-motion study could provide more robust measures of Squire’s impact on efficiency. Furthermore, in our regression
model we collapsed the self-assessed outcome of time with unequal intervals into a mean time. Since these are in any case self-reported times, we do not believe this changes the results appreciably.

Conclusions
We developed a Web-based information retrieval app, Squire, and found that its use saved a modest amount of time per day searching for the correct contact in a hospital setting. While users also found the system highly usable, Squire did not improve the frustration in finding appropriate contacts, and the NPS was a mediocre 6.1. We also identified opportunities to iteratively improve Squire's usability and features. While the study results were mixed, Squire has shown some value in improving the efficiency of finding the appropriate hospital care team member. As we iterate Squire based on the study findings, we have started extending Squire to other user groups and use cases. Squire may also be of interest to other institutions, so we described the technical design so that others can replicate Squire.
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Abstract

Background: Intensive Care Units (ICUs) in the United States admit more than 5.7 million people each year. The ICU level of care helps people with life-threatening illness or injuries and involves close, constant attention by a team of specially-trained health care providers. Delay between condition onset and implementation of necessary interventions can dramatically impact the prognosis of patients with life-threatening diagnoses. Evidence supports a connection between information overload and medical errors. A tool that improves display and retrieval of key clinical information has great potential to benefit patient outcomes. The purpose of this review is to synthesize research on the use of visualization dashboards in health care.

Objective: The purpose of conducting this literature review is to synthesize previous research on the use of dashboards visualizing electronic health record information for health care providers. A review of the existing literature on this subject can be used to identify gaps in prior research and to inform further research efforts on this topic. Ultimately, this evidence can be used to guide the development, testing, and implementation of a new solution to optimize the visualization of clinical information, reduce clinician cognitive overload, and improve patient outcomes.

Methods: Articles were included if they addressed the development, testing, implementation, or use of a visualization dashboard solution in a health care setting. An initial search was conducted of literature on dashboards only in the intensive care unit setting, but there were not many articles found that met the inclusion criteria. A secondary follow-up search was conducted to broaden the results to any health care setting. The initial and follow-up searches returned a total of 17 articles that were analyzed for this literature review.

Results: Visualization dashboard solutions decrease time spent on data gathering, difficulty of data gathering process, cognitive load, time to task completion, errors, and improve situation awareness, compliance with evidence-based safety guidelines, usability, and navigation.

Conclusions: Researchers can build on the findings, strengths, and limitations of the work identified in this literature review to bolster development, testing, and implementation of novel visualization dashboard solutions. Due to the relatively few studies conducted in this area, there is plenty of room for researchers to test their solutions and add significantly to the field of knowledge on this subject.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2018;5(2):e22) doi:10.2196/humanfactors.9328
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**Introduction**

**State of the Problem—Critical Patient Population**

Intensive Care Units (ICUs) in the United States admit more than 5.7 million people each year [1]. The ICU level of care helps people with life-threatening illness or injuries and involves close, constant attention by a team of specially-trained health care providers [2]. ICU patients require frequent assessment and have a greater need for technological and clinical support compared to non-ICU patients [1]. Important metrics in the ICU range from simple vital sign monitoring and laboratory data to mechanical ventilator support, vasoactive medications, and even complete circulatory support, depending on the unique needs of specific patients. Although ICU patients receive care for a wide variety of disease states, the leading causes of death in the ICU are multi-organ system failure, cardiovascular failure, and sepsis [2]. Delay between condition onset and implementation of necessary interventions can dramatically impact the prognosis of a patient with one of these life-threatening diagnoses.

**Electronic Health Record Usability**

EHR use has increased nationwide; however, the question remains whether EHRs are being used in an effective and efficient way that improves clinical workflow and health outcomes [3,4]. A systematic review and meta-analysis intended to evaluate effects of health information technology in the hospital and ICU on mortality, length of stay, and cost found significant interstudy and intrastudy variability. The study demonstrated that more research is needed with standardized interventions and endpoints to evaluate EHR use and implementation. Currently, no conclusion can be made regarding the effect of health information technology on inpatient and ICU outcomes such as mortality, length of stay, and cost [4].

**Information Overload**

In 2013, Singh, Spitzmueller, Petersen, Sawhney, and Sittig conducted a cross-sectional study of primary care providers to evaluate predictors of missed test results in the setting of electronic health record (EHR) alerts. Of the nearly 2,600 respondents, 87% perceived the quantity of alerts they received to be excessive, 70% reported receiving more alerts than they could effectively manage, 56% reported that the current EHR notification system made it possible for practitioners to miss test results, and 30% reported having personally missed test results that led to care delays [5]. To address the high volume of metrics used and the time-sensitive nature of responding to changes in a critically ill patient's condition, a tool that improves ICU display and retrieval of key clinical information has great potential to benefit patient outcomes.

**Proposed Solution**

Visualization is a field of study concerned with the transformation of data to visual representations, where the goal is the effective and efficient cognitive processing of data [6]. Use of visualization techniques in the clinical setting have the potential to improve data display and cognitive processing of data, reducing cognitive overload among clinicians [6]. Information visualization involves the transformation from lower-level data to visual representations of meanings extracted from the data [6]. Extraction is by either a computational process or a human transcription process, the aim of which is to explore data and create new insights [6].

Some guidelines for the development of an information visualization solution include:

- Apply realistic techniques to enhance mapping of data elements to visual objects.
- Minimize user actions to accomplish a goal.
- Provide flexibility in the ways to achieve the same goal.
- Provide functionality to represent additional information.
- Spatially organize the visual layout.
- Consistently apply design choices.
- Place minimal cognitive load on the user.
- Provide users with information on alternatives when several actions are available.
- Remove extraneous or distracting information.
- Consider means to reduce the data set [6].

A dashboard is a data-driven clinical decision support tool capable of querying multiple databases and providing a visual representation of key performance indicators in a single report [7]. The utility of a dashboard comes from its ability to provide a concise overview of key information [7]. Applied to the intensive care unit, a dashboard allows clinicians to quickly identify changes in the patient's condition that require intervention. The clinician can choose to dive deeper into the EHR data or refer to the dashboard at a later point to review changes. Depending on the design of the dashboard, features such as alerts and documentation reminders can help clinicians improve compliance with best practice guidelines and organizational standards [7].

**Purpose of this Literature Review**

The purpose of conducting this literature review is to present previous research on the use of visualization dashboards to improve efficiency, clinician satisfaction, patient safety and accuracy in the clinical setting. This evidence can be used to guide the development, testing and implementation of new solutions to optimize the visualization of clinical information.

**Methods**

**Inclusion Criteria**

Articles were included if they addressed the development, testing, implementation, or use of a visualization dashboard solution in a health care setting. An initial search was conducted of literature on dashboards only in the intensive care unit setting, but there were limited articles found that met the inclusion criteria. A secondary follow-up search was conducted to broaden the results to any health care setting. Ideally, the article would compare outcomes with the novel solution to outcomes prior to or without the novel solution. However, articles were not excluded simply due to lack of a specific comparison. Articles should contain quantitative or qualitative outcomes related to clinician satisfaction, cognitive overload, or patient outcomes. Initially, abstracts were scanned to identify if articles were relevant to the specified research questions.
Exclusion Criteria
Due to the specificity and novel nature of this topic, no filters were applied to the query. This means that articles were not excluded solely based on type, publication date, or country of origin. However, articles were excluded if there was not an English version of the article available. Articles were excluded if review of the abstract and full text revealed the article did not address at least one of the specified research questions and meet the inclusion criteria.

Databases
Databases selected for this search were PubMed, PMC, CINAHL, and EMBASE, all of which are health sciences journal article databases.

Initial Search Terms—Intensive Care Unit Only
To capture alternative ways of denoting the terms of interest, the query of (“electronic medical record” OR “electronic health record” OR EMR OR EHR) AND (“visualization” OR “dashboard” OR “design” OR “interface”) AND (“intensive care” OR “ICU” OR “critical care” OR “CCU”) was used for the initial search. Abstracts were screened for relevance to the intended investigation. Articles with relevant abstracts were then read in entirety to further screen the relevance and quality of the data.

Searching the above query into PubMed returned 151 results, 14 of which were analyzed, and eight of which were relevant, quality results for the final analysis. PMC returned 3405 results, 13 of which were analyzed, five of which were excluded due to duplication, and three of which were included in the final analysis. CINAHL returned 86 results, seven of which were analyzed, two of which were excluded due to duplication, and 0 included in the final analysis. EMBASE returned 646 results, 18 of which were analyzed, six of which were excluded due to duplication, and one of which was included in the final analysis. Therefore, a total of 12 articles were obtained from this primary search towards the final analysis [8-19].
Follow-up Search Terms—Any Health Care Setting

Because of the limited number of results obtained with the initial search, a secondary search was completed using the query of visualization AND dashboard. The purpose of the secondary search was to broaden the search to a visualization dashboard solution in any health care setting, as opposed to only the intensive care unit setting. The same databases and process of screening articles were maintained from the initial search process.

Searching the above query into PubMed returned 24 results, seven of which were analyzed, one of which was excluded due to duplication, and four of which were relevant, quality results for the final analysis. PMC returned 311 results, 10 of which were analyzed, five of which were excluded due to duplication, and one of which was included in the final analysis. CINAHL returned three results, two of which were analyzed, none of which were excluded due to duplication, and none of which were included in the final analysis. EMBASE returned 30 results, four of which were analyzed, three of which were excluded due to duplication, and none of which were included in the final analysis. Therefore, a total of five articles were obtained from the secondary search towards the final analysis, Figure 1 [20-24].

Implications of Query Results

The initial and follow-up searches returned a total of 17 articles that were analyzed for this literature review [8-24]. The limited results reflect the novel status of this area of research. Supporting information from information and library science databases will be useful in the analysis steps as much of this work involves development, testing, and implementation of a novel software solution.

Results

The dashboard solutions that were identified in the 17 articles are presented with organization by study findings related to efficiency, quality and safety, accuracy, and user satisfaction. Some solutions were discussed in multiple articles, whereas others were unique to a single article. Table 1 presents the sample size, metrics of interests, results and findings for each study.

Efficiency

The Ambient Warning and Response Evaluation (AWARE) system was tested in two articles included in this literature review [8,9]. AWARE is an ICU-specific patient viewer and monitoring system that was developed at Mayo Clinic [8]. AWARE is a superstructure for existing EHR. The development of this tool was guided by clinicians and based on their information needs [8]. Pickering et al (2015) used a step wedge cluster randomization trial to demonstrate a decrease in time spent on pre-round data gathering using the AWARE system [9]. Compared to the existing EHR, AWARE was reported to improve information management (data presentation format and efficiency of data access) and make the task of gathering data for rounds significantly less difficult and mentally demanding [9].

Scripps Clinic and Green Hospital used a rapid-cycle evaluation process to develop the algorithms, alert systems, and interfaces intended to facilitate patient-provider interactions and determination of treatment plans [20]. Brooke's Standardized Usability Tool was used to evaluate usability and two independent appraisers reviewed the think aloud sessions for usability themes [20]. Results pointed to positive results regarding usability and efficiency to identify pertinent components in the patient's plan of care with use of the prototype [20].

Ahmed et al (2011) evaluated a novel .NET-based application by conducting a randomized crossover study [10]. This study demonstrated improved workload (using NASA-task load index), decreased time to task completion, and decreased number of errors of cognition. Additionally, the standard EHR contained a much larger data volume compared with the novel user interface [10]. An image of this patent-pending dashboard is shown in Figure 2.

Koch et al (2013) evaluated nurses’ situation awareness and task completion time using an integrated information display compared to traditional displays [11]. Task completion time (response time from seeing the question to submitting the answer) was measured using paper prototypes of both displays [11]. Task completion times were nearly half with integrated displays compared to traditional displays [11]. Figure 3 demonstrates a screenshot of the integration of information displays that was used by Koch et al (2013).

Farri et al (2012) carried out three iterations of planning, risk analysis, design, and evaluation of an EHR prototype. This user interface contained specific functionalities for clinical documents [12]. They used a spiral model for software development and the EHR system user interface framework of the Veterans Affairs computerized patient record system (VistA CPRS) [12]. The researchers used a mixed methods approach to evaluate a sample of eight medical interns as they synthesized EHR clinical documents in four pre-formed clinical scenarios [12]. Despite the non-significant difference in total times to task completion the researchers observed shorter times for two scenarios with the visualization tool. This may suggest that the timesaving benefits may be more evident with certain clinical processes [12].

Dolan et al (2013) used a mixed quantitative and qualitative evaluation process to evaluate their dashboard prototype [21]. The researchers observed the time participants spent using the dashboard before choosing a preferred drug, ease of use, acceptability, decisional conflict, and an open-ended qualitative analysis [21]. Qualitative findings were positive, suggesting potential for informed decision making and patient centered care [21].
Table 1. Study characteristics and results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Metric of Interest</th>
<th>Sample (n)</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed et al (2011) [10]</td>
<td>Accuracy, Efficiency</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>Errors Per Provider—Standard: 0.5, AWARE:&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;; 2, P=.01; Workload—Standard: 38.8, AWARE: 58, P=.001; Time—Standard: 145, 125, 129, 112 s, AWARE: 93, 60, 68, 54, P&lt;.001, data volume 1008 vs 102.</td>
<td>Less errors per provider, decreased time to task completion for 4 patients, improved workload (NASA-TLX&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;) scores shown after using the visualization tool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farri et al (2012) [12]</td>
<td>Accuracy, Efficiency</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Accuracy: Missing data 2.3 (SD 1.2) with the visualization tool, 6.8 (SD 1.2) without the visualization tool, P=.08, accurate inferences 1.3 (SD 0.3) vs. 2.3 (SD 0.3), P=.09.</td>
<td>Lower error missing (unretrieved) patient information with the visualization tool. More accurate inferences. Not statistically significant. Time decreased in two visualization scenarios.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koch et al (2013) [11]</td>
<td>Accuracy, Efficiency</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Time—Standard: 42.1 s, Dashboard: 26.0 s, P=.001; Accuracy—Standard: 1.8%, Dashboard: 85.3%, P&lt;.001.</td>
<td>Nurses had task completion times were nearly half with integrated displays compared to traditional displays.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faiola et al (2015) [13]</td>
<td>Accuracy, Efficiency, Satisfaction</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Time—experimental group was faster in answering two questions: [Q3] t(10)=3.11, P&lt;.01, r=.70; [Q4] t(10)=3.65, P=.004, r=.76; Accuracy—experimental (mean .65, SD .30), control groups (mean .58, SD .36), χ2(1,12)=5.04, P=.03.</td>
<td>Clinical decision-making accuracy was higher when using the visualization dashboard. Faster decision-making on 2/8 questions. Qualitative discussion of potential positive impact of MIVA&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolan et al (2013) [21]</td>
<td>Efficiency, Quality or Safety</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Mean time interacting with the dashboard=4.6 min. No comparison group.</td>
<td>Interactive clinical decision dashboard are capable of fostering informed patient decision making and patient centered care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pageler et al (2014) [15]</td>
<td>Efficiency, Quality or Safety</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Increased compliance with dressing changes from 87% to 90% (P=.003); cap changes 87% to 93% (P&lt;.001); port needle changes 69% to 95% (P&lt;.001); decreased compliance with insertion bundle compliance 67% to 62% (P=.001); 2.6 CLABSI&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt; per 1000 line-days before intervention to 0.7 CLABSI&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt; per 1000 line-days.</td>
<td>Improved compliance with an evidence-based, pediatric-specific catheter care bundle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hagland (2010) [17]</td>
<td>Quality/Safety</td>
<td>N/A&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>No quantifiable data.</td>
<td>Potential to improve patient safety, communication and clinician workflow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Metric of Interest</td>
<td>Sample (n)</td>
<td>Result</td>
<td>Findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaw et al (2015) [16]</td>
<td>Quality or Safety</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>Time-Pre: 393 min, Post: 202 min, ( P=.05 ), Quality/Safety- Decreased urinary catheter 16 to 11, ( P=.01 )</td>
<td>The median time from PICU admission to obtaining treatment consent decreased by 49%. Patients with catheter in place &gt;96 hours decreased from 16 to 11.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dziadzko et al (2016) [8]</td>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>Pre: 15 min, Post: 12 min, ( P=.03 ).</td>
<td>Less time spent on gathering data using the visualization tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakos et al (2012) [14]</td>
<td>Satisfaction, Quality or Safety</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>No quantifiable data.</td>
<td>Increased usage showed clinician satisfaction, benefits for staff per interviews, increased compliance, and decreased adverse events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartzler et al (2015) [23]</td>
<td>Tool Development</td>
<td>Step 1: 6, Step 2: 40</td>
<td>No quantifiable data.</td>
<td>The strategy for tool development was the engagement of healthcare providers to design a user-friendly patient care dashboard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badgeley et al (2016) [18]</td>
<td>Tool development</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>No quantifiable data.</td>
<td>No data provided; discusses tool development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellsworth et al (2014) [19]</td>
<td>Tool development</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>No quantifiable data.</td>
<td>Large amount of clinical data needed to make clinical decisions; need options for viewing data based on clinical role.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swartz et al (2014) [22]</td>
<td>Tool development</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>No quantifiable data.</td>
<td>Survey and structured interview used to create tool. Tool has not been implemented. Better understanding of clinician needs can inform tool development.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^a \): AWARE: Ambient Warning and Response Evaluation.
\( ^b \): NASA-TLX: NASA Task Load Index.
\( ^c \): MIVA: Medical Information Visualization Assistant.
\( ^d \): CLAB: central line associated blood stream infection.
\( ^e \): N/A: not applicable.
\( ^f \): PICU: pediatric intensive care unit.

Medical Information Visualization Assistant, v.2 (MIVA 2.0) is an EHR dashboard technology that uses a visualization engine to deliver multivariate biometric data by transforming it into temporal resolutions [13]. ICU clinicians can use selection menus to control the viewability of data in various time periods to assist with diagnosis and treatment [13]. The usability speed test identified no significant difference in time-on-task between the control group and the experimental group [13]. However, a significant difference was noted in speed with use of MIVA 2.0 [13].

**Clinician Satisfaction**

Dziadzko et al (2016) studied the before-and-after implementation experience and satisfaction of ICU providers at two hospitals using the AWARE system [8]. Providers agreed that data gathering using the existing EHR system was difficult and time-intensive [8]. In a survey analysis, researchers found that prescribers were significantly more satisfied with the delivery of content and information output with AWARE due to the improvement of the presentation of information [8]. Bakos et al (2012) showed an increased use of the dashboard tool at Virginia Commonwealth University Health System throughout the first year of implementation, demonstrating clinician satisfaction with usage. Interviews further confirmed the benefit and helpfulness of using the tool as staff confirmed its usefulness in their workflow [14].

**Quality and Safety**

Pageler et al (2013) discuss use of a checklist enhanced by the EHR and a unit-wide dashboard to improve compliance with an evidence-based, pediatric-specific catheter care bundle [15]. The researchers performed a cohort study with historical controls.
that included all patients with a central venous catheter at a 24-bed Pediatric ICU (PICU) in an academic children's hospital [15].

Central line associated bloodstream infection (CLABSI) rates decreased after the checklist intervention [15]. Analysis of specific bundle elements demonstrated decreased compliance with insertion bundle documentation. However, there was an increase in compliance with daily documentation of line necessity, dressing changes, cap changes, and port needle changes.

Shaw et al (2015) evaluated a real-time visual display that showed data on presence of consent for treatment, restraint orders, presence of urinary catheters, deep venous thrombosis (DVT) prophylaxis, Braden Q score, and medication reconciliation [16]. An automated EHR querying tool was created to assess compliance with a PICU safety bundle and querying of the EHR for compliance and updating of the dashboard automatically occurred every five minutes [16].

Baseline compliance and duration of noncompliance was established during three time periods: before activation of the dashboard, at one month following activation of the dashboard, and at three months after activation [16]. There was no difference between the three periods in presence of restraint orders, DVT prophylaxis, or development or worsening of pressure ulcers [16]. Between the first and third time periods, the median time from PICU admission to obtaining treatment consent decreased [16]. The number of patients with urinary catheters in place > 96 hours decreased significantly after the intervention [16]. The researchers concluded that a unit-wide dashboard could increase awareness for potential interventions, thereby affecting patient safety in a dynamic manner [16].

Although Bakos et al (2012) speculate that their visualization dashboard will contribute to having zero events of preventable harm to patients, employees and visitors; there is no quantifiable data to support this at this time [14]. Similarly, Hagland (2010) discusses the potential to improve patient safety, communication and clinician workflow using a new clinical dashboard without quantifiable results [17].

**Accuracy**

Koch et al (2013) used the paper prototypes of their displays to measure situation awareness (accuracy of the participants’ answer). Nurses had a higher situation awareness and accuracy when using the integrated display versus the traditional display [11].

To evaluate the accuracy of, MIVA 2.0, Faiola et al (2015) used quantitative clinical decision-making task questions. The clinical decision-making accuracy test identified an overall significant improvement in accuracy of the eight-question test between the experimental versus control groups. Qualitative results were obtained from seven open-ended interview questions, wherein participants acknowledged the potential impact of MIVA 2.0 for reducing cognitive load and enabling more accurate decision-making [13]. Overall, a significant difference was noted in accuracy with use of MIVA 2.0 [13].

**Figure 2.** “Elements of data are pulled from across the entire electronic medical record and are organized in the systems based manner most commonly encountered in the study's intensive care unit setting.” [10].
Dziadzko et al (2016) surveyed healthcare providers who reported an improvement in the accuracy of decision-making using AWARE, but no quantifiable data is available [8]. Using the .NET based application, Ahmed et al (2011) found that the median number of errors per provider decreased significantly for the novel user interface compared to the standard electronic medical record interface [12].

Farri et al (2012) evaluated the accuracy of using their spiral model software. The resulting differences in unretrieved patient information and accurate inferences were not statistically significant but suggested some improvement with the new information visualization tool [12]. Other observed effects of the tool included more intuitive navigation between patient details and increased effort towards methodical synthesis of clinical documents [12].

Scripps Clinic and Green Hospital demonstrated an improved accuracy of the healthcare provider “Heart Team” in clinical decision-making using 15 mock patients. However, a complete data analysis was not performed [20].

**Tool Development**

Five articles did not focus on efficiency, quality and safety, accuracy and satisfaction outcomes but discussed their process of tool development. Their findings during visualization tool development are included in the discussion section below [18,19,22-24].

**Discussion**

**Overview**

The 17 articles included in this literature review demonstrate how efficiency, quality and safety, clinician satisfaction and accuracy can be improved using a visualization dashboard. These 17 articles share many themes regarding how each dashboard was designed and what user-friendly features are available when using the dashboard [8-24]. These themes are discussed below. With each idea outlined, a discussion of its application to prior visualization dashboard solutions and its implications for future studies follows. Application of these approaches, methods, and features may serve useful in future efforts related to this subject matter. A summary of findings from the articles is depicted in Figures 4 and 5.

**Human-Centered Design**

A collaborative, human-centered approach informed the creation of several different dashboards. Structured survey and interview were used to inform iterative design and evaluate the final prototype of each dashboard design.

The IVView dashboard was developed for use on three ICU’s at the Children’s Hospital at Pittsburgh and resulted from intensive clinician-IT team-based work and a collaborative relationship with the hospital’s clinical IT vendor [13]. Qualitative measures regarding perceived patient safety, clinician workflow, and
physician-nurse communications pointed to positive outcomes in all three categories [13].

Swartz et al (2014) discuss the creation of iNYP, a Java-based service-oriented web application, to meet the specific information needs of emergency medicine clinicians [23]. A combination of survey and structured interview were used to inform the development of this specialty-specific clinical dashboard [22].

Hartzler et al (2015) discuss the use of human-centered design methods to create visual displays of patient reported outcomes [23]. Targeted, iterative design activities were used to inform development of a dashboard that visually displays patient-reported pain and disability outcomes following spine surgery [23]. The Multi-signal Visualization of Physiology (MVP) was developed at the Neuroscience ICU of the National Neuroscience Institute in Singapore to provide a more visual, straightforward, and intuitive diagnosis process [24]. The MVP makes use of a polygram that incorporates live readings of physiological signs and colors to highlight different patient statuses [24].

**Interdisciplinary Approach**

Nine articles mentioned use of an interdisciplinary approach in developing, testing, and implementing their visualization solution. The benefit of an interdisciplinary approach is that the varied professional perspectives and skills that come with different disciplines are integrated into each step of the process [8,10,13,14,17,19,20,22,23]

**Use of an Interactive Prototype**

Prototyping is a useful process as it allows developers to strategize product design and obtain feedback from end users without the expansive investment of resources required to make changes in the EHR format [11-13,18,20,21,23]. While there are viable electronic prototyping options available, paper-based prototyping can be a useful, cost-effective solution in the early stages of product design [25]. A mixed evaluation process of quantitative and qualitative measures can be used to direct feedback from end user interaction with the prototype and improve design on subsequent revisions [11-13,18,20,21,23].

**Using Open-Source Technology vs Adapting a Third-Party Vendor's Electronic Health Record System**

A team with limited resources may not be able to invest financial, temporal, and staff resources into developing a suitable product [26]. Those teams with limited resources may have to wait for a solution to stem from others using open-source technology or for the third-party vendor to provide an option that will be suitable [18,27]. Use of an open-source technology can allow more freedom for the user to develop and share their tool with others than when adjusting an EHR developed by a third-party vendor [18]. Ultimately, each team at a specific organization will decide which route aligns better with their own resources and goals, but the distinct opportunities and risks inherent with each option are important to consider.

Adapting a vendor's EHR system will require continual consultation with the vendor and there may be significant limitations imposed by the contract between the organization and the vendor [27].

**Application of Evidence-Based, Clinical Practice Guidelines to the Electronic Health Record**

Clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) are intended to improve the quality, consistency, and effectiveness of care by applying evidence-based medicine [28]. A review of physician adherence to clinical practice guidelines suggested that as many as 38% of physicians consider clinical practice guidelines as inconvenient or too difficult to use [28]. Incorporation of clinical practice guidelines into the structure and display of the EHR may help improve convenience of access to practice guidelines and increase use in clinical decision-making [14-16].

**Figure 4.** "(A) Nurses see an overview of the patient's vital signs, currently administered and scheduled medication, essential ventilation data, and fluid balance. (B) When selecting a medication they see medication compatibility with the other current and scheduled medication, and potential adverse effects." [11].
Using Open-Source Technology vs Adapting a Third-Party Vendor’s Electronic Health Record System

A team with limited resources may not be able to invest financial, temporal, and staff resources into developing a suitable product [26]. Those teams with limited resources may have to wait for a solution to stem from others using open-source technology or for the third-party vendor to provide an option that will be suitable [18,27]. Use of an open-source technology can allow more freedom for the user to develop and share their tool with others than when adjusting an EHR developed by a third-party vendor [18]. Ultimately, each team at a specific organization will decide which route aligns better with their own resources and goals, but the distinct opportunities and risks inherent with each option are important to consider.

Adapting a vendor's EHR system will require continual consultation with the vendor and there may be significant limitations imposed by the contract between the organization and the vendor [27].

Application of Evidence-Based, Clinical Practice Guidelines to the Electronic Health Record

Clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) are intended to improve the quality, consistency, and effectiveness of care by applying evidence-based medicine [28]. A review of physician adherence to clinical practice guidelines suggested that as many as 38% of physicians consider clinical practice guidelines as inconvenient or too difficult to use [28]. Incorporation of clinical practice guidelines into the structure and display of the EHR may help improve convenience of access to practice guidelines and increase use in clinical decision-making [14-16].

Clinician Controlled Selection Menus

Allowing the clinician to adjust the data displayed in alignment with the preference and needs of that individual may further improve clinician satisfaction with the system [13,19]. This capability can also help meet the goal of reducing cognitive overload [13,19]. If clinicians can filter out information that is not pertinent to them, the remaining information will have improved visibility without obstruction from extraneous information [13,19]. The capability to filter information by location, service lines, and specific diagnoses may also serve useful to improve efficiency, accuracy and user satisfaction of clinicians managing many patients [13].

Improved Display of Trends in Physiological Signs

In a setting such as an intensive care unit, the stability of a patient's condition can quickly deteriorate [2]. While clinicians have primary responsibility to assess their patient's condition and intervene appropriately, adding features to the EHR that can assist with this process can expedite these steps; improving efficiency [24]. With the vast array of physiological parameters under continuous monitoring in the ICU setting, improved
display of data trends may improve the clinician's responsiveness in adding or weaning interventions based on the patient's changing condition [24].

Classification of Data by Body System
Classification of data using a body system approach was a common decision for the EHR designs in this literature review [8,10]. By using a body system approach, clinicians can follow a systematic approach to optimizing the patient's holistic health. The design choice of matching the body system approach used by intensive care unit clinicians allows for congruency between the EHR display and cognitive organization of clinical information [8,10].

Applicability of a Visualization Dashboard to Non—Intensive Care Unit Clinical Settings
While this literature review focused primarily on the application of a visualization dashboard to the intensive care unit setting, the same intervention could have benefit in other clinical settings as well [12,14,18,20-23]. The emergency department could be well suited for this intervention as the EHR could then assist in alerting clinicians to new results and a change in the patient's clinical status that modifies the plan of care [22]. Step-down units and inpatient floors may not have the same extent of clinical data as the intensive care unit setting but clinicians may still find benefit from features related to improved display of clinical information. Once a visualization dashboard is successfully implemented in the ICU setting, the dashboard can be modified, tested, and implemented in non-ICU clinical settings; working towards similar goals [18].

Strengths and Limitations of Solutions
This literature review includes information on several visualization dashboards that have been tested with positive results from quantitative and qualitative analysis. These positive results support the potential benefits of a visualization dashboard solution to clinical practice environments. Limitations were noted in the following areas:

- The interpretation of what a visualization dashboard solution entails varied widely among the researchers of the different studies included.
- Many of the visualization dashboard solutions were evaluated with a solely qualitative approach, rather than with a quantitative or mixed methods approach.
- Some articles included details about the design, implementation, and evaluation processes, but did not include full detail on the data obtained.
- Some studies used a simulated setting in lieu of a live clinical setting, which means that results may differ when the solution is applied to a live clinical setting.
- Most studies tested a single solution in a single implementation setting, which limits the generalizability of the findings to other solutions and other implementation settings.

Future Direction
Researchers can build on the findings, strengths, and limitations of the work identified in this literature review to bolster development, testing, and implementation of a novel visualization dashboard solution. Due to the relatively few studies conducted in this area, there is plenty of room for researchers to test their solutions and add significant information to the field of knowledge on this subject. An effective solution in this area can drive process improvement and improved patient outcomes for not only the initial setting of implementation, but also to any further clinical units and organizations that adopt the intervention.

Conclusions
Overall, successful visualization dashboards utilized an interdisciplinary approach to develop a human-centered design. Dashboards were flexible and could be adjusted to the users’ preferences as well as organized based on body system, color-coded and adapted for clinician team rounding. These features are important due to the variety in patient population and the diverse way that clinicians interpret information. Utilizing these common themes to develop visualization tools for patient care has shown to improve efficiency, quality or safety, clinician satisfaction and accuracy in a variety of patient settings.

This section synthesizes the major findings of the 17 articles [8-24]. As discussed, visualization tools have the potential to impact accuracy, efficiency, user satisfaction, quality or safety of care in the ICU and other settings. Numerous factors such as clinician-controlled displays, organization by body system, an interdisciplinary design team and using open-source technology can result in successful implementation of a visualization dashboard. The findings, strengths, and limitations discussed in this section can drive future research efforts on visualization dashboard solutions.

Design Recommendation based on Clinician Needs
Information needs varied based on patient population and clinical role. Key findings regarding clinician needs for the solution included: the application of evidence-based, clinical practice guidelines; clinician-controlled selection menus; the use of color-coded visual indicators; classification of data by body system and matching of EHR design to the process of interdisciplinary rounds. As demonstrated in the results section of this paper, the combination of the above components can allow for user-friendly dashboard designs that have the potential to impact accuracy, efficiency, user satisfaction and quality and safety of care.
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Abstract

Background: Data-driven surgical decisions will ensure proper use and timing of surgical care. We developed a Web-based patient-centered treatment decision and assessment tool to guide treatment decisions among patients with advanced knee osteoarthritis who are considering total knee replacement surgery.

Objective: The aim of this study was to examine user experience and acceptance of the Web-based treatment decision support tool among older adults.

Methods: User-centered formative and summative evaluations were conducted for the tool. A sample of 28 patients who were considering total knee replacement participated in the study. Participants’ responses to the user interface design, the clarity of information, as well as usefulness, satisfaction, and acceptance of the tool were collected through qualitative (ie, individual patient interviews) and quantitative (ie, standardized Computer System Usability Questionnaire) methods.

Results: Participants were older adults with a mean age of 63 (SD 11) years. Three-quarters of them had no technical questions using the tool. User interface design recommendations included larger fonts, bigger buttons, less colors, simpler navigation without extra “next page” click, less mouse movement, and clearer illustrations with simple graphs. Color-coded bar charts and outcome-specific graphs with positive action were easiest for them to understand the outcomes data. Questionnaire data revealed high satisfaction with the tool usefulness and interface quality, and also showed ease of use of the tool, regardless of age or educational status.

Conclusions: We evaluated the usability of a patient-centered decision support tool designed for advanced knee arthritis patients to facilitate their knee osteoarthritis treatment decision making. The lessons learned can inform other decision support tools to improve interface and content design for older patients’ use.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2018;5(2):e17)  doi:10.2196/humanfactors.8568
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Introduction

Arthritis, with its most common form osteoarthritis (OA), affects 50% of all adults older than 65 years of age and is the most common chronic condition and cause of disability in the United States [1]. When knee OA pain and disability advances, total knee replacement (TKR) surgery can effectively eliminate pain and improve function. Total knee replacement is now the number one most common procedure among hospital discharges [2]. Knowledge about the medical and surgical treatments and associated outcomes is critical for patient decision making. Patients who delay the procedure until late in the symptom course may have less optimal results [3].
Hudak and team [4] evaluated the reasons that prevented some elderly OA patients from considering total joint surgery. Ongoing deliberation of the surgical option mainly resulted in a deferral of the treatment decision. The barriers to limiting surgical decision making include inaccurate estimation of symptom level for surgical candidates and lack of information to discuss with their physicians. Our recent review confirms the lack of published research on shared decision making and patient decision aids in orthopedic surgery, with no evidence about the use of patient decision support tools for knee OA patients considering TKR [5]. Therefore, patient decision support tools for the advanced knee arthritis population are needed to help them understand their individual OA symptom severity, provide evidence-based benefits and risks, and aid communication with their physicians to guide treatment decisions.

The average knee OA patient who chooses surgery is 66 years of age [2], and the user interface both for data entry and data output must be designed to facilitate ease of use among aging adults and minimize potential barriers. The objective of this study was to examine user experience and acceptance of a Web-based treatment decision support tool for advanced knee arthritis patients who are considering TKR surgery. Our results may inform user interface and outcome presentation design for other decision support tools for older adults with diverse health conditions.

Methods

Tool Development

The tool’s user interface was designed by a multidisciplinary team including an orthopedic specialist, a researcher with expertise in health literacy, a computer scientist, and a biostatistician. The team focused on developing a user interface design that would be simple to operate by older adults with functional limitations such as vision decline and diminished motor skills. To facilitate use among low literacy individuals, the tool used white background and dark text, one-question-per-page display, big font and simple layout, and plain language within eighth-grade literacy reading level.

Briefly, the tool prompts patients to respond to 20 questions related to demographics, overall health, knee pain and function, medical comorbidities, and expectations one year after surgery. Using data entered by the patient, the tool estimates likely individual patient-level improvement in post-TKR pain relief and physical function according to patient characteristics and current health attributes. These estimates are then translated into metrics meaningful to patients (ie, pain relief at rest, pain relief when walking, and ability to walk five blocks at a year after surgery). These metrics are easily understood by patients and can be used to facilitate communication between patients and surgeons and thus support TKR decision making.

Patient Recruitment

The study sample was recruited from the UMass Memorial Health Care Arthritis and Total Joint Center. All patients aged 21 years of age and older seeking knee OA care at the Arthritis and Total Joint Center were eligible. Patients with acute knee injuries or who were not fluent in English were excluded.

A study recruiter screened all new pre-TKR and post-TKR patients during the study months. After confirming eligibility, a study coordinator contacted each potential participant by telephone to describe the study and invite him/her to participate. If the patient was willing to take part in the study, the study coordinator scheduled an interview before or after the next doctor’s appointment, and mailed a fact sheet, a consent form, and a HIPAA authorization form to the patient for signature. At the interview, the study coordinator answered any questions and gave a copy of the consent form to the patient in case he/she did not bring the signed one. Patient participants received a stipend of US $10 for parking at the end of the interview. The study was approved by Institutional Review Board for the protection of human subjects.

Usability Evaluation Procedures

User-centered formative and summative evaluations were employed for the tool usability testing [6]. The first phase goal, the formative evaluation, was to improve the tool design through participants’ response to preliminary ideas of design. This was accomplished through a first round of evaluation interviews. The second phase, designed as the summative evaluation, was to assess the clarity of outcome information as well as usefulness, satisfaction, and acceptance of the tool through interviews and questionnaires. This was accomplished through a second round of evaluation interviews. Methods used in each round are described subsequently.

Round 1

Round 1 was performed based on the iterative evaluation process; the tool was adjusted after each subround of interviews and then reassessed in the next subround. To avoid bias, different participants were recruited in each subround. Round 1 interviews started with a survey of patient demographics and computer abilities. Participants were asked to use the Web-based tool on the computer and encouraged to think aloud their immediate feelings as they completed each survey page and task. The think-aloud method was used to verbalize users’ thoughts, feelings, and opinions while interacting with the system. Thinking aloud slows the thought process and increases mindfulness, which is very helpful for capturing a wide range of cognitive activities. During the use of the tool, the participants were asked questions about tool design. The questions were structured with predetermined topics, such as wording, layout, color, button and overall utility, as well as with open-ended comments. The overall duration of the interview was up to 30 minutes. The process was administered by a study coordinator with expertise in patient interviews.

Round 2

Round 2 was a summative evaluation to conduct an overall assessment of the near-final version of the tool. Round 2 patients were asked to report their demographics and computer abilities at the beginning of the interview. They then completed the survey questions of the tool with no interruption, followed by an interview about their opinions about the presentation of outcome information. Five types of presentations were provided: text summaries, bar graphs, word clouds, smiling faces, and staged walking people. Interview items assessed the format that
was liked best / liked least, the ease of understanding, and the helpfulness for decision making. Finally, participants completed a standard Computer System Usability Questionnaire (CSUQ) [7], a standardized assessment to measure user satisfaction with computer system usability and four customized research questions on technical difficulty and tool format preference (Web vs paper). The interview process took up to 30 minutes. The number of participants enrolled in round 2 was based on group size-specified guides for quantitative usability studies [8,9].

Data Collection Tools

Patient participants completed study procedures in a quiet room adjacent to the Arthritis and Total Joint Center. A desktop computer allowed access to the Web-based tool with survey questions and outcome data display. Screen recorder software, Camtasia Studio 6, was used to captured user’s operations on the computer screen, such as cursor movement, mouse clicking, and keyboard input. A digital voice recorder taped the comments and discussion during the process. Participants’ gender, age, education level, and computer use were asked on a one-page demographics and computer ability survey. A trained interviewer administered patient interview process and a usability specialist acted as primary observer.

Data Analysis

Patient demographics and computer ability data were analyzed descriptively. Means and proportions were used to describe the characteristics of the study sample. Qualitative analysis summarized findings from the interview and observation data into several topics, enumerated the patients’ needs and preference of design of the tool. Quantitative data included time spent on each page and in total on the use of the tool and usability scores which assessed usefulness, satisfaction, and acceptance of the tool.

Results

Participant Characteristics

For round 1, 11 patients were contacted and 8 (73%) participated in the study. For round 2, 20 patients were contacted and all (100%) participated. Participant characteristics are shown in Table 1. For all 28 patients, the mean age was 63 (SD 11) years and 12 (43%) were older than 65 years; 21 (75%) were female, 26 (93%) had at least a high school education level, 15 (54%) used a computer every day, and 9 (32%) rarely or never used a computer. Eight of nine participants with low computer use were 65 years of age or older.

Round 1 Findings

Eight participants were involved in round 1 and three subrounds were conducted during the iterative design process. The findings are categorized by information clarity and interface design tasks.

Information Clarity

Most participants had no difficulty in understanding the survey questions. They felt that the language was simple and the wording was easy to understand. The only unclear item was the use of the word “knee scope” in a question about prior surgery. After we changed “scope” to “arthroscopic surgery (a scope inserted by a doctor into your knee),” participants agreed that the presentation was clear. Some participants suggested asking questions for knee pain and physical activity on a good day, a moderate day, and a bad day.

Table 1. Participant characteristics (N=28).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient factors</th>
<th>Round 1, n (%) (n=8)</th>
<th>Round 2, n (%) (n=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>7 (88)</td>
<td>14 (70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1 (12)</td>
<td>6 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;65</td>
<td>6 (75)</td>
<td>10 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥65</td>
<td>2 (25)</td>
<td>10 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than high school</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended or graduated from high school/GED</td>
<td>3 (37)</td>
<td>7 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended or graduated from college</td>
<td>5 (63)</td>
<td>11 (55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Every day</td>
<td>5 (63)</td>
<td>10 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once a week</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>3 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than once a week but more than once a month</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rarely or never</td>
<td>3 (37)</td>
<td>6 (30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Interface Design

Layout
The questions were organized as one per screen, which was reported as clear and easy to read. Arial was used as the main font and all participants liked it. Font size was modified from 15-18 points to 18-20 points because 15 points was too small. Patients reported that some screens looked similar; for example, knee pain when walking and at rest. Based on this input, we modified the screens to include relevant images, such as someone walking or sitting, and highlighted important words in bold to clarify the difference in question focus.

Buttons
Radio buttons, horizontal sliders, and text buttons (Figure 1) were tested by participants to indicate their answer to a Likert-scale question. Many participants suggested using bigger radio buttons to click. Most participants, especially those who use a computer infrequently, advised against slider buttons because they found that “clicking and dragging” is hard to operate. Text buttons were thought better and easier to click. A “Next Question” button was initially put on each screen with a “Previous Question” button. Some participants expressed the need for a reminder to click on the “Next Question” button. Therefore, we used “automatic jump” to next screen by selecting an answer instead of an extra click on a “Next Question” button. Participants preferred this automatic function.

Colors
We used dark text on a white background for tool screens. No patient had problems with this style. One participant with glaucoma said questions were easy to read. The topic of each question was highlighted on the top of the screen with white text on a dark background; colored backgrounds were initially used to represent different categories of topics; for example, orange for demographics, blue for knee condition, but some participants did not like the colors. To simplify, the final version only used blue for topic background. One participant suggested color-coding the answer to a question in red, yellow, or green when it is relevant, such as red for severe pain and green for no pain, to highlight different selections.

Images
We added images to some of the questions for better comprehension. Most of participants reported that images made questions visually distinct. Numerous participants preferred images with a real person as compared to a “fake” person and one participant did not like cartoon images. A computer-savvy participant felt little attention was given to images compared to words.

Round 2 Findings
Based on the problems identified in round 1 usability testing, we revised the design of the tool. Twenty patients participated in round 2 and tested the enhanced version. Round 2 focused on the testing of the presentation of the outcomes and usefulness, satisfaction, and acceptance of the tool.

Preferred Outcome Presentations
Five outcome presentation formats were shown to participants: text summaries, bar graphs, word clouds, smiling faces, and staged walking people (Multimedia Appendix 1). Participants could choose up to two preferred presentation formats. They easily distinguished which result format appealed to them more, and had clear reactions to different presentations. Bar graphs and staged walking people were preferred overall.

Time Spent on Tool and Each Screen
A total of 19 of 20 Camtasia data records from round 2 were captured; one record was not saved due to an operational error. Four participants seemed unfamiliar with computer use from their records of mouse clicking and keyboard entry. Two of them were older patients who were not able to use the computer themselves and asked the interviewer to operate the mouse for them. Considering the remaining 15 participants, the total time spent on the tool varied between 2 and 4 minutes, and the mean time spent on each screen was 9.7 (SD 4.2) seconds (Figure 2). Two questions took participants a longer time than others to answer: (1) What is your height and weight? (to answer this question, a participant had to move the cursor to three different boxes and type in their answers), and (2) Have you been told by a health care provider what your knee condition is due to (one of the following)? The distribution of the time spent on each question is in Figure 3.
User Satisfaction Scores

A total of 19 of 20 participants in round 2 completed the usability evaluation survey. The questionnaire included 19 items with a Likert scale ranging from 1 (“strongly agree”) to 7 (“strongly disagree”) to measure user satisfaction. Low scores are better than high scores. The mean CSUQ scores on the four items about system usefulness, information quality, interface quality, and overall were 1.32 (SD 0.55), 1.44 (SD 0.58), 1.39 (SD 0.37), and 1.37 (SD 0.41), respectively. The mean and SD for each item can be found in Figure 3. Satisfaction was greatest for simplicity of use (mean 1.11, SD 0.32) and lowest for error message (mean 2.17, SD 2.40). The responses to four customized research questions revealed that 74% (14/19) of the participants had no technical questions using the tool, and 84% (16/19) could use the tool without instructions. In all, 68%
(13/19) of the participants preferred a computer version compared with a paper version, and 26% (5/19) thought either was fine. Finally, 89% (17/19) of participants reported that they would recommend this tool to a friend.

Discussion

Role of Web-Based Treatment Decision Tools

Computerized decision support tools are a new approach to treatment planning [10]. In contrast to patient education systems, decision tools provide information about a recommended treatment plan, including potential benefits and harms, and provide a foundation for patients to make a data-driven decision between two or more treatment options. Web-based interactive tools can facilitate this process by accessing online health information and helping patients get informed treatment options before communicating with doctors [11-13].

Lessons Learned on User Interface

Through usability evaluation of a Web-based patient-centered decision support tool for advanced knee OA patients, we learned the preferences of older OA patients to inform tool design. Textbox 1 is the summary of patient preferences.

Aging adults are an important and understudied group for evaluation of Web survey usability and outcome data presentation. Their needs and concerns may differ from those of other age groups due to the natural changes associated with the aging process. The literature on Web accessibility for older users describes aging-related functional limitations, such as vision decline, motor skill diminishment, and cognitive decline [14,15]. The guidelines for accessible content include large print, simple language, and easy navigation. Our findings are consistent with prior research. For example, the participants liked larger fonts, larger text-filled buttons, fewer colors, simpler navigation without extra “next page” click, less mouse movement, and clear illustrations with simple graphs. Advanced functionality can cause usability difficulties for older adults. For example, horizontal sliders are a common element in Web design, but none of the participants liked them and they reported “am not able to manipulate” or “have difficulty figuring out how to do.”

Textbox 1. Summary of patient preferences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Sans serif font, such as Arial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Big font size of 18 points or more</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Highlighting important words</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buttons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Big text buttons; no slider bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Automatic jump to next page by selecting an answer instead of an extra click on “Next” button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Avoid operations that need more mouse movement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. White background and dark text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Fewer unnecessary colors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Simple images for illustration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Eliminating distracting images</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Clarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Plain language instead of medical terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Short description for necessary medical terms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictive Outcome Measures</th>
<th>Preferences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Clear and easy to understand, such as bar charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Outcome-specific with positive action, such as walking people for arthritis patients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Medical terminology is usually a significant obstacle for patients. Past research has revealed that participants experience difficulties understanding jargon, especially medical terminology [14]. The team’s health literacy specialist advised us to avoid medical jargon and improve explanations during the tool development. Thus, most participants reported no problems understanding the information presented. For medical terms that are difficult to simplify, such as arthroscopic surgery, we used both the term and a short description (ie, a scope inserted by a doctor) and learned that this way effectively conveyed the medical information.

The results also revealed that an easy-to-use system is more important than a comprehensive user manual. Most of the participants preferred the computer version over a paper survey. The most recent Pew reports released in 2018 showed that 66% of American adults ages 65 and older use the internet, and 73% of people aged 50 to 64 years and almost one-half of people aged 65 and older own a smartphone [16,17]. Most aging baby boomers will use computerized and mobile tools in the future, so we anticipate growing ease of use.

Lessons Learned on Presenting Outcomes

Presenting likely outcomes of surgical procedures can provide new insights to patients about possible benefits and risks. Tailored estimates of the likely benefits of TKR surgery based on specific patient profiles are feasible using current computing technologies. However, the manner of presentation of predicted outcomes affects how patients understand the value of a treatment and may influence patients’ decisions [18,19]. For example, among key TKR outcome research publications, outcomes were expressed as global health assessment scores such as the Short Form Health Survey, the Veterans RAND 12-item Health Survey, or Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System Global Health survey, or knee-specific pain and function scores such as the the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index or Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score survey. Global and knee outcome metrics are useful to clinicians and researchers, but do not convey to patients likely achievable and meaningful outcomes. In this study, we translated outcome measures into meaningful metrics to patients, such as pain-free walking, or home and community activity levels. The metrics were easily understood by patients, which can facilitate informed communications between patients and surgeons.

In addition, outcome data can be illustrated in different ways and patient comprehension may differ when information is presented using different words or displays to communicate [20-22]. To explore patients’ preferences on presentation of outcome data, we evaluated five different presentation formats. It was hypothesized that older adults might prefer text more than numbers, but only a few people chose text display. Color-coded bar charts made more sense to them and were reported to be “clearer” and “easy to understand.” These findings are consistent with prior studies that found that bar charts were most commonly preferred and least often found difficult to interpret [20,23]. We were surprised that participants liked the staged walking people display, a combination of graphs and numbers. Walking people graphs were thought more user-friendly and easy to understand, and suggestive of their primary goal—greater activity. We learned that older adults understand and accept outcome-specific graphs with positive action to present data.

Study Limitations

Study limitations include a relatively small sample. However, user interface evaluation research has reported that 31% of usability problems can be identified with a single user [24], and more than 80% of usability problems can be identified with a sample of five users [25,26]. Thus, it is likely that the size of our sample was sufficient to identify most interface design problems. Culturally and linguistically diverse patients were not considered in patient selection in this study. We plan to test the tool in a broad and diverse national sample in the future.

Conclusion

We evaluated the usability of a patient-centered decision support tool designed for advanced knee arthritis patients to facilitate their surgical treatment decision making. Patient participants showed high satisfaction and acceptance of the usefulness and interface quality of this easy, simple tool and selected acceptable data presentation formats for understanding of predictive outcomes after surgery. We expect to collect more data in future studies to verify the qualitative and quantitative findings. Our experience with the tool user interface and outcome presentation design for knee OA patients can inform the design for other chronic conditions within elderly populations.
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Abstract

Background: Self-care behaviors are commonly prescribed to manage both cardiovascular disease and hypertension to reduce modifiable risk factors and improve quality of life. Nevertheless, long-term adherence to self-care recommendations for cardiac patients has been problematic. In cardiac patients, moderated online forums have been found to be particularly useful in supporting maintenance of heart-healthy diet and fewer hospital visits. As such, we developed the e-Forum, a Web-based moderated forum designed to promote continued user engagement and long-term self-care adherence.

Objective: The objective of this study was to assess the usability of the user interface for the newly designed e-Forum. In addition to overall user satisfaction, we obtained feedback from our target users on the key features of this newly developed interface.

Methods: An iterative design tested the usability of the e-Forum. On the basis of the user feedback, adjustments were made to the design of our e-Forum, and these changes were then tested in the succeeding group. Participants were recruited from the Heart Function Clinic at the Peter Munk Cardiac Center, University Health Network. After consenting to participate in our study, patients were asked to complete a set of goal-oriented tasks and a feedback interview for the e-Forum. A content analysis of the transcripts from the set of goal-oriented tasks and feedback interviews identified several themes, including general feedback and comments regarding 3 key areas of the e-Forum: layout, navigation, and content.

Results: Overall, 13 cardiac patients (aged 32-81 years) participated in 3 rounds of testing. Participants across all 3 rounds were highly satisfied with our e-Forum and indicated that they would find such a forum useful in managing their health. Expressions of overall satisfaction with the e-Forum and positive comments regarding layout increased between the initial and the final round. As improvements were made to the e-Forum based on participant feedback, potential barriers, negative comments related to the content, and the number of navigation errors decreased between rounds 1 and 3.

Conclusions: We found evidence to support the usability of the user interface for our e-Forum. These results indicate that the e-Forum will likely be a successful tool to support an online community of cardiac patients in their efforts to sustain long-term lifestyle behavior change.

(JMIR Hum Factors 2018;5(2):e20) doi: 10.2196/humanfactors.8820
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Introduction

Overview

According to the American Heart Association, cardiovascular disease (CVD) accounted for approximately 1 in every 3 deaths in the United States in 2013 [1]. Self-care behaviors (eg, maintaining a healthy diet, regular exercise, and medication adherence) are recommended to manage both CVD and hypertension to reduce modifiable risk factors and improve quality of life [2]. Nevertheless, long-term adherence to self-care recommendations for cardiac patients has been problematic [3].

In an effort to reduce risk for CVD and improve quality of life for patients, our research team developed a Web-based lifestyle counseling platform for cardiac patients (eg, those diagnosed with hypertension or heart failure, HF) to promote adherence to self-care recommendations [4-9].

On the basis of evidence from our program of research, our team created the Canadian e-Platform to Promote Behavioral Self-Management in Chronic Heart Failure (CHF-CePPORT; ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT01864369) [10]. Although CHF-CePPORT provides a 12-month comprehensive e-counseling program for self-care behavior change in patients with HF, long-term adherence to Web-based lifestyle counseling programs can be difficult to sustain. For example, dropout rates in Web-based interventions can range up to 62%, and failure to participate in the e-based interventions is 28% over 9 months [11]. These findings indicate that such programs may benefit from supplementary features that facilitate long-term patient engagement and adherence. To address this issue, we developed the e-Forum to supplement CHF-CePPORT by supporting the establishment of an online community that aims to promote continued user engagement and long-term self-care adherence.

Our aim was to tailor the design and functional features of the e-Forum to meet the needs of patients with cardiovascular conditions such as HF, who are likely to be older and to present with lower computer literacy. In keeping with guidelines suggested from previous research [12-14], this study assessed the usability of this e-Forum to determine whether cardiac patients could use this program as intended.

Web-Based Moderated Forums

The use of online social networks is an important method for facilitating information sharing as well as providing and receiving support among patients and health care professionals [15,16]. Online communities offer patients access to both emotional support and information about disease management that are not always available or easily accessible [17]. Online moderated forums are online communities that are monitored by professionals or trained peers who (1) facilitate user engagement in the online forum, (2) ensure the accuracy of information discussed by users, and (3) check for safety and appropriateness of posted messages (eg, monitoring for language suggesting self-harm or aggressive or offensive language). Patients demonstrate a preference for this type of intervention over and above conventional e-pages that only present information [18,19]. Such forums have been found to help a diverse array of patients, including those suffering from obesity [17] and ovarian cancer [20]; they offer users a resource to manage the complexities of their illnesses by promoting and supporting healthy self-care strategies [21]. In cardiac patients, such online communities have been found to be particularly useful in supporting maintenance of heart-healthy diet and fewer visits to the hospital [22].

We designed our e-Forum to provide a reliable and accessible interface to foster an online community for patients enrolled in our CHF-CePPORT program. From a functional perspective, our e-Forum was developed to allow users to submit posts, including comments or questions regarding their efforts to begin or maintain therapeutic changes in self-care behaviors. The e-Forum was organized such that posts may be submitted under highlighted topics, including “Active Living,” “Eating Healthy,” “Smoke-free Living,” and “Getting Motivated” (see Figures 1-3 to view the final version of the e-Forum). The e-Forum was designed to then send submitted posts to a moderator, who was trained to review posts for accuracy and appropriateness of content and patient safety before they were made accessible and viewable to the other members of the online community. In addition, the e-Forum was designed to allow members of our team to host live or taped presentations on select topics related to self-care adherence and quality of life. The original prototype of the e-Forum also featured large buttons, bright and inviting colors, and large font sizes to increase usability for our older target patient population.

Usability Assessment

Although there is preliminary evidence that the use of online forums may be an effective mode of intervention to enhance education and therapeutic support for participants, it is unclear which features enable users to interact with such forums more effectively [23-25]. Therefore, we undertook a usability study to assess our high-quality, user-centered interface designed to maximize the engagement with the e-Forum [26]. Specifically, our usability study was conducted to determine whether the target users (ie, cardiac patients) could use the e-Forum as intended. Usability studies have been found to improve the design of several other Web-based programs. For example, Stinson et al conducted a usability study to improve their Web-based self-management program for adolescents with arthritis and their parents [27]. In the first of 2 rounds of usability testing, adolescents with arthritis and their parents reported that the labels used in the medication home page were ambiguous, resulting in navigation difficulties in that portion of the program. On the basis of this feedback, the team revised the labeling, and this issue was not reported in the second round of the usability testing. A usability study of a Web-based self-management program for patients diagnosed with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease also found this type of assessment to be helpful in improving the design of their program [13]. The CHF-CePPORT program prototype also underwent a usability study [14]. During this study, navigation issues were identified and resolved before its launch as part of a randomized controlled trial [14]. Together, these studies suggest that users can provide practical feedback to help identify problems with functionalities that may have otherwise been overlooked.
Figure 1. Final version of e-Forum home page. On the basis of user feedback, the final version of the e-Forum home page included a button on the upper left corner that allows users to add a post to the forum without first accessing a topic. It also included a search function as well as a scroll button on the upper right corner.

![E-Forum Home Page](image)

Figure 2. Final version of post thread. On the basis of user feedback, the final version of the post thread included a breadcrumb feature on the upper left corner that allows users to see what topic and thread they are reading. Buttons on this page were also redesigned to consistently include both icons and verbal descriptions of the button functions.

![Post Thread](image)

Figure 3. Final version of My Profile page. The final version of the “My Profile” page reflected user feedback in that it guided users to edit their profile by including both an icon and a verbal description of this button’s function.

![My Profile Page](image)
Objective
The objective of this study was to assess the usability of the user interface for our newly designed e-Forum. To achieve this goal, we obtained feedback from our target users (eg, cardiac patients) on key features including general feedback, overall user satisfaction, layout, navigation, and content of the e-Forum.

Methods

Study Design
An iterative design [26,28] examined the usability of the e-Forum, such that multiple groups of participants were asked to navigate the e-Forum. On the basis of analysis of feedback from each round, adjustments were made to the e-Forum; these changes were then assessed for usability with the succeeding group of new participants.

Participant Recruitment
Because the e-Forum aims to foster heart-healthy lifestyle changes that are applicable to all cardiac patients, including HF patients, we wanted to ensure that it was user-friendly to the wider, heterogeneous cardiac population. Thus, we recruited subjects from the Heart Function Clinic at the Peter Munk Cardiac Center, University Health Network. Patients were eligible to participate in this study if they were (1) male or female patients aged ≥18 years, (2) diagnosed with a CVD, including systolic HF with New York Heart Association Class I-III symptoms, and (3) fluent in English. To assess whether our e-Forum was easy to use for individuals with varying degrees of experience, we purposefully sampled an array of self-reported novice and advanced users of both computers and the internet. Individuals who did not use computers and the internet at all and were not willing to try these technologies were ineligible to participate in this study.

Procedure
This study received approval from the Research Ethics Board at the University Health Network. During the study visit, each consenting participant was asked to complete a set of goal-oriented tasks and a feedback interview on the e-Forum. All study visits were completed within 1.5 hours.

Goal-oriented tasks were the same across all study rounds and included logging onto the website, watching a tutorial video, and using different features of the e-Forum (eg, editing sample user profiles, submitting, bookmarking, and rating sample posts; Multimedia Appendix 1). Instructions for each goal-oriented task were read to participants, before asking them to “think-aloud” as they completed each task [29]. This commonly used protocol allowed us to assess the ongoing thought processes and difficulties experienced by the users while using the program [29]. To prevent disruption in the think-aloud protocol, no guidance or assistance was provided during task completion, unless requested by the participant [29]. All participants were able to successfully complete the think-aloud protocol.

After completing the set of goal-oriented tasks, a semi-structured interview was used to ask participants about their overall experience with the e-Forum and to allow them to make suggestions for its improvement in layout (eg, font size, colors, and formatting), navigation (eg, ease of use), and content (eg, highlighted topics, and features/functionality, including bookmarking and rating functions). All think-aloud sessions and feedback interviews were audio-taped using a digital audio recorder and then transcribed verbatim for analysis. Finally, all subjects completed a demographics form and a user satisfaction questionnaire. The items on the user satisfaction questionnaire were based on the usability characteristics, as described by Nielsen [30], and included a 5-point Likert scale (1=“disagree very much”; 5=“agree very much”) asking participants to rate their level of satisfaction with different aspects of the e-Forum.

Data Analysis
After each study visit, a research assistant transcribed the audiotape verbatim, and a second research assistant independently compared this transcription with the audiotape to verify its accuracy. A content analysis of the transcripts from the study sessions identified themes related to the overall satisfaction and the layout, navigation, and content of the e-Forum. QSR NVivo (QSR International, Victoria, Australia) was used to manage the transcript data. Concurrent data collection and analysis and constant comparison [31] facilitated probing for further insights to confirm themes that arose in subsequent interviews [32]. Transcripts were independently coded by RT and AB, and divergent codes were discussed and resolved. Once the coding process was complete, a frequency count tallied participants’ experiences in each theme [32]. Both quantitative frequency counts and qualitative interview excerpts were reported. Means, SDs, and percentages were calculated for data collected from the demographics and the satisfaction questionnaire forms.

Results

Participants
A total of 9 men and 4 women participated in this study over 3 rounds of data collection (n\text{round 1}=5, n\text{round 2}=5, and n\text{round 3}=3). Saturation of the narrative data was obtained with this sample. Participants’ age ranged from 32 to 81 years (mean=63.1, SD=13.8). The majority of participants were white (77%, 10/13), married (62%, 8/13), and had at least some postsecondary education (77%, 10/13). Six (46%, 6/13) participants were employed at the time of the study session. With regard to diagnosis, 7 participants (54%, 7/13) had been diagnosed with HF or cardiomyopathy, and 6 (46%, 6/13) had been diagnosed with other CVD, including cardiac amyloidosis, valvular heart disease, or ischemic heart disease (Table 1).

All 13 participants used the internet at home, with 12 accessing the internet via a computer and 1 via a mobile device. All participants reported at least being somewhat comfortable with computers and the internet. Nevertheless, there was variability in the degree to which participants used the computer/internet at home. Of the participants who had a computer at home, 50% (6/13) spent less than 5 hours per week on the computer, whereas the other half (6/13) spent more than 5 hours per week on the computer.
Table 1. Demographic characteristics of study participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic variables</th>
<th>Round 1 (n=5), n (%)</th>
<th>Round 2 (n=5), n (%)</th>
<th>Round 3 (n=3), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age in years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-49</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-69</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>2 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;70</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>1 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>5 (100)</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>2 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>1 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married/common-law</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>4 (80)</td>
<td>1 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single/separated/divorced</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>2 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest education level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college/college</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>1 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate/professional degree</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>2 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time/part-time</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>2 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired/disability/leave of absence</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>1 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>4 (80)</td>
<td>3 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart failure/heart failure</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>4 (80)</td>
<td>2 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other cardiovascular disease</td>
<td>4 (80)</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>1 (33)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, although all participants had access to the internet at home, 54% (7/13) spent less than 5 hours per week on the internet, whereas 46% (6/13) spent more than 5 hours per week on the internet at home. Nevertheless, the majority also reported at least being somewhat comfortable with using online forums or message boards (62%, 8/13); and 5 participants (38%, 5/13) regularly used online forums or message boards for personal use (Table 2).

Overall Satisfaction and General Comments

Satisfaction With the e-Forum

Evaluation of the user satisfaction assessment indicated that, on average, participants in all 3 rounds were satisfied with their experience in using the e-Forum (Table 3). Similarly, the majority of participants made at least one comment regarding their overall satisfaction with the e-Forum, and the number of satisfactory comments per participant increased from 3.5 in round 1 to 5 in round 3. Unique comments included general statements of satisfaction, expressions of satisfaction with the moderated aspects of the forum, as well as satisfaction with the opportunity to connect with other patients with similar conditions (Tables 4 and 5).

Description of Use

Participants from all 3 rounds made a total of 41 individual comments describing how they would use the e-Forum. Participants indicated that they would use the e-Forum to exchange advice regarding lifestyle behavior change and to share/gather information regarding the management of their cardiac condition. They also indicated that they might enlist the help of family members when using the e-Forum, and that this interface may also be used to provide additional support for family members of cardiac patients. Participants said that other cardiac patients would also likely be interested in using the e-Forum for additional support and resources (Tables 4 and 5).

Potential Barriers

Participants in all rounds also speculated that there might be potential barriers to accessing or using the e-Forum for other cardiac patients. There was a decrease in the total number of comments made regarding potential barriers between round 1 (12 comments) and round 3 (4 comments). Potential barriers included lack of access to the internet, poor computer skills, and self-consciousness about typing or general ability to use computers. Other barriers included the potential unwillingness of some cardiac patients to share their experiences in managing their condition (Tables 4 and 5).
Table 2. Self-reported computer and internet use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computer and internet usage variables</th>
<th>Round 1 (n=5), n (%)</th>
<th>Round 2 (n=5), n (%)</th>
<th>Round 3 (n=3), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use of computer: work</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>2 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use of internet: work</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>3 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use of computer: home</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5 (100)</td>
<td>5 (100)</td>
<td>2 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hours spent on computer: home</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;5 hours per week</td>
<td>4 (80)</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>1 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5 hours per week</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>4 (80)</td>
<td>1 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use of internet: home</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5 (100)</td>
<td>5 (100)</td>
<td>3 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hours spent on internet: home</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;5 hours per week</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>2 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5 hours per week</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>1 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use of online forums/message boards for personal use</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>2 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>4 (80)</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>1 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level of comfort: computers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat or comfortable</td>
<td>4 (80)</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>1 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very comfortable</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>2 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level of comfort: internet</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfortable</td>
<td>4 (80)</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>1 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very comfortable</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>2 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level of comfort: online forums/message boards</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not at all comfortable</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat or comfortable</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>1 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very comfortable</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not sure</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>2 (40)</td>
<td>1 (33)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Navigation: Task Navigation and Comments**

**Task Navigation**

All participants were able to successfully navigate the e-Forum, with correct navigations per participant increasing from 13.8 in round 1 to 14.7 in round 3. Successful navigation included the ability to complete the specific steps to use the various features of the forum (eg, logging on, playing the tutorial video, editing profiles, and submitting and managing posts). Each participant also made at least one navigation error during the course of the study session. Nevertheless, the average number of navigation errors per participant decreased across the 3 rounds (5 in round 1 to 3.7 in round 3). Common navigation errors included difficulty finding the “edit profile,” “rate this post,” and “bookmark” buttons because of button placement or poor labeling (Table 4). Common navigation errors were addressed in changes made to the e-Forum between each round. See below for details.
Table 3. User satisfaction with e-Forum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User satisfaction assessment</th>
<th>Round 1 (n=5), mean (SD)</th>
<th>Round 2 (n=5), mean (SD)</th>
<th>Round 3 (n=3), mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I learned how to use the forum quickly and easily</td>
<td>4 (0.6)</td>
<td>5 (0.6)</td>
<td>5 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can find the information I am looking for on the forum with no problems</td>
<td>4 (1.3)</td>
<td>5 (0.6)</td>
<td>5 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can make and reply to posts on the forum with no problems</td>
<td>4 (0.8)</td>
<td>4 (0.9)</td>
<td>5 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am confident that I can remember how to get around the forum on my own every time I log on</td>
<td>4 (0.6)</td>
<td>4 (0.6)</td>
<td>4 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If I get lost on the forum, I am confident that I can find my way again</td>
<td>4 (0.6)</td>
<td>4 (0.8)</td>
<td>4 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am satisfied with the forum</td>
<td>4 (1.1)</td>
<td>4 (0.0)</td>
<td>4 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would use the forum regularly to help me better manage my heart condition</td>
<td>5 (0.5)</td>
<td>4 (1.1)</td>
<td>4 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Content analysis of usability of e-Forum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Round 1 (n=5)</th>
<th>Round 2 (n=5)</th>
<th>Round 3 (n=3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean # of C/I per P</td>
<td>Mean # of C/I per P</td>
<td>Mean # of C/I per P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive comments</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative comments</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral comments</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive comments</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative comments</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layout</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive comments</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative comments</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task navigation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct navigation</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation errors</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General feedback</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction with forum</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential barriers</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of use</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Comments or incidents.  
b Unique comments.  
c Participants reported.  
d Comments or incidents per participant.

Positive Navigation Comments

The majority of participants (85%, 11/13) gave positive feedback (26 total positive comments) with regard to their ability to navigate the e-Forum. Positive comments included expressions of overall ease of navigation and indications that participants found the e-Forum easier to navigate or to understand as they used it (Tables 4 and 5).

Negative Navigation Comments

At least one participant in all 3 rounds provided a minimum of one negative comment on their ability to navigate the e-Forum. A total of 6 negative navigation comments were made, including overall difficulty with navigation and indications that the e-Forum was too complex to navigate (Tables 4 and 5). Nevertheless, all participants were able to successfully complete study tasks with little or no assistance.
Table 5. Sample comments of each of the themes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>“...the [highlighted] topics...active living, eating healthy, get motivated,...I feel these are all the topics that...people would be interested in.” [B5, round 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“...I’m...assuming that with every reply, I’ll get something in my inbox as well, so that’s...good...[because]...after its been forwarded it’ll just send me an email and then I’ll know okay, someone’s replied and...have the answer to my question okay...that’s good.” [B4, round 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>“I would definitely use [the forum] if there was more...information and the content was more rich.” [A5, round 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“...it wasn’t clear to me what criteria I was supposed to use [to rate posts]...[there] was a bit of guess work involved in there.” [A2, round 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>“...I would make it mobile friendly, I don’t know if it’s a mobile friendly site.” [B5, round 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Another [topic] is sleeping...Sleeping is critically important...I would find it really interesting to understand how people approach that...what they think are good rules to follow, how they're doing it...” [C1, round 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>“It’s very clear...I think once you go through it once or twice, it [is] very simple to...follow.” [A4, round 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“This is very user friendly; I don’t think navigating it is a problem...It’s fairly intuitive and easy to follow. I don’t think anyone who uses the internet regularly should have any difficulty...navigating it.” [A5, round 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>“It was a little difficult [to navigate]...I should say not very difficult because I’ve had an idea with the keyboard and I've looked at [something] similar to this...but [for] some people it may be very intimidating for them.” [B3, round 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“…there’s too many pop up boxes...there’s too many steps...[for something that] could be 1 step there’s...3 steps instead...and I feel like people will get confused...” [B5, round 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layout</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>“I think [the layout is] very simple and nice; I like the simplicity, I like the use friendliness.” [A5, round 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“It’s really well done, like the font and the color, and when you need to know something, it pops up where it needs to be...all of the buttons are great, when you touch them they work the first time...I think it’s an excellent website.” [C2, round 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>“[I liked least] the cumbersome aspects of the webpage, having to click on that edit button which I didn't know was an edit button in the first place, unless I roll my mouse over it...” [B1, round 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“…[the layout is] a little too busy; keep it simple is the right idea.” [A1, round 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General feedback</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>“The internet is a source of a lot of useful information but can also be a source of a lot of...misinformation, so...the moderation must be there, otherwise you [end up] working against your own best interests.” [A2, round 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential barriers</td>
<td>“When it comes to personal life...like health...[people] are not as open, for whatever reason...sometimes they don’t want to talk about it, they just want to leave it alone.” [A3, round 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of use</td>
<td>“[There are] some people that...wouldn’t use it at all, just [because] they don’t have a computer [or] maybe they’re not going to adapt to a computer program and find it very difficult [and] intimidating.” [A4, round 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Yeah [I would use a forum like this]. I would go in and see once you start having situations...with your health you see what other people are doing for exercising, eating healthy...” [A3, round 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“It’s the time in between your [appointments] when you have all the questions [about your diagnosis or procedure]...so having something as a resource to refer to would be something good.” [B4, round 1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Content

**Positive Content Comments**

A majority of participants (92%, 12/13) provided positive feedback regarding the content presented in the e-Forum. Participants indicated that they were satisfied with features/functionality of the e-Forum (eg, appreciation of confirmation messages after submissions, spell-checking, bookmarking, or tool tips) as well as the sample information provided (eg, indication that video and highlighted topics were helpful; Tables 4 and 5).

**Negative Content Comments**

Negative comments regarding the content of the e-Forum were made in each round, with a total of 9 participants making 28 such comments throughout the course of the study. Negative content feedback included dissatisfaction with certain features...
or functionalities (eg, unclear rating criteria, tutorial video being overwhelming, and lack of spell-checking feature) and with the sample information provided in the e-Forum (eg, finding certain highlighted topics not relevant to their experience or that content was not comprehensive enough; Tables 4 and 5).

Neutral Content Comments
All participants made at least one neutral comment about the content of the e-Forum. Neutral comments included suggestions for additional features or functionalities of the e-Forum (eg, suggestions to create a search button or to host live support groups), suggestions for information to be provided on the e-Forum (eg, suggestions for additional highlighted topics or videos), and suggestions to create different forum groups based on varying health status (eg, diagnoses or lifestyles; Tables 4 and 5).

Layout
Positive Layout Comments
Every participant made at least one positive comment regarding the layout of the e-Forum. In total, 46 positive layout comments were made. Positive comments included satisfaction with buttons (eg, appropriate size and color), with font size (eg, easy to read or see), with colors (eg, attractive), and with the overall layout of the forum (eg, simple and easy to use; Tables 4 and 5).

Negative Layout Comments
At least one participant from each round expressed a negative comment regarding the layout of the e-Forum. However, such comments decreased from 5 to 1 comment per participant from round 1 to round 3. Negative comments included expressions of dissatisfaction with overall layout of the e-Forum (eg, layout too complex), font size (eg, too small or inconsistent), colors (eg, inconsistent or dated), or buttons (eg, not clearly labeled; Tables 4 and 5).

Changes Made to Forum
From Round 1 to Round 2
On the basis of the feedback provided by participants in round 1, various changes were made to the design of the e-Forum to improve usability for the subsequent round of participants. For example, buttons were moved and/or renamed to enhance visibility and accessibility. Text boxes were reformatted, and tool tips and button labels were changed or added (eg, changing “Return to Forum” to read “Go Back”) throughout the forum to improve the accessibility of associated features or functions. Finally, suggested changes were made to the layout of the forum, including changes in background and font color.

From Round 2 to Round 3
On the basis of the feedback provided by participants in round 2, more changes were made to the e-Forum to improve usability. Buttons were moved and/or renamed to enhance visibility and accessibility, and they were reformat ted to improve consistency in layout. A keyword search feature was added to the e-Forum. Grammar and spell-checking features were added to textboxes; contact information for the research team, including expected response times, was also added to the e-Forum. See Figures 1-3 for a sample of the final version of the e-Forum at the completion of this usability study.

Discussion
Principal Findings
The e-Forum was designed to facilitate the establishment of a reliable and accessible online community for cardiac patients. This usability study was conducted to ensure that our e-Forum was user-friendly and accessible to our target patient population. An iterative design was used such that after each round of study sessions, changes were made to the e-Forum in response to participant feedback. Feedback included general reflections of user experiences as well as positive, negative, and neutral comments on the content, navigation, and layout of the e-Forum.

Overall, participants across all 3 rounds were highly satisfied with the e-Forum. Between rounds 1 and 3, expressions of satisfaction with the e-Forum increased, and fewer potential barriers were reported. Participants indicated that it would be helpful to speak with other cardiac patients and that they were particularly satisfied with the moderated aspect of the e-Forum. Participants indicated that they would use the e-Forum to exchange lifestyle behavior advice and general information regarding their health management with other patients. Having the moderation feature reassured them that the information they obtained would be reliable and safe. They also predicted that their family members would likely use the e-Forum on their own or together with the patients to obtain information and support.

As improvements were made to the e-Forum based on participant feedback, positive comments related to layout increased from the initial to the final round, whereas negative layout comments decreased. Moreover, negative comments related to content and the number of navigation errors decreased between rounds 1 and 3. These outcomes indicated that modifications made to the layout (eg, changes in colors and font sizes), as well as the content (eg, changes in descriptors and features, including the addition of the keyword search) of the e-Forum, likely improved the overall user experience and ease of use when interacting with our online community.

Limitations
The results of this study indicate that our e-Forum would likely be accessible to a diverse array of cardiac patients. However, there are some limitations to consider as efforts are made to disseminate this e-Forum to the wider patient population. For example, although the age of participants in this study was well representative of the target user population (10 participants were aged older than 50 years), those who agreed to participate in this study were primarily white, with at least some postsecondary education, and with self-reported experience and comfort using computers and the internet.

It is possible that our findings may be limited in generalizability, as the overall population of cardiac patients is more culturally and educationally diverse. Nevertheless, feedback provided by participants in this study also suggested that individuals from diverse backgrounds may actually be more comfortable asking questions about lifestyle behaviors on our e-Forum. These
comments are congruent with other studies that have found that users from rare or geographically dispersed backgrounds may be more likely to feel confident in exchanging experiences and advice with regard to their health management within an online community [33]. Similarly, although some participants suggested that the wider patient population may be less comfortable with or have limited access to the internet, such concerns may not be relevant, as it has been established that the majority of individuals in North America have access to the internet [34,35].

Future Directions

Given the limitations of this study, future studies may work to recruit a more diverse sample of patients to ensure ease of use of the e-Forum across a wide range of patient demographics and experiences. Future studies may also use back-end analytics to assess how participants organically use the e-Forum (eg, how often, for how long, and which features they use most frequently) to gather additional information about how best to maximize the usability of the e-Forum. From a design perspective, future versions of the e-Forum may also increase usability by programming additional features, including making the e-Forum more mobile-friendly, including speech recognition software, creating additional tutorial videos, allowing users to change font sizes, and offering the e-Forum in multiple languages. Moreover, it will be important to assess the e-Forum’s ability to ultimately promote continued user engagement in Web-based lifestyle counseling programs and long-term self-care adherence.

Conclusions

In this study, we found evidence to support the usability of our newly designed e-Forum. After each study round, changes were made to the e-Forum based on user feedback. For example, buttons were moved and/or renamed to enhance visibility and accessibility and features, including but not limited to, a keyword search, and tool tips were added throughout the e-Forum. As a result, a diverse sample of cardiac patients, in terms of age and self-reported comfort with computers/internet, were able to successfully navigate the e-Forum. Moreover, these users indicated satisfaction with the layout and content of the e-Forum and expressed interest in using this tool for practical and emotional support in managing their CVD. The high user satisfaction ratings indicate that the e-Forum provided an acceptable user experience. In sum, these findings support this tool and its potential role in promoting long-term lifestyle behavior change when paired with existing e-counseling programs, such as the CHF-CePPORT program [10].
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Abstract

Background: Each year, millions of older adults fall, with more than 1 out of 4 older people experiencing a fall annually, thereby causing a major social and economic impact. Falling once doubles one’s chances of falling again, making fall prediction an important aspect of preventative strategies. In this study, 22 older adults aged between 65 and 85 years were trained in the use of a smartphone-based fall prediction system. The system is designed to continuously assess fall risk by measuring various gait and balance parameters using a smart insole and smartphone, and is also designed to detect falls. The use case of the fall prediction system in question required the users to interact with the smartphone via an app for device syncing, data uploads, and checking system status.

Objective: The objective of this study was to observe the effect that basic smartphone training could have on the user experience of a group that is not technically proficient with smartphones when using a new connected health system. It was expected that even short rudimentary training could have a large effect on user experience and therefore increase the chances of the group accepting the new technology.

Methods: All participants received training on how to use the system smartphone app; half of the participants (training group) also received extra training on how to use basic functions of the smartphone, such as making calls and sending text messages, whereas the other half did not receive this extra training (no extra training group). Comparison of training group and no extra training group was carried out using metrics such as satisfaction rating, time taken to complete tasks, cues required to complete tasks, and errors made during tasks.

Results: The training group fared better in the first 3 days of using the system. There were significant recorded differences in number of cues required and errors committed between the two groups. By the fourth and fifth day of use, both groups were performing at the same level when using the system.
Conclusions: Supplementary basic smartphone training may be critical in trials where a smartphone app-based system for health intervention purposes is being introduced to a population that is not proficient with technology. This training could prevent early technology rejection and increase the engagement of older participants and their overall user experience with the system.
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Introduction

Background
Digital mobile telephony potentially creates new opportunities to augment health care. Owing to their interactive features, large storage capacity, communication capabilities, and ability to access large knowledge databases, smartphones can present a novel means to deliver health care to individuals in the home. Consequently, smartphones are being delivered to an increasingly wide range of personal health care solutions [1,2]. Although older adults have traditionally adopted new technology at a lower rate than other age cohorts, the Pew Internet Research Center reports that the use of Internet technology by older adults is steadily increasing, with 2012 being the first year where more than half of people in the United States aged 65 years and older were using the Internet [3]. Recent studies have shown that older adults have a rich technology profile in terms of home appliances, TVs, PCs, and mobile phone apps and only differ from other technology using age groups in terms of Internet-based technology [4]. Although today’s older adults have better uptake of mobile technologies than previous older adult groups [5], contemporary mobile devices such as smartphones still present a substantial challenge for older adults [6]. These challenges can be a result of numerous factors such as unfamiliarity or fear of technology, lack of perceived usefulness (PU), lack of perceived ease of use (PEoU), diminished interactive capabilities, and poor usability characteristics of the devices in question [7,8].

Methodological steps can be taken during the design process for these devices to ensure that the demands of the device do not exceed the capabilities of the older adult user (ref). For example, steps can be taken to ensure that interface elements such as buttons and text are usable, the device navigation can be designed to ensure that basic tasks only require a small number of steps, and the supporting documentation can be presented in an intuitive and simple manner [9-11]. However, these design aspects may not mitigate a new user’s unfamiliarity with the device, and therefore, the potential for technology rejection may remain quite high [12]. This could have adverse effects when attempting to introduce smartphones to older adult users for the delivery of health care using an mHealth, telemedicine, or connected health infrastructure. In a previous study, a smartphone-based fall detection and prevention system was tested on a group of 39 older adult users over a 10-day period. Despite the system having undergone a full human-centered design process and the participants receiving adequate training on how to use the system, the system scored 70 of 100 on the System Usability Scale (SUS), indicating only average usability [13]. We suspected that unfamiliarity with smartphones and the specific demands of interaction with a smartphone, particularly the unique touch screen interactions required, may have led to poor usability outcomes. From this experience, we concluded that the outcomes of many trials and studies that involve the use of home health app design to run on smartphones could be compromised because of a lack of familiarity with the basic functioning of the device.

A period of pretrial introductory smartphone training in conjunction with concurrent recall-based learning tasks could present a potential solution to this problem. Effective training could provide a complete novice with a better chance of adopting the technology, thereby increasing the potential effectiveness of smartphone-based mHealth and connected health interventions for that person. In a study of a group of older adults who were being introduced to an mHealth pain management smartphone app, 61% of the participants cited “provide training on device use” as the main requirement if their potential use of the technology was to be enhanced and ultimately sustained, followed by 30% who cited “tailoring the device to the user’s functional needs (ie, usability)” as the secondary requirement [14]. Therefore, we can conclude that twice as many participants felt that adequate introductory training was more important than enhancements to the design of the app in terms of usability. With this important finding in mind, this paper will provide an enumerative and detailed methodology to achieve this introductory training as efficiently as possible and therefore potentially mitigate any potential usability problems the technology may have.

Objectives
In this study, we trained 22 participants to use the same smartphone-based fall detection and prevention system, as described in the study by Stara et al [13], over a period of 5 days. This system is the Wireless Insole for Independent and Safe Elderly Living (WIISEL) system [15]. The system is designed to continuously assess fall risk by measuring various gait and balance parameters and is also designed to detect falls. The system is targeted at older adults who are at high risk of falling [16]. The system consists of a pair of instrumented insoles and a smartphone, which are worn by the user during daily activity. Data collected by embedded sensors in the insoles are sent to the smartphone and then uploaded via an Internet connection to a server in a clinic for processing and analysis. The data are presented in various ways to a specialist via a Web app and desktop-based gait analysis tool. The architecture of the system is illustrated in Figure 1.
The 22 participants were instructed to carry out a number of specific tasks with the WIISEL smartphone app (see the Methods section for details of these tasks). Half of the participants were provided with additional concurrent training in the general use of the smartphone, which began 2 days before the trial and continued. Our hypothesis was that the group that received the additional smartphone training would have a better user experience with the system.

Methods

Participants

Participants were recruited from the Galway city area. Twenty-two participants were recruited 74±5.5 years providing informed consent under ethical approval provided by University College Hospital Galway. Participants were split into 2 groups as outlined in Table 1. Whether a participant belongs to Group 1 (No extra training) or Group 2 (Extra training) was decided at random with 50% of participants belonging to each group. All training was carried out in the participant’s home by the lead researcher who followed the same protocol for each participant. The researcher visited the participants’ home each day to teach them new tasks and to observe them carrying out previously learned tasks. A systematic cuing hierarchy approach and a “think aloud” protocol [17] were used by the lead researcher for the training procedure. These will be outlined in greater detail.

Technology Acceptance Indicators

To indicate how participants would fare with the introduction of the new technology, their current mobile technology capability was assessed. Participants were split into subgroups based on their previous experience with mobile technology to allow for further analysis. When it comes to classifying users based on their expertise or previous experience with mobile technology, there is no set classification system. Most so-called “expert” users are simply users who have gained hands-on experience of using the technology and may not have used a user manual for their device [18]. However, using an understanding of users’ prior technical knowledge to predict their future adoption of technology is well supported [19]. We classified the participants into 3 separate categories based on their observed performance in carrying out a series of simple functional tasks with their mobile device. The functional tasks were chosen as representing real-world use requirements of the mobile device and were sufficiently challenging to highlight differences in skill level among user groups [18]. The 3 categories are outlined in Table 2.

In this context, “feature phone” is a retronym used to describe low-end mobile phones which are limited in capabilities in contrast to smartphones, that is, they are phones that have basic call and short message service functionality but do not have extensive media or Internet capabilities.

This procedure for practically dividing participants into technology experience groups is illustrated in the flowchart in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Perceived Ease of Use and Perceived Usefulness

PEoU and PU are the 2 key usability indicators pertaining to technology design. The influence of PEoU and PU on behavioral intent, and hence technology adoption, has been supported for the use of technology by older adults and specifically for the use of communication technology [20]. To measure whether there was any correlation between either PU or PEoU and the eventual usability outcomes, we measured the participant’s PEoU and PU of smartphone technology before the trial started. We used a 7-point Likert scale using items from the technology acceptance model [21,22] to establish PU and PEoU.
Table 1. Participants were split into 2 groups based on what kind of training they would receive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>No extra training</td>
<td>Only receive smartphone training which is necessary to operate the WIISELa app. This group used the WIISEL system in their home for 5 days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Extra training</td>
<td>This group also used the WIISEL system in the home for 5 days, but received extra smartphone training which began 2 days before starting the WIISEL trial and continued for the first three days of the WIISEL trial. The smartphone training was intended to make these participants familiar with the functions of the phone.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aWIISEL: Wireless Insole for Independent and Safe Elderly Living.

Table 2. Participants within each group were further classified based on their observed performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (novice user)</td>
<td>No experience with smartphones and basic capability with feature phone.</td>
<td>A user who does not own any sort of mobile phone OR a user who does own a feature phone but cannot demonstrate to satisfactory level that they can make a call, receive a call, and send or receive a text message without problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (intermediate or average tech user)</td>
<td>Perfect capability with feature phone, but limited capability with smartphones, may have been exposed to touch screen interfaces before.</td>
<td>A user who does own a feature phone and can demonstrate to a satisfactory level that they can make a call, receive a call, and send a text message OR a user who owns a smartphone and can demonstrate to a satisfactory level that they can make and receive a call but who cannot effectively send a text message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (competent user or familiar with Internet technologies and mobile devices)</td>
<td>Adequate capability with (own) smartphone or with related touch screen devices (such as a tablet)</td>
<td>A user who owns a smartphone and can demonstrate satisfactorily that they can make or receive a call, receive a call, and send a text message OR a user who owns a tablet and can successfully send an email to the researcher.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Training Procedure

Our training procedure was based on an approach known as the errorless fading of cues technique [23]. This technique involves reducing the cues on repetitive tasks until the user can complete the task without error. The overall training schedule for Group 1 (No extra training) and Group 2 (Extra training) are outlined in Table 3. Training blocks are broken up to ensure that the participants were not overburdened with new training. Overall, each participant in Group 1 was subject to 0.75 to 1 hour of training or testing time per day, whereas each participant in Group 2 was subject to 1.5 to 2 hours of training or testing time per day. This included regular breaks and the time taken for the researcher to record metrics after each task. The number of days of training was chosen to be long enough to give participants the best chance of achieving some sort of mastery [23] but short enough to allow for convenience in having participants and trainer available for consecutive days.

The WIISEL specific tasks which were to be carried out by both Group 1 (No extra training) and Group 2 (Extra Training) are listed in Table 4. These tasks were selected based on a use case analyses of the WIISEL system [24] and were split into 2 different lesson blocks to reduce the burden on the participant by implementing small measurable objectives [25].

Table 3. Training schedule for each group. O indicate an introductory lesson, whereas X boxes indicate observational cue-assisted training. The dash (—) indicates no training on that day for that lesson block.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Training type</th>
<th>Lesson block</th>
<th>Day −2</th>
<th>Day −1</th>
<th>Day 0</th>
<th>Day 1</th>
<th>Day 2</th>
<th>Day 3</th>
<th>Day 4</th>
<th>Day 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (No extra training)</td>
<td>WIISELa app training</td>
<td>Block 1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Block 2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (Extra training)</td>
<td>Smartphone training</td>
<td>Block 1</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Block 2</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Block 3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WIISEL app training</td>
<td>Block 1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Block 2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aWIISEL: Wireless Insole for Independent and Safe Elderly Living.
Both groups were exposed to the WIISEL system over a course of 6 days (day 0 was training only, Days 1 to 5 were used to record performance, there was also some training on day 1, see step 2 in the following). This exposure consisted of the following steps:

1. On day 0 (first day of training), the researcher carried out a walkthrough for all the tasks in lesson block 1 (Table 4). For each task, the researcher walked the participant through the task and demonstrated it using the WIISEL user manual(s) as a reference (Multimedia Appendix 2). The participant repeated each task until no further cues were required. There was no recording of metrics on this day.

2. On day 1 (second day of training and first day of testing), the researcher carried out a walkthrough for all the tasks in lesson block 2 (Table 4), going through the same training routine as with lesson block 1 on day 0. The researcher also asked the participant to carry out the tasks in lesson block 1 by recalling their lessons from the previous day. The participant was instructed to try and complete the block 1 tasks without cues or input from the researcher, with the researcher providing cues only when it was clear that a cue was needed. The participant carried out each task 3 times.

3. At the end of each completed block 1 task, the user provided satisfaction ratings using the After Scenario Questionnaire (ASQ) [26]. Usability metrics such as task completion time, number of errors made, and number of cues required were recorded. The cuing hierarchy provided by the trainer comprised 5 different cue classifications [23], with 4=full explanation and demonstration; 3=the same verbal explanation as above but pointing to the next step before the participant executing it; 2=no verbal guidance provided, only pointing to the correct response before the participant executing it; 1=confirmation of a correct query, for example, “Do I tap details?”; and 0=no support provided. A lower score indicates greater proficiency with the device. Participants were given the standard instruction to think aloud [27].

4. From day 2 and day 5 on a daily basis, the participant carried out the WIISEL tasks from block 1 and block 2 (Table 4) under observation by the researcher. The researcher used the same metrics from day 1 (see step 3 above) to measure performance.

5. At the end of day 5, a semi-structured interview was carried out with each participant, and they also filled out the SUS questionnaire to provide an overall score of their user experience with the WIISEL system [28].

An example of the user manual for the WIISEL app is shown in Multimedia Appendix 2 and was the product of a comprehensive human-centered design process which tested and informed design changes of the WIISEL smartphone interface and the layout and content of the manual. Both Group 1 and Group 2 used this manual. Group 2 was also provided with smartphone-specific training in parallel with their WIISEL training. The smartphone-specific tasks are listed in Table 5. The smartphone tasks were selected based on recent studies on most popular usage patterns for smartphones [29,30].

This training was started 2 days before the WIISEL exposure began (we will refer to these days as day −2 and day −1). The routine was completed as follows:

1. On day −2, lesson blocks 1 and 2 (Table 5) were completed. For each task, the researcher walked the participant through the task and demonstrated it, using the NEXUS user manual(s) as a reference. The participant repeated each task until no further cues were required. There was no recording of metrics on this day.

2. On day −1, lesson block 3 (Table 5) was completed. Also on this day, the researcher asked the participant to try and recall their tasks from the previous day. The same recording of metrics was carried out as for the WIISEL training. This continued up to day 3.

3. It was seen as essential to gradually embed the task in its natural context with regular time constraints and less predictable occurrence [18]. Therefore, participants were asked to ring the lead researcher each day at a pre-agreed time and to send a short message service to accompany the in-situ observations [23].

The LG-Nexus 5 User Manual outlined in a step-by-step format how to complete basic tasks such as making phone calls and sending text messages (Multimedia Appendix 3). This manual was used for the Group 2 smartphone training.
Table 5. Smartphone tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lesson block</th>
<th>Task number</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Power and lock settings</td>
<td>Turn on phone from power-off state/unlock phone/lock phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dial a number to call</td>
<td>Dial a number into your phone and call it (present an arbitrary number)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Phone call</td>
<td>Receive a phone call and hang up and reject a phone call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Store a number in your phone and then call the stored number</td>
<td>Store a number in your phone, go to contacts to call the stored number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Text message</td>
<td>Read a text message/reply to the text message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Install an app</td>
<td>Install a television channel player (or similar) on the phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Google search</td>
<td>Search for the term “Cinema Times Galway” in Google</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>Take a picture with the camera and go to gallery to see where the picture is stored</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyses of Data
Data were interrogated using both qualitative and quantitative approaches. To compare how each group performed in terms of the WIISEL tasks (Table 4), t tests were used to seek statistical significance between groups for metrics such as errors made, cues required, completion time, and ASQ scores for each task. To reduce the effects of potential outliers for the task completion time metric (e.g., a participant takes an unusually long time because of very slow typing or has to return to the beginning of the task because of a serious error), the logarithmic-based geometric mean was used [31]. Mean SUS scores were also compared for each group using t tests. Ethnographic observations were also made on the types of errors committed with the smartphone by reviewing notes and videos of the lessons.

Results
Overview
The results are presented in a series of stages. First, we will present our findings on the technology profiles of the participants. Next, we will compare the individual metrics of task times, errors made, cues required, and ASQ score between the two groups for each WIISEL task. Next, we will compare the SUS score for the two groups from their use of the WIISEL system. Finally, we will compare the results with some other usability studies that have been carried out with the WIISEL system.

Technology Profiles
The breakdown of participants into the different technology categories and age categories are presented in Table 6. The only significant correlation that was observed indicated that users with greater experience with mobile technology had a higher level of PU of smartphones. There was a minor correlation observed between increased technology experience and PEoU of smartphones. No significant correlation was found between age and PEoU ($R=2, P=.21$) or between age and PU ($R=-.04, P=.86$). Weak positive correlation was found between technology experience and PEoU ($R=.39, P=.15$); Strong positive correlation was found between increased technology experience and PU ($R=.6, P=.005$).

Table 6 shows the results of the PE and PEoU questionnaire applied to each participant before the study began. The scale runs from 1 to 7, with 7 indicating a higher level of PU or PEoU. It provides a summary of correlation analysis between these questionnaires and age and technology categories of the participants.

In terms of mobile technology ownership, only 3 of the 22 participants (13%) did not own any sort of phone, whereas 6 (27%) owned a smartphone. The rest of the participants (60%) owned feature mobile phones, with the Nokia feature mobile phone (various models) proving the most popular. Five participants owned tablets although only 2 could be said to be proficient and frequent users. Of the 5 tablet users, none owned smartphones (all owned feature mobile phones). Therefore, the number of participants with some sort of touch screen experience was measured at 11 (50%).

Group Comparison of Wireless Insole for Independent and Safe Elderly Living Tasks
Task Completion Time
Although, in general, Group 1 took longer to complete tasks, particularly on days 1-3, none of these differences were found to be statistically significant (alpha=.05). It was observed that there was much wider variance in the task times for Group 1 than Group 2 (Figures 2 and 3), particularly for the early days of testing. By days 4 and 5, however, variances were relatively equal, and the difference in means was negligible.

Cues Required to Complete Task
The cues required for the routine tasks such as Connection Sequence and Upload Sequence were negligible for each group with no significant differences found (Figure 4).
Table 6. Number of participants who fell into each different age groups and technology experience categories (based on demonstration).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Number of participants (n=22)</th>
<th>PEoU(^a) of smartphones</th>
<th>PU(^b) of smartphones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean score</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, in years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-69</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-74</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75-79</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80+</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology category</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (novice)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (intermediate)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (expert)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)PEoU: perceived ease of use.  
\(^b\)PU: perceived usefulness.

**Figure 2.** No significant difference in mean task completion time between Group 1 and Group 2 was observed for the Connection Sequence (A) or the Upload Sequence (B). All times are shown in seconds.

**Figure 3.** No significant difference in mean task completion time between Group 1 and Group 2 was observed for the Reset Sequence (A) or the Log-in Sequence (B). All times are shown in seconds.
Figure 4. Cues required are measured as the total number of cue scores accumulated over the course of a task. No significant difference in cues required for Group 1 and Group 2 was observed for the Connection Sequence (A) or the Upload Sequence (B).

However, significant differences (alpha=.05) in cues required were observed for the more complex tasks, Reset and Log-in Sequences. Group 1 required more cues on average than Group 2 for the Reset and Log-in Sequences occurring on days 2 and 3 (Figure 5). By day 5, both groups had reached parity.

Errors Committed During Each Task

Errors were counted as when a user reached a point in a task where they could not continue without carrying out either a reversing action or required them to start the task again. No significant difference was observed between groups during the Connection Sequence and Upload Sequence (Figure 6).

Significant differences were observed. Statistically significant differences were observed between Group 1 and Group 2 for the Reset Sequence but not for the Log-in Sequence (Figure 7). By day 5, no difference was observed between groups for any task.

After Scenario Questionnaire Scores

ASQ scores show close agreement between groups on the ease of the Connection, Upload, and Reset Sequences (Figure 8).

The only statistically significant (alpha=.05) difference was seen in days 2 and 3 of the Log-in Sequence when Group 1 was shown to have scored significantly lower than Group 2 (Figure 9). By day 4, both groups had reached parity.

Overall User Experience

SUS scores showed significant differences (alpha=.05) between groups (Figure 10). In addition to measuring the total SUS, the scale was also split into its subscales to show learnability and usability scores. Group 1 versus Group 2 averages showed scores of 73 versus 87.25 ($P=.007$), 36.25 versus 63.75 ($P=.04$) and 82 versus 93 ($P=.02$) for SUS total, learnability, and usability, respectively.

Predictors of Positive User Experience

The regression analysis showed that there was a moderate to strong correlation between PEOU and PU and some of the SUS measures for each group. There was no significant correlation for age and technology experience as a predictor of SUS measures (Table 7).

The Impact of Performance Metrics on Overall User Experience

The regression analysis indicates that cues required, errors made, and the ASQ all influenced the SUS outcomes. Time taken was observed to be less of a factor, only showing strong correlation with learnability for Group 2 (Table 8).
Figure 6. Average errors committed over the course of completing each task. No significant difference in errors committed between Group 1 and Group 2 was observed for the Connection Sequence (A) or the Upload Sequence (B).

Figure 7. Average errors committed over the course of completing each task, *P<.05. Statistically significant differences are observed between Group 1 and Group 2 for the Reset Sequence (A). By day 5, no difference is observed between groups for any task.

Figure 8. Satisfaction with the task in terms of ease, time taken, and supporting documentation. *P<.05. A score of 7 indicates maximum. No differences were observed for the Connection Sequence (A) or Upload Sequence (B) although significant differences were observed for the Log-in Sequence on days 2 and 3. ASQ: After Scenario Questionnaire.

**Comparison of Results With Previous Wireless Insole for Independent and Safe Elderly Living Usability Studies**

When comparing the SUS outcomes to previous studies of the WIISEL system, we can see how dramatic the effect of the supplementary smartphone training on the Group 2 participants in this study really was. In Figure 11, we can see that Group 1 exhibited similar SUS results to the participants who took part in a controlled usability test [24] and an open trial [32]. In both of these studies, the participants received no supplementary smartphone training. The Group 2 participants scored significantly higher than the other three groups.
Figure 9. Satisfaction with the task in terms of ease, time taken, and supporting documentation. *P<.05. A score of 7 indicates maximum. No differences were observed for the Connection, Upload, and Reset Sequences although significant differences were observed for the Log-in Sequence on days 2 and 3. ASQ: After Scenario Questionnaire.

Figure 10. Satisfaction with the usability of the device. *P<.05, **P<.01. A score of 100 indicates maximum. Significant differences are observed between groups for each System Usability Scale (SUS) metric.

Table 7. Regression analysis of satisfaction measure against predictors such as technology experience, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and age.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>System Usability Scale (SUS) measures</th>
<th>Technology category (experience)</th>
<th>Perceived usefulness</th>
<th>Perceived ease of use</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (No extra training)</td>
<td>Overall SUS</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.61&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usability subscale</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.6&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learnability subscale</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.66&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.63&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (Extra training)</td>
<td>Overall SUS</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.57&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.59&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usability subscale</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.69&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learnability subscale</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.82&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>P<.10.
<sup>b</sup>P<.05.
<sup>c</sup>P<.01.
Table 8. Regression analysis of satisfaction measure against performance metrics. SUS: System Usability Scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>SUS measures</th>
<th>Time taken</th>
<th>Cues required</th>
<th>Errors made</th>
<th>After Scenario Questionnaire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (No extra training)</td>
<td>Overall SUS</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.7&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.63&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability subscale</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.8&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.63&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learnability subscale</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.78&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (Extra training)</td>
<td>Overall SUS</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.84&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability subscale</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.7&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.55&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learnability subscale</td>
<td>0.62&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.54&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>0.58&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>P<.10.<br>
<sup>b</sup>P<.05.<br>
<sup>c</sup>P<.01.<br>

Figure 11. Comparison of System Usability Scale (SUS) scores from various assessments of the user experience of the WIISEL system. WIISEL: Wireless Insole for Independent and Safe Elderly Living.

Discussion

Review of Findings

This study aimed to understand how supplementary smartphone training could enhance an older adult’s user experience of a smartphone-based connected health system (WIISEL). The results show that overall Group 2 (Extra Training) had a more positive user experience with the WIISEL system according to the statistically significant difference observed in the SUS (and its subscales) scores between the two groups at the end of the 5-day use period. We observed that in the first 3 days of WIISEL use, Group 2 outperformed Group 1 (No extra training) in key usability categories such as errors committed, cues required, and ASQ scores. No significant difference was observed in task times between each group. It was observed that by the fourth day of use, both groups were recording similar performance metrics, implying that there was a ceiling effect, above which no extra smartphone training could have any significant influence on WIISEL use performance. On the basis of the evidence presented in the Results section, we can conclude that providing the users with extra systematic training on the device had a highly positive effect on user experience.

Observed Problems

We observed a number of recurring problems encountered by the older adult users in each group. These problems occurred with more frequency in Group 1, which resulted in poorer usability metric outcomes. We grouped these problems into 3 categories—touch sensitivity, touch quality or accuracy, and user interface feedback. Within the first category, the users encountered problems when they held buttons for too long which would either deactivate the button press or initiate a secondary undesired function of the button. For example, holding a keypad letter for too long would input a number or symbols instead of letters. A related problem was observed when users were scrolling through a menu, such as in the settings page. Heavy touches while scrolling resulted in the user unintentionally entering an option (Multimedia Appendix 4). The user would then quickly become lost as they would not recognize the screen they were now presented with.

Users unfamiliar with touch screens had a tendency to leave their touch finger hovering near the screen when they were not interacting with the screen, causing unintentional and sometimes unnoticed screen presses. Unintentional touches also occurred if the user gripped the phone incorrectly. Problems within the second category, touch quality or accuracy, included inaccurate button striking and poor quality striking. For example, there
was tendency to aim too low when attempting to strike a button, usually owing to the angle at which the user held the screen (Multimedia Appendix 5). This, at times, led to excessive tapping, where the user would rapidly tap the screen in the hope of hitting the button correctly, leading them to unintentionally press a button in close proximity or to inadvertently press a button on the next screen. Finally, inadequate or unrecognized feedback on screen caused problems for some users. For example, many touch screen elements do not look like traditional buttons with clearly marked borders. This caused problems with striking accuracy. Sometimes users did not recognize the subtle changes in color or form that indicated a button had been successfully pressed. Other buttons had strange shapes which the user did not recognize (Multimedia Appendix 5), such as a triangle or an arrow for a send button, which led to hesitation and confusion.

Comments on Usability Metrics
The regression analysis performed on the usability metrics and how they affected the overall usability outcome from the SUS show that increased errors made and cues required were related to lower overall SUS scores. Increased ASQ scores (indicating greater task satisfaction) were related to higher SUS scores. Task completion times showed a weak to moderate relationship with SUS scores. This could be explained by the fact that many of the required tasks were not time intensive and had a very linear path toward the desired goal. Participants could not really “get lost” within a task or deviate too much from the optimum task path. Most participants who took longer to complete tasks did so because they were simply progressing at that pace. Therefore, task completion time may be a good indicator of overall usability and may depend on the context of the interaction and tasks involved.

With regard to the relationship between technology adoption predictors such as age, technology experience, and PU/PEoU on usability outcomes, we found no strong link for age and technology experience category although there was a moderate link for PU and PEoU.

Limitations and Recommendations Going Forward
Our methodology meant that the smartphone-specific training was maintained in parallel with the first 3 days of WIISEL training for Group 2 (see Table 3). There is a concern that this concurrent exposure, rather than implementing a cut-off where the smartphone-specific training ceased before Group 2 began using the WIISEL app, affected the outcome of the WIISEL usability data for Group 2 owing to the group having more total smartphone exposure time during the WIISEL app exposure. However, this approach was chosen such that the participant could achieve the benefit of the training they received on days −2 and −1, by recalling what they had learned from day 0 onward and receiving the appropriate guidance to optimize the training [33]. It is in this context that the participant achieves the benefit of the extra training, thereby improving their user experience and increasing their PEoU with the WIISEL system. We understand that for this training approach to be further operationalized, it may need to be streamlined or indeed undergo some structural changes. However, given the context of the study, we felt that our approach worked for the groups in question and allowed us to properly observe and measure their progress with the smartphone and the WIISEL app.

Regarding the specific problems we observed, we can make some instructional recommendations based on our training experience. These are presented in Textbox 1 and are presented within the categories of problems we identified in section Observed Problems.

Further to the specific recommendations for training older adults outlined in Textbox 1, we can make some more general recommendations. First, when approaching the older adult population, it is important to consider any cultural resistance and concerns that could act as hindrance for the uptake of technology-enabled health care. In particular, security, intrusiveness, lack of control, confidentiality, and usability issues can lead to a lack of trust in such technologies. We can assume that some cases of technology rejection are because of a lack of proper, scaffolded (scaffolded learning of technology is the use of progressive steps to allow the learner to gain independence in their use of the technology), and systematic introduction to the new technology [34,33]. This planned exposure, which should come in the form of appropriate training, must achieve the desired positive impact within a short window in order for technology acceptance rather than technology rejection to occur. The training must not only overcome apprehensions about how difficult the technology is to use but must also overcome any misconceptions about how useful the technology is. Older adults, as with many other user groups, overwhelmingly reject technology when there is unclear evidence of personal benefit or improvement in quality of life [35-37]. A key strategy of the training is to build and increase the user’s perception of and trust in the technology. Although instructional activities can take the form of written materials, computer-based programs, or face-to-face communications, our experience in this study shows the benefit of short, yet intensive, periods of task-based learning with direct corrective feedback. This approach may have applications in other domains such as mobile learning in education [38].
Textbox 1. Recommendations for introducing smartphones to older adults.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category and Solution or Recommendation</th>
<th>Touch sensitivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instruct the user to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Touch and not press the screen. Instruct the user to strike deliberately and with the pad of the fingertip, not the finger nail (Multimedia Appendix 6).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Carry out slow deliberate scrolls rather than quick stabbing motions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Remove fingers completely from the screen area when not interacting and teach them to hold the phone by the rails rather than with the digits wrapped around.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• When moving the textbox cursor, use light, slow, deliberate movement of the index finger.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Touch quality or accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instruct the user to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Aim for the top portion of the button when striking (Multimedia Appendix 7).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hold the phone parallel to their eye line.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Say the word “smartphone” (or similarly long word) after a button press before attempting to press it again if a button does not respond immediately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Avoid touching the tops or bottoms of the screen when swiping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Avoid fingers of the holding hand coming in contact with the touch screen surface.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

User interface feedback

Teach users about

• The different types of touch elements on the screen which may not look like traditional buttons. For example, triangles or arrows for sending messages.
• Teach users to recognize the subtle feedback signals used to indicate button presses, such as slight color changes and button jumps.
• Teach users to recognize “wait” feedback such as tail chasers, loading bars, and hourglasses.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have discussed significant findings from a usability design study where a training intervention was developed and tested to introduce elderly users with limited or novice technology experience to a smartphone-based connected health care system. Our findings show the importance of properly introducing—in a scaffolded and systematic fashion—older adults to technology to improve their technology acceptance and enhance their user experience. Through our research in this specific context, we feel that it is possible to build or increase trust in connected, mobile, and wearable health technology through the design and deployment of meaningful instructional activities. Although there currently does not exist a structured training methodology for mHealth with older users, the methods and lessons learned in this paper can be used to conceptualize, design, and implement appropriate, bespoke training strategies. We understand that effort and time will not always be available to carry out training on a prolonged basis; however, scaffolded and structured intervention is necessary to ensure successful adoption of useful mHealth technology by elderly users. In addition to informing our future work, we hope the development of the WIISEL system and the guidelines and geragogical (geragogy is a theory which argues that older adults are sufficiently different that they warrant a separate educational theory) activities enumerated here will be widely used for those designing and developing connected health devices and infrastructure for older adults. More importantly, the involvement of end users is a key strategy for recognizing and removing barriers and mitigating design limitations, but our research has shown that this must be carefully planned to influence, drive, and refine systematically the iterative development of connected, mobile, and wearable health care technologies. We think this paper provides a useful enumerative approach to plan and conduct usability evaluations of smartphone apps and to gather user experience validation data, particularly in the domain of education and learning.
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Multimedia Appendix 1

Flowchart showing how each participant is classified in terms of mobile technology capability.
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WIISEL user manual.
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Phone user manual.
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Multimedia Appendix 4

(A) The user is scrolling down to access the WIISEL option in the menu; (B) The user is tapping the screen too hard while scrolling and unknowingly presses the Earth app option (the white dot indicates the strike location); (C) The user is now suddenly in an unfamiliar screen and is at risk of pressing further buttons within this option as their hand may still be carrying out a scrolling action.
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Multimedia Appendix 5

(A) The user attempts to strike the “Done” button but aims too low (white dot indicates the location of the strike); (B) During smartphone training, there were times when users felt that feedback on the screen was not appropriate; in this example, the user struggles to find the send button to send the text message (the horizontal triangle).
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Multimedia Appendix 6

Finger form when touching actuation areas.
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Multimedia Appendix 7

Striking accuracy.
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Abstract

Background: Healthy sleep is a fundamental component of physical and brain health. Insomnia, however, is a prevalent sleep disorder that compromises functioning, productivity, and health. Therefore, developing efficient treatment delivery methods for insomnia can have significant societal and personal health impacts. Cognitive behavioral therapy for insomnia (CBTI) is the recommended first-line treatment of insomnia but access is currently limited for patients, since treatment must occur in specialty sleep clinics, which suffer from an insufficient number of trained clinicians. Smartphone-based interventions offer a promising means for improving the delivery of CBTI. Furthermore, novel features such as real-time monitoring and assessment, personalization, dynamic adaptations of the intervention, and context awareness can enhance treatment personalization and effectiveness, and reduce associated costs. Ultimately, this “Just in Time Adaptive Intervention” for insomnia—an intervention approach that is acceptable to patients and clinicians, and is based on mobile health (mHealth) platform and tools—can significantly improve patient access and clinician delivery of evidence-based insomnia treatments.

Objective: This study aims to develop and assess the usability of a Just in Time Adaptive Intervention application platform called iREST (“interactive Resilience Enhancing Sleep Tactics”) for use in behavioral insomnia interventions. iREST can be used by both patients and clinicians.

Methods: The development of iREST was based on the Iterative and Incremental Development software development model. Requirement analysis was based on the case study’s description, workflow and needs, clinician inputs, and a previously conducted BBTI military study/implementation of the Just in Time Adaptive Intervention architecture. To evaluate the usability of the iREST mHealth tool, a pilot usability study was conducted. Additionally, this study explores the feasibility of using an off-the-shelf wearable device to supplement the subjective assessment of patient sleep patterns.

Results: The iREST app was developed from the mobile logical architecture of Just in Time Adaptive Intervention. It consists of a cross-platform smartphone app, a clinician portal, and secure 2-way communications platform between the app and the portal. The usability study comprised 19 Active Duty Service Members and Veterans between the ages of 18 and 60. Descriptive statistics based on in-app questionnaires indicate that on average, 12 (mean 12.23, SD 8.96) unique devices accessed the clinician portal per day for more than two years, while the app was rated as “highly usable”, achieving a mean System Usability Score score of 85.74 (SD 12.37), which translates to an adjective rating of “Excellent”. The participants also gave high scores on “ease of use and learnability” with an average score of 4.33 (SD 0.65) on a scale of 1 to 5.

Conclusions: iREST provides a feasible platform for the implementation of Just in Time Adaptive Intervention in mHealth-based and remote intervention settings. The system was rated highly usable and its cross-platformness made it readily implemented within the heavily segregated smartphone market. The use of wearables to track sleep is promising; yet the accuracy of this technology needs further improvement. Ultimately, iREST demonstrates that mHealth-based Just in Time Adaptive Intervention is not only feasible, but also works effectively.
Introduction

Insomnia is a prominent sleep problem. Defined as “a difficulty in falling asleep, difficulty staying asleep, and non-restorative sleep,” [1] insomnia can contribute to further symptoms upon waking such as fatigue, impaired concentration, and mood disturbance [2]. Approximately 30% of adults in the United States have at least one of the symptoms of insomnia [3]. Diagnostic rates of insomnia however—based on criteria from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) —range between 5%-20% in the general adult population [4] and 20%-30% in primary care medical settings [5,6].

Since insomnia poses serious mental and physical health hazards, developing more efficacious treatment options is imperative. In general, there are two types of treatment for insomnia: pharmacological and behavioral. Hypnotic agents such as benzodiazepine receptor agonist (BZRA) drugs, are widely available, easy to use, and have rapid and sustained efficacy [7]. BZRA and other pharmacological treatments however, may lead to dependence and substance abuse [8]. Recently, studies have found that behavioral treatments such as Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Insomnia (CBTI) [9] can be as effective as pharmacological treatments [10]. Furthermore, these behavioral treatments are often preferred by patients [11] and have been shown to have both short-term and long-term efficacy [12,13] with few apparent adverse effects.

Still, despite evidence that sleep disturbances are a modifiable threat to psychological and physical health, the use of evidence-based behavioral sleep treatments remains limited. By far the most limiting factor in making CBTI widely available is the shortage of trained clinicians. Although CBTI typically lasts for only eight sessions, a licensed psychologist trained in behavioral psychology must conduct these sessions [6]. Such restrictions pose an impediment to providing CBTI since there is currently a critical shortage of clinicians trained in evaluating and effectively treating sleep disturbances using behavioral strategies. Furthermore, there is also a geographic barrier to care: trained behavioral sleep clinicians are concentrated mostly in just a few major cities, while the need for them is dispersed throughout the entire country, especially in rural areas.

In response to these challenges, several internet-based solutions have emerged. SHUTi (SHUTi, Charlottesville, VA), as an example, provides CBTI through a web-based application. The results of this intervention are promising [14,15]. The SHUTi platform however requires that the user adhere to taking subjective assessments (eg, sleep diaries and quizzes), reading the modules, and watching provided videos. Moreover, SHUTi works on predetermined “if-then” algorithms, thus limiting the option of tailoring the intervention to a wide variety of individual response-to-treatment patterns, environmental contexts (eg, working schedule, daily routine), and condition severities. The rapid adoption of mobile technologies such as smartphones and wearable devices may help in the development of remote behavioral interventions for insomnia. For example, smartphone-based interventions may outperform web-based approaches such as SHUTi because they allow for continuous, prospective offline use, sensor access and integration, two-way messaging between patients and clinicians, and context awareness. Furthermore, wearable and smartphone-based sensors allow for the objective measurement of sleep and wake patterns instead of relying only on bias-prone, subjective sleep diaries.

Current mobile technologies can further tailor insomnia intervention by dynamically adapting both the assessment and intervention. For example, adaptability can be achieved by allowing the clinician to change the amount or the interval of sleep restriction prescribed to a patient in response to changes in the patient’s sleep pattern and working hours. This sort of adaptability requires personalization of the intervention not only at the beginning of the episode of care, but also frequent iterative adjustments during care. When this adaptive intervention is combined with a smartphone-based approach, the result is the “Just in Time Adaptive Intervention” (JITAI) model [16].

An increasing number of studies have been conducted to assess the effect of JITAI on regulating human health behavior [17-21]. No generalizable application platform however, is yet available for JITAI. Such a platform would include ready-to-use, cross-platform, and reusable components like libraries, communication platforms, sensor integration, database access, and a logical infrastructure. The platform would allow application developers to customize the architecture to support a variety of health behavioral change interventions without having to build the system from scratch.

This work therefore aims to develop a JITAI application platform for an implementation in behavioral sleep interventions. This ostensible application has been called “interactive Resilience Enhancing Sleep Tactics,” or iREST.

Methods

Preliminary Works

In the Health and Rehabilitation Informatics Laboratory at University of Pittsburgh, we have developed a JITAI platform—that is, a generalized platform conducive for work on a variety of health-intervention cases such as depression, anxiety disorders, smoking cessation, weight management, chronic condition management, and insomnia [22-25]. From a technological perspective, the difference between implementation across these health-intervention cases occurs mainly in the content of data, information presentation, and data collection methods (wearable devices used); however, the communication infrastructure and the service-oriented architecture remain constant across all cases.
Study Design

Phase 1: Development of iREST System

In this study, we developed the iREST system based on our JITAI platform in accordance with the needs of a behavioral sleep intervention study. In implementing the JITAI platform into the iREST system, we have followed the Iterative and Incremental Development (IID) software development model [26].

Requirement analysis was performed based on traditional behavioral insomnia workflows, clinician inputs, as well as a previous Brief Behavioral Therapy for Insomnia (BBTI) (a shorter, but equally effective version of CBTI), a military study, [27] and a previous implementation of the JITAI platform [24]. This analysis process was focused on determining the “context” and the “contents” of a JITAI delivery system for behavioral sleep intervention. A context is the type of health or behavioral therapy on which JITAI is implemented, for example: child anxiety, depression, insomnia, smoking cessation, and weight management. Contents, on the other hand, comprise such things as assessments, education materials, and guidelines needed to be communicated to achieve the goals of each context.

JITAI’s requirement (Multimedia Appendix 1) for self-administered measurements has necessitated the development of numerous metrics in the iREST system. In iREST, users must fill out an electronic sleep log [28], a weekly assessment regimen, the Patient Health Questionnaire [29], the Asberg Rating Scale for side effects [30], and the User Global Impression of Improvement [31]. Additionally, clinicians must be able to access and complete the Clinician Global Impression [32] on a weekly basis so as to chart the user’s ostensible progress.

Moreover, in using the JITAI platform to develop an effective iREST application, other functional requirements such as reminders and notifications, multimedia education and information delivery, real-time communication, and automatic data collection must be considered. These functional requirements have necessitated an integration of technologies like push-notifications, a secure messaging system, and wearable or Fitbit (Fitbit, San Francisco, CA) interface respectively.

Several of JITAI’s non-functional requirements must also be accounted for and implemented during the development of the iREST app. These non-functional requirements include: privacy and security implementations, cross-platform capability, access and distribution concerns, safeguards for assurance and reliability, and a method for maintaining a separation of concerns. Addressing these non-functional requirements necessitates integrating an encryption technology, offering the app on various digital marketplaces like Google Play (Google, Mountain View, CA) and the Apple App Store (Apple, San Jose, CA), and developing a recovery procedure in the event of service disruption to minimize downtime.

Phase 2: Usability Evaluation

A pilot study was conducted to evaluate the usability of the iREST mobile health (mHealth) tool. The purpose of the usability study was to reveal how real patients and clinicians interact with the iREST system, gather their feedback, and improve the system based on the results.

The University’s Institutional Review Board approved the present study. Participant recruitment and screening were conducted by the University of Pittsburgh Military Sleep Tactics and Resilience Research Team. Active Duty Service Members (ADSM) and Veterans between the ages of 18 and 60 were recruited through postcard, flyer, study website, social media and Facebook (San Francisco, CA) and public television. Since the study is a “Bring Your Own Device” (BYOD) study, to be eligible, ADSM and Veterans had to own a smartphone with internet access and be fluent in the use of a smartphone. Other eligibility criteria included:

1. Endorsing significant sleep complaints as determined by a baseline score higher than 5 on the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) [33];
2. Having a baseline score greater than 10 on the Insomnia Severity Index (ISI) [34];
3. Having sleep complaints for at least 1 month.

Exclusion criteria included:

1. A history of psychotic disorder or bipolar disorder
2. Suspected or previous diagnosis of sleep apnea narcolepsy or other sleep disorder requiring further evaluation and treatment;
3. Severe or untreated psychiatric disorder associated with marked impairments in functioning
4. Being pregnant or lactating
5. A scheduled/imminent military deployment during the study.

During the first office visit, participants were required to participate in a tutorial on how to use the iREST app. After this first visit, participants could try the app for 7-10 days. Following that period however, participants were required to return to the office to complete a “first impression” usability questionnaire as well as to provide feedback about the app in general. Afterwards, participants were instructed to continue using the app for the next 4–6 weeks of their BBTI. After this 4-to-6-week period, participants again returned to the research office for a postintervention usability assessment using the same assessment tools as those performed during the return visit (first impression). Those usability questionnaires implement in the study were the System Usability Scale (SUS) [35] and a modified version of Telerehabilitation Usability Questionnaire (TUQ) [36]. The SUS is a simple, ten-item scale giving a global view of subjective assessments of usability, while the TUQ—which is currently undergoing validation—measures several usability factors, including usefulness, usability, effectiveness, reliability, and satisfaction. Twenty-one questions were derived from previously validated questionnaires, including the Technology Acceptance Model, Perceived Usefulness and Ease of Use, the Telemedicine Satisfaction Questionnaire, and the Post-Study System Usability Questionnaire/Computer System Usability Questionnaire. In addition to formative usability questionnaires, participants were also asked to provide quantitative feedback or comments about the use of the iREST app. Measuring the system usability twice, before and after intervention, allowed for observation of whether habituation affects participant...
perception of the system’s ease-of-use. We hypothesized that habituation would not significantly affect usability in a negative way. Therefore, a paired Student t-test was performed to compare the SUS and the TUQ scores, preintervention and postintervention.

Adherence was calculated as half of the total participant logs (half, because there are two logs each day: wake log and sleep log) over the total number of days that participants used the app in the study. The completion time for each log was calculated by measuring the time lapse between the moment in which participants began accessing the sleep/wake log screen and the moment in which they hit the save button (for example, completed the logs). The calculation is performed automatically by the iREST system. In addition, the overall usage was estimated by calculating the number of unique devices with an iREST app accessing the iREST server per day.

Phase 3: Wearable Sensor Integration and Evaluation

In addition to the usability evaluation, we also evaluated the feasibility of further improving participant experience by using wearable sensors, which can potentially remove the burden of entering sleep diary data manually. To explore this potential, seven Fitbit Charge wristbands were randomly assigned to participants. Participants assigned with Fitbit bands were required to wear the band to measure their sleep patterns in addition to filling out the in-app sleep diary. After the BBTI intervention, sleep diary and Fitbit-reported sleep data were compared. This was meant to measure the degree of agreement between sleep parameters reported subjectively by the participants and measured by Fitbit devices: a high degree of agreement would indicate a higher potential for Fitbit to replace the need of manual sleep diary entries in our future BBTI interventions.

IBM (Armonk, NY) SPSS Statistics software version 24.0 was used for data analysis for Fitbit vs sleep diary comparison, while GraphPad (La Jolla, CA) Prism version 7 was used to build Bland-Altman plots. Sleep diary and Fitbit-reported sleep data were compared. First, intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC_{3,1}) were used to examine agreement between sleep parameters taken from the Fitbit and sleep diary data. An ICC ≥0.75 was considered excellent, 0.60–0.74 good, 0.40–0.59 fair and<0.40 poor [37]. A Bland-Altman plot [38] was used to visualize any systematic difference between values reported by the two measurements.

Results

Development Results

Currently, the iREST system (Figure 1) consists of a cross-platform smartphone app, a clinician portal, and a secure 2-way communication platform that connects the app and the portal.

Mobile Application (App) Features

The iREST mobile app (Figure 2) is used by the patient to record sleep data, present feedback and related education materials, and provide cues and notifications. Following are the app’s main features:

Wake Log and Sleep Log

The wake log and sleep log of the iREST app is an electronic adaptation of the Pittsburgh Sleep Diary. The wake log records users’ daytime activities that may impact healthy sleep practices. Such effectors include caffeine and alcohol consumption, number and duration of daytime naps, and exercise events. Users are intended to complete the wake log right before going to bed. Conversely, the sleep log tracks users’ sleep parameters—including sleep latency, number and duration of wake-up after sleep onset episodes, bedtime, and wake time—dreams or nightmares, and perceived sleep quality. Users are required to fill out the sleep log immediately upon awakening to reduce recall bias.

For both sleep and wake logs, the app records time-stamps at the commencement and completion of each entry. Furthermore, the logs implement “validation checking”, a function meant to ensure the thorough completion of app tasks. For example, while the user completes the logs, validation checking immediately alert the user if they have made any mistakes or missed any fields. Moreover, validation checking uses the previous entry as a default value for each new entry to reduce time and user burden in filling out the logs.

Weekly Assessment

The weekly assessment is a regimen of assessments administered to users on a weekly basis. These assessments consist of the Generalized Anxiety Disorder scale 2-items [39], the Patient Health Questionnaire-2 [29], the Patient-Rated Global Impression of Improvement [31], and a modified Asberg Rating Scale [30] side effect questionnaire that measure both the users’ weekly progress and any potential side effects from treatment. This assessment appears to the user only when the clinician schedules it.

Sleep Education and Personalized Sleep Tips

Sleep education contains information about sleep, insomnia, brain-sleep-mechanisms, and healthy sleep practices. These educational materials are always available on the iREST app. Additionally, the personalized sleep tips offer specific information on how to address or overcome certain behaviors, cognitions, or events (like nightmare episodes) that may be perceived as barriers to healthy sleep. Clinicians can prescribe sleep tips based on reports from users’ sleep/wake logs. For example, if a user reports having a nightmare, the clinician can prescribe tips aimed at “getting rid of bothersome dreams” directly to the user’s iREST app.

Secure Messaging

Secure messaging allows real-time message exchange between clinicians and users while maintaining high privacy and security—two factors that are often lacking on regular text messaging and short message services. Multiple security measures are implemented in the secure massages feature, including a strong protocol for communication between the iREST app and server using Transport Layer Security, a secure encryption key exchange, an encoding and enciphering of messages, and achieving an encrypted database behind a firewall.
The secure messaging feature allows users and clinicians to exchange information that may not be readily available through the app’s other functionalities. For example, through secure messaging—a user may request additional information on specific sleep problems. The clinician can then reply with links to additional resources.

**App Dashboard**

The iREST app’s dashboard provides “at-a-glance” views of key performance indicators on individual treatment progress. In sleep interventions, these indicators can be sleep parameters such as sleep efficiency, sleep latency, wake-up-after-sleep-onset, and total sleep time. The dashboard also contains indicators of logs and assessment completion. In addition, the dashboard provides visual notification for new messages and new tips that are received from the clinician portal.

**Clinician Portal Features**

Like the iREST mobile app, the clinician portal (Figure 3) is an implementation of the portal portion of the JITAI application architecture, based on the requirements needed by the clinicians to fully support the intervention (as also described in Multimedia Appendix 1). Below are the main features available in the iREST clinician portal:

**Clinician Dashboard**

The iREST portal’s dashboard provides data visualization of users’ progress in the intervention, the intervention status as whole, and general views of the mHealth utilization. It allows clinicians to make priorities on resource allocation based on the severity of users’ conditions. For example, users who frequently express sleep problems will have more clinician time than users whose interventions are going well.

**Calendar and Scheduling**

The calendar view allows clinicians to quickly assess the status of scheduled intervention components such as prescribed wake time and assessment schedules. This page also provides users with a mobile device status (active, idle, inactive) and shortcuts for creating new schedules for sending secure messages to users.

**Intervention Prescription**

Intervention prescription is the main feature for managing and prescribing intervention components. It provides users’ daily sleep logs and weekly progress summaries. Based on these summaries, the portal suggests appropriate sleep prescriptions, and the clinicians then make judgments on which course of action to take, or which intervention components to prescribe to the users’ mobile app.

Figure 1. A model representing the iREST app and clinician-portal’s two-way interactions which include: assessment, education/information delivery, progress reporting, scheduling, notification delivery, and secure messaging.
Figure 2. Screenshots of the various features implemented in the iREST app. 1) Wake activity and sleep pattern recording part of the iREST app, participants need to enter each section once a day; 2) Weekly assessment was scheduled each week to measure participants’ clinical progress; 3) Snapshots of various sleep education and personalized tactics that the app provides based on each participant’s condition; 4) Secure massaging feature that allows participants and clinicians to exchange information securely, eg, instead of using short message service/text. 5) The iREST app’s dashboard, showing an at-a-glance view of individual participant current status and progress.

Wearable Sensor Integration
With the current clinician portal, only integration with Fitbit is supported. The integration functionality provides interfaces to perform sleep data imports from the Fitbit server.

Participants
As shown in Figure 4, a total of 99 individuals contacted the research program to inquire about the study, all expressing interest in participating. During the scripted telephone screening, 35 (36%) individuals did not respond after several attempts to contact them. Twelve individuals (19%) were found not eligible after telephone screening. ADSM and Veterans who passed the telephone screening attended the in-office diagnostic evaluation; ten individuals (19%) were excluded in this phase. Twenty-nine ADSM and Veterans provided written informed consent; however, seven of them (24%) withdrew from the study before the intervention. Out of 22 who started the intervention, nineteen (19) participants (86%) completed posttreatment and follow-up assessment. Six (32%) participants used an iPhone or iOS device, and the other 13 (68%) used an Android device.

Descriptive statistics were performed to describe the demographic characteristics of the study participants using frequencies for categorical variables, means, and standard deviations for continuously measured demographic variables. Demographic information obtained at baseline is provided in Table 1.

Usage Characteristics
One way to describe the overall usage of the system is by calculating the number of unique devices accessing the iREST portal per day. As seen in Figure 5, on average, there were at least 12 (mean 12.23, SD 8.96) unique devices accessing the portal daily for more than two years following the iREST study commencement. On the app side, according to the Apple App Store and Google Play statistics from September 2016, the app was downloaded and installed 247 times (182 on Android [Google, Mountain View, CA] and 67 iOS). The number of downloads was significantly higher than the number of participants in the study (in total only 29 participants downloads), which may indicate that there was high demand for a sleep or insomnia app on the market. Currently, the app is active on 53 devices (47 Android and 6 iOS). In addition to the current study, the iREST mHealth system was also used to support at least two other sleep research studies.
Figure 3. Screenshots from the iREST clinician portal. 1) The portal’s calendar view which simplify the way clinicians manage participants’ scheduling; 2) The prescription window where clinicians can view individual participant’s status, view treatment suggestions calculated by the system, and prescribe appropriate intervention; 3) An example of a participant’s sleep pattern retrieved from Fitbit; 4) Secure messaging on the clinician side; 5) The clinician’s dashboard where a clinician can view the whole status of participants under their care, see the clinical indicators/signs of progress and prioritize treatments.
During the study, our online server experienced an unplanned outage resulting in no data collection over a three-day period for two participants. This unexpected problem was subsequently fixed by making the system capable of handling server and connection outages. Even with this outage, on average participants completed 91.11% of the required twice-a-day sleep diary entries, only failing to fill out less than 3 days’ worth of sleep diaries throughout the course of the study. This adherence percentage is significantly higher than the average technology-mediated insomnia treatment adherence of 52% [40]. It took an average of less than two minutes (108.53 seconds, SD 26.19) to complete each assessment.

### Usability Results

In the postintervention follow-up visit, 17 out of 19 participants finished the poststudy questionnaires (the SUS and the TUQ). The sample size is considered appropriate according to the Problem Discovery Rate Model, which is widely used to serve in formative usability evaluations [41,42]. According to the model, 85% of usability problems were revealed using five participants, and almost 100% of problems using 14 participants [43]. The participants rated the app as highly usable with a mean SUS score of 85.74 (SD 12.37), which translates to adjective ratings of “Excellent” [44]. On the TUQ, participants were satisfied with the iREST app and would consider using it in the future (average score of 4.31 out of 5, SD 0.63). They also gave high scores on “ease of use and learnability” with an average
score of 4.33 (SD 0.65). In assessing room for improvement, the sections for “interface quality” and “reliability” received slightly lower scores, although still above average, with a mean score of 4.05 (SD 0.85) and 3.88 (SD 0.70), respectively. Server outage may have contributed to lower scores on reliability, while the lower interface quality score shows the need for more meaningful data visualization and better overall user-interface design.

When compared with pretreatment scores, both SUS and TUQ posttreatment scores were higher. The results show that participants continued to rate the iREST app as highly usable even as they became more familiar with the system; in other words, rather than fostering contempt, in this case, familiarity can be said to breed contentment. Furthermore, the improvement in the interface quality score on the TUQ was statistically significant (Table 2), and a noticeable score increase was observed on Reliability (mean increase of 0.45). Continued user-centered improvements (eg, incorporating users’ feedback and addressing user interface, UI, interaction problems) in user interface and system reliability most likely contributed to the noticeable increase in TUQ scores for those two areas.

On the qualitative usability assessment, participants provide individual comments and feedback about the app. Responses were generally categorized into five types:

1. General comments about the app
2. Comments about the graphical user interface and navigation
3. Comments about the sleep logging process
4. Comments about sleep education features
5. Questions and problem reporting.

Figure 5. Statistical representation of daily unique device access to the iREST portal. Each line represents number of unique participants accessing the portal for each day.

Participants expressed liking the application generally with reported comments such as: “[I] like the front page a lot, [I] find it useful and attractive”; “[The app is] very easy to navigate, [I] found that the data uploaded quickly”; “[I] like the morning reminder to fill out wake time diary.” Participants also pointed out issues and made suggestions, such as: “[The app’s format for time input was tedious, [this] needs improvement”; “[I was] frustrated by [the] text overlap [that occurs] when [the] device is held horizontally”; “[Developers should] have the SE% graphic replaced by something, eg, tracking how many logs were entered on time.” Multimedia Appendix 2 contains a portion of the reported feedback and comments. This feedback was used to iteratively improve the iREST app and as input for future developments.

Additionally, qualitative analysis of participants’ feedbacks on iREST app identified several potential improvements and additional features suggestions. Most of the critical suggestions have already been addressed and incorporated into the app during the development iterations. Some suggested improvements however remain to be addressed in future developments. These include:

1. An informative and concise, but customizable data visualization on the app’s dashboard
2. A smart data input, in which the app learns from previously-entered data about each participant’s usual sleep habits to reduce participant burden
3. Include general UI components
4. Implementing more reliable notifications and reminders
5. Streamlining the Fitbit integration
Table 2. A paired *t*-test comparison of Usability Questionnaires Scores (System Usability Scale and Telerehabilitation Usability Questionnaire) between pretreatment and posttreatment. SUS: System Usability Scale; TUQ: Telerehabilitation Usability Questionnaire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Pretreatment (SD)</th>
<th>After treatment (SD)</th>
<th>Pretreatment to post mean score change Estimates (SE)</th>
<th><em>t</em> statistics (df)</th>
<th><em>P</em> value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUS</strong></td>
<td>78.04 (13.66)</td>
<td>85.74 (12.37)</td>
<td>6.61 (3.65)</td>
<td>1.81 (13)</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TUQ</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>4.15 (0.55)</td>
<td>4.33 (0.65)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.76 (10)</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface Quality</td>
<td>3.65 (0.65)</td>
<td>4.05 (0.85)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.17)</td>
<td>3.25 (10)</td>
<td>.099a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction Quality</td>
<td>3.77 (0.76)</td>
<td>3.95 (0.78)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.14)</td>
<td>1.11 (10)</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>3.58 (0.53)</td>
<td>3.88 (0.70)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.22)</td>
<td>2.09 (10)</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Satisfaction</td>
<td>3.96 (0.80)</td>
<td>4.31 (0.63)</td>
<td>0.36 (0.22)</td>
<td>1.62 (10)</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Statistically significant.

Table 3. Fitbit versus iREST Sleep Diary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Fitbit, mean (SD)</th>
<th>iREST Diary, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Mean difference (SE)</th>
<th><em>P</em> value</th>
<th>ICC<em>2,1</em> (range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sleep onset latency (minutes)</td>
<td>0.38 (0.38)</td>
<td>18.60 (1.63)</td>
<td>18.23 (1.66)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.15 (-0.123-0.153)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wakefulness after sleep onset (minutes)</td>
<td>5.64 (0.58)</td>
<td>20.19 (1.97)</td>
<td>14.54 (1.86)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.174 (0.038-0.305)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total in bed (minutes)</td>
<td>422.9 (6.48)</td>
<td>430.9 (6.00)</td>
<td>8.08 (4.80)</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>0.705 (0.628-0.768)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sleep time (minutes)</td>
<td>416.6 (6.39)</td>
<td>392.14 (6.82)</td>
<td>-24.69 (4.79)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.737 (0.667-0.794)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep efficiency (%)</td>
<td>98.59 (0.16)</td>
<td>90.53 (0.74)</td>
<td>-8.06 (0.70)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.144 (0.006-0.276)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good night/fall asleep time</td>
<td>11:42:12PM (5.55)</td>
<td>11:27:06PM (5.35)</td>
<td>-15.10 (3.95)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.738 (0.668-0.795)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good morning/awake time</td>
<td>06:45:00AM (6.87)</td>
<td>06:38:00AM (6.25)</td>
<td>-7.03 (4.39)</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>0.777 (0.715-0.826)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fitbit Integration

Seven participants were assigned with Fitbit Charge throughout the course of the usability study. In total, 202 paired (Fitbit vs sleep diary) nights were acquired. We utilized the automatic sleep detection feature available on the Charge model, in which the wristband automatically detects when the wearer falls asleep and wakes up without manual input (eg, pressing a button). This feature, although convenient for participants, greatly understimates latency to onset of the first sleep epoch (sleep onset latency, SOL). As a result, Fitbit only reported one instance of SOL (SOL>0 minute) out of 202-recorded nights. Due to limitations in statistical analysis packages, variables representing clock time, such as Good Night Time (GNT) and Good Morning Time (GMT) are translated into minutes-distant-from-midnight (12:00 AM). For example, 11:00 PM on GNT was translated into “–60” (60 minutes before midnight), and 5:15 AM in GMT was translated into “315” (315 minutes after midnight).

As shown in Table 3, significant statistical differences were found for the following variables recorded between Fitbit and sleep diaries: latency (SOL), wakefulness after sleep onset (WASO), total sleep time (TST), GNT, and sleep efficiency. With diaries recording longer means of latency, longer means of WASO, shorter means of TST, earlier GNTs and smaller average sleep efficiencies. No significant differences however were found on total in bed (TIB; longer in sleep diary) and GMT (earlier in sleep diary). Furthermore, good intraclass correlations were observed for TST (ICC*2,1*=0.737, *P*<.001), GNT (ICC*2,1*=0.738, *P*<.001), and TIB (ICC*2,1*=0.705, *P*<.001). There was excellent agreement on GMT between Fitbit and sleep diary entries, with ICC*2,1*=0.777, *P*<.001.

Bland and Altman difference plots (Figure 6), for these sleep parameters showed no statistically significant agreement between Fitbit and sleep diaries. As demonstrated in ICC analysis, the plots also show a higher level of disagreement between Fitbit and diaries for SOL, WASO and sleep efficiency. Moreover, proportional bias was observed for these three variables, and the disagreement between measurement modalities increased as the average value of SOL and WASO increased, and as the average value of sleep efficiency decreased from 100. It was observed that when an individual’s day-to-day sleep pattern variability increased, the level of agreement between Fitbit and sleep diaries decreased for that individual when compared with the group mean. For example, a participant whose WASO changed significantly from night to night (eg, from 0 on the first day, to 45 on the second day, and back to 15 on the third) is likely to have worse agreement on the Fitbit vs sleep diary WASO when compared with the rest of the sample.
Figure 6. Bland-Altman plots of Sleep Diary vs. Fitbit. SE: sleep efficiency; TST: total sleep time; WASO: wakefulness after sleep onset.
Discussion

Principal Findings
The JITAI application architecture used in iREST gives potential leverage for intervention-scientists in implementing mobile app solutions for other JITAI based projects. The architecture provides a wide variety of functionalities, design patterns, and guidelines that are readily implemented in various JITAI mobile app solutions. Also, the JITAI application architecture is cross-platform and therefore allows rapid deployment to various mutually incompatible mobile operating systems and opens the possibility for a BYOD approach, a feature that greatly increases the scalability of, and access to, interventions.

The usability evaluation of iREST showed that the app is highly usable and supports high adherence to treatment regimens. In addition, the evaluation allowed the detection of potential improvement of the iREST system based on participants’ feedback and comments about the system during the usability study. These improvements have been incorporated in subsequent development iterations of iREST system.

The usability results demonstrated that not only is the iREST app applicable to implementing BBTI in a military population but is also usable and well received. Overall, participants were satisfied with the iREST application, finding it easy to use. All nineteen participants used the app daily to record their sleep with very few missed entries (on average less than 3) over the course of the 4-to-6-week intervention. The iREST app’s sleep and wake logs were optimized for touch-based input, which reduced fill-out time and participants’ burden.

Consistent with previous studies conducted in the use of movement-based sensors (eg, Fitbit, actigraphy) for measuring sleep [45–47], we found poor agreement between Fitbit and participants’ reported sleep diaries, although clinically, the Fitbit data may be sufficiently used as a consideration for BBTI sleep prescriptions (eg, mean differences for sleep parameters between Fitbit and sleep diary are below the clinically significant threshold of 30 minutes). Improvements nevertheless need to be made to the architecture to increase the sensitivity of Fitbit’s measuring of sleep parameters. As a possible solution for the next iteration of the iREST system, we plan to use a hybrid approach between the two modalities, to incorporate a machine learning algorithm and to allow participants to modify Fitbit reported data. Each modification will then feed into a machine-learning algorithm, so that the longer an individual uses the system, the less modification that will be needed to provide more accurate data.

Limitations
The present study was highly focused on patients’ improvements and experiences in using the iREST system. The clinicians’ perspectives however, are equally important. As mentioned before, the highly manual nature of BBTI supported by the easy-to-use iREST system is likely to facilitate the delivery of this treatment by mid-level (non-doctoral) clinicians; however, the present study has not provided a sufficient level of heterogeneity in a clinician sample to determine whether a comparable magnitude of improvement would also be observed with less experienced therapists. In the current study, two clinicians with extensive experience in behavioral sleep treatments administered the intervention.

Moreover, although this paper included a usability study and utilization analysis on the iREST patient app, no usability data from the clinician portal was explicitly reported. Clinician usability is something that might be investigated in future studies.

Currently, the iREST wearable integration only supports Fitbit devices. Furthermore, the iREST app does not support background services (ie, running in the background and without user intervention), which would allow the app to keep running after the smartphone screen is locked and the app minimized. This feature is important for real-time communication such as initiation of video or audio calls. Future development to implement this feature has been planned.

Conclusion
The iREST system provides a feasible platform for implementation of JITAI in mHealth-based and remote intervention settings. The use of Fitbit as an objective measure for ambulatory sleep pattern assessment showed promising results, yet further improvement is needed.

Ultimately, iREST demonstrates that mHealth-based JITAI model works effectively while achieving an excellent usability rating. Although the current implementation was only aimed at insomnia treatment, iREST has the potential to be deployed towards other behavioral health interventions. Furthermore, the promising results in the current pilot study, open the pathway for larger study on clinical feasibility of iREST intervention.
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